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ABSTRACT
Thriving in Broken Futures: The Paradox of Church in Historic Watersheds is an
exploration of four historic “watersheds” in the interaction of the western Church1 and
her cultural context. The project studies the paradoxical capacity of the Church to
navigate through and subsequently thrive in each “broken future.” The dynamics of each
example are extrapolated to the Church’s current context of British Columbia’s Lower
Mainland, with the intent of showing a way through the current cultural watershed and
into new preferred, albeit “broken” future.

1

The word church is often written with the “c” in lower case, unless referring to a denominational
body (i.e. Mennonite Church). Usage reflects whether church is considered, in its context, a proper or
common noun. In keeping with nuancing that assumes uppercase for entities that are proper nouns, I have
chosen to use uppercase nomenclature throughout this paper when referring to the Church of Jesus Christ in
the world. While one may make the case (at least tongue in cheek) that the Church is not an organized
body, seen broadly, as Christ’s Body in the world, she is a unique and specific organism; an entity created
by God for God’s purposes. This paper uses capitalization as a reflection of that reality.
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CHAPTER 1
ITRODUCTIO

The setting was a Fall Pastor and Spouse Retreat at Harrison, British Columbia.
Ministers from across British Columbia gathered for several days of relaxation,
reflection, and input. Beyond the bravado and posturing sometimes common in such
settings, it was clear many were tired. Some were stressed and a number disheartened. “I
can’t figure out what we’re doing wrong”, noted one Vancouver pastor. “Our people are
warm, we have incredible programs for families, and yet the response from the
community is, at best, lukewarm. Worse yet, my own parishioners are complaining we
aren’t growing and seem to think I should be doing something to turn it around. I don’t
know what more to do. We’re already stretched in resources, people, and time.” In the
mind of pastor and congregants there seemed no apparent way to respond effectively to a
culture that had transformed all about them.
His church in the 1970s had been one of the success stories of our conference, but
over the following decades it had lost members, momentum, and a vision to impact
beyond her walls. His congregation’s situation is by no means an anomaly. Across North
America, this pastor’s dilemma and the condition of his congregation are becoming
increasingly the norm, not the exception.
The statistics on church closures show an alarming increase. According to data
from the Schaeffer Institute, in the United States alone, 4000 churches close every year,

1
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while the new plant number is only 1,0001. Their statistics also show that while some
large churches are getting even larger, many medium and smaller congregations are in
decline. Pastoral burnout is at an all time high. Statistics are not easily tabulated
regarding tenure; however, in a 2009 workshop at Northwest Baptist Seminary, located at
Trinity Western University, a presenter claimed the average pastoral tenure among
Southern Baptists was 2.7 years; the United Methodists, 3.4 years; the Christian Church,
18 months; and the Church of God, Cleveland, 2.5 years.2 The statistics of Thom S.
Rainer, Lifeway Christian Resources, provides numbers with similar concern, noting
their surveys show pastoral tenure currently at 3.6 years.3
Within British Columbia’s Lower Mainland, both mainline and evangelical
church closures have been increasing. My own church plant congregation now worships
in a facility previously owned by Kennedy Heights Mennonite Brethren Church, a once
thriving congregation of over 250 that closed its doors in 2003. The partitioned and then
repartitioned sanctuary reflects a structural timeline of their decline and eventual demise.
Even denominations perceived as evangelical and growing within the Canadian
context have experienced the effects of the gathering storm. In the five-year period of
1998 – 2002, the Christian and Missionary Alliance (CMA) denomination saw 32 church
closures. Ten of those were in British Columbia. During that same period only nine new
congregations were planted by the CMA in British Columbia, all of which were focused
1

Richard J. Kejcir, “Statistics and Reasons for Church Decline,” Francis A. Schaeffer Institute of
Church Leadership, http://www.intothyword.org/articles_view.asp?articleid=36557 (accessed September
20, 2012).
2

The ACTS Workshop speaker gave the source of statistics as data from Global Harvest
Ministries. The data was not further confirmable as GHM has been merged with another ministry site.
3

Thomas S. Ranier, “8 Traits of Effective Church Leaders,”
http://www.thomrainer.com/2009/06/8-traits-of-effective-church-leaders.php (accessed September 20,
2012).
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on non-English language groups.4 In general, the data is depressing, as more recent
statistics show a continuation of these losses for both the CMA and other movements in
Canada.5
Can the Church’s struggle to connect and minister effectively with new Lower
Mainland realities find help from earlier Church experience? Is the ostensible disconnect
of Church and culture, in fact, a new problem, or have we been here before in our
history? By comparative examination of New Testament, early Church, and historic
examples, this paper will make the case we can corroborate the Lower Mainland’s
experience as neither new nor inherently destructive to the Church. Rather the watershed
experienced in the Lower Mainland can provide the necessary impetus and convergence
for her to renew effective ministry in an altered future.
Intent
The intent of this project is to consider how the Church, in four specific turbulent
settings, succeeded or failed in her engagement with culture; and how, in British
Columbia’s Lower Mainland, those findings inform the experience of the Church in the
midst of current cultural shift. I propose to show how results of such research allow
British Columbia Lower Mainland leaders to extrapolate necessary attributes for healthy
engagement of the Church’s life into current and emerging culture. Through an
exploration of historic watersheds, a term to be defined shortly, we will gain clearer
understanding of where and how the Church succeeded in her capacity to ensure
4

Thirteenth Biennial Assembly, The Christian and Missionary Alliance in Canada: Biennial
Report for 2002 – 2004 and Reports and Minutes of General Assembly 2004,
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/90177625/THE-CHRISTIAN-AND-MISSIONARY-ALLIANCE-INCANADA-BIENNIAL-REPORT-OF- (accessed November 10, 2011).
5

Elaine W. Lindner, Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches 2010 (Nashville: Abingdon
Press, 2010), Online edition. http://www.cokesbury.com/digitalstore/subscription/9780687466863.pdf
(accessed November 10, 2011).
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meaningful engagement with culture6; and with that understanding, to consider how in
our time we may do the same.
Claim
Although many within the Church in British Columbia’s Lower Mainland
consider the losses and uncertainty caused by dramatic socio-cultural changes as
potentially devastating to the Church, I claim the current apparent chaotic experience in
culture actually offers the Church her best opportunity to refocus, reform, renew, and
thrive as the Body of Christ in the Lower Mainland. The times in which we live need not
be seen as unfolding chaos for the Church. Evidence from the New Testament and three
comparative examples, lend support to the thesis that the current watershed experience
can instead precipitate an opportunity for reawakening the Church to her purpose,
methodology, and the centrality of her relationship with Jesus Christ. With an
understanding of those past watersheds, insight is gained as to how best navigate the new
environment of the Lower Mainland.
Scope and Format
Limits of a dissertation project do not allow the scope to exceed recommended
space. Ideally, a dozen or more historical examples could be found and used to make the
case and apply the characteristics. However, four primary ones will have to suffice: the
experience of the Church as counter-culture (late New Testament), the Church at
empire’s collapse (Roman imperial dissolution), the Church in pandemic (Europe’s Black
Death), and the Church in time of economic and societal chaos (England’s Industrial
Revolution). These historic examples will illustrate the capacity of the Church to thrive in

6

Note: “culture” is used here in its larger sense; with recognition that the Church has shown her
potential for effective interface with a multiplicity of cultures, i.e., every nation, tribe, people and language.
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times some might well have considered “toxic” to her, but which also brought from her,
her best.
The chapters will proceed in historical order, from early Church to industrial
revolution. Those chapters will lay the groundwork for a discussion of common
sociological and theological themes, followed by a presentation of British Columbia’s
own current reality. A final chapter will consider attributes to best navigate the current
watershed and enter a preferred future.
Overview
This paper proposes to show how attributes for effective engagement by the
Church in a post-Christian7, post-Church culture can best be understood and formulated
in the context of past historic watersheds. Introducing and unpacking the “watershed”
metaphor provides a useful descriptive means of framing the Church’s experience in the
West. The extrapolation of attributes drawn from historic watershed experiences, and
applied to our own, can help the Church thrive in our own time. Responding to
postmodernist assertions that “our time is like no other”, the historic examples will show
that, while in particulars our time may be unique, in substance the experience of the
current watershed is not so unlike previous.
Comparative examination of New Testament, early Church, and the historic
examples found in chapter 3 of this paper, we will substantiate the assertion that the
Church’s Lower Mainland experience is neither entirely new nor inherently destructive.

7

For the purposes of this paper “post-Christian” will be used as a preferred term. While postChristian and post-Christendom are often used interchangeably, both labels are problematic. The term
“post-Christian” gives greater emphasis to the personal loss of Christian faith, as compared to the
institutional loss of control, place, power and voice by ecclesiastical structures. See: Stefan Paas, “PostChristian, Post-Christendom, and Post-Modern Europe: Towards the Interaction of Missiology and the
Social Sciences”, Mission Studies 28, (2011): 3-25.
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In fact, the case will be made that the current watershed experienced, seen in historical
context, is paradoxically the preferred choice for Jesus’ Church to thrive in ministry and
relationship. Additionally, the historic examples in the paper will provide significant
insight as to how to navigate the current Lower Mainland’s watershed, and thrive in the
midst of a new, albeit perhaps, broken future.
The introductory chapter provides the necessary overview and definitions for
material to follow. It also makes the case for the legitimacy of historical analysis as a tool
for comparative assessment in current postmodern experience; and posits the
survivability and benefit to the Church, of watersheds past and present. Chapter two will
study the watershed experience of the late New Testament Church; a body rightly
perceived by her immediate culture as an entity with alternative allegiance, agenda, and
lifestyle. We will see how these placed her into a watershed; and also see how, from her
inception, the Church possessed the capacity to survive that watershed, engaging
effectively a culture largely at odds with the Gospel.
Chapter three will present materials from three historical Church watersheds:
Rome’s collapse, the Black Death, and Industrial London. Each section will describe
historical circumstances, context, and the response of the Church within them. Chapter
four will pause between past and present, to consider the ramifications of how the Church
grapples with watershed experiences, where they may take her, and how she lives into the
futures that follow. With a better understanding of previous watershed events and their
characteristics, chapter five will examine British Columbia’s Lower Mainland Church
watershed experience. The impact of rapidly changing environment, culture, and
demographics on Church life will be considered. Noting the Lower Mainland’s parallels
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to previous watersheds, the concluding chapter will extrapolate 10 potential attributes for
application to local congregational life in British Columbia’s Lower Mainland.
Definitions
A number of words and phrases used throughout this document require some
unpacking. They are largely taken from current sociological discussions regarding the
cultural shifts being experienced in western life and thought. One exception to the
sociological definitions is the usage of the term watershed as a descriptive and
metaphorical expression of precipitous cultural experiences rending the very fabric of
culture and Church. It is a term not used to any significant degree in current theological,
historical, or sociological literature. Widely used in hydrology, the term has made few
significant appearances outside that discipline. An exception would be Robert and
Jeanette Lauer’s 1988 self-help book of the same name8.

Watersheds
There are times of trauma and change so significant in culture that the very fabric
of what constitutes “Church” in that setting is put into question. While these shifts may
begin in gradual fashion, they are recognized by outcomes both precipitous and radical,
resulting in reorienting the Church to her context. Those cases where this reorientation is
substantial and has long-term effects are referred to as watersheds. In her two thousand
plus year history, the Church of Jesus Christ has experienced and overcome a multitude
of these watersheds. I believe she will do so again and again, and in the North American
setting, she is has already well into a new watershed experience.

8

Robert H. Lauer and Jeanette C. Lauer, Watersheds: Mastering Life's Unpredictable Crises
(Little, Brown & Co., 1988).
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wa·ter·shed \ wô'tər-shĕd', wŏt'ər- \ n. 1: A ridge of high land dividing two areas
that are drained by different river systems. Also called water parting. 2: The
region draining into a river, river system, or other body of water. 3: A critical
point that marks a division or a change of course; a turning point.9
While usage of the term watershed is not taken in its most literal hydrological sense, the
word is chosen quite intentionally, providing a metaphor as well as popular literary use,
noted in the third point of the above definition. Within the discussion of the Church’s
experience at critical historical moments and turning points (as per definition three), there
will be a very deliberate desire to mine the nuances of watershed over against other
possible synonyms.
In its hydrological sense, the term “watershed” is generally descriptive of land
areas draining down-slope to their lowest level. Most often, water moves through this
area in a network of drainage pathways, above and below ground, converging into creeks,
streams, and rivers— becoming progressively larger until it connects to its destination
body of water. This area of convergence is a specific topographical feature,
geographically traceable, as watersheds follow major land features down to their lowest
point. Watersheds, in that understanding, are simply realities, and necessary ones at that.
They are normative parts of the earth’s hydrological cycle. They may incorporate the
gamut of features from meandering streams, to raging rivers, and precipitous falls. Those
features are entirely dispassionate in themselves. However, their impact to their
connective environment may not be. While normative, their evidences exert powerful
effects on their inter-connective environment.
In the above sense, the metaphor is most appropriate. The intent is not to consider
watersheds as aberrations, but as normative in the Church’s history. They are part and
9

The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 4th ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 2000).

9
parcel of the historic stream within which she lives, as she moves down through time.
These watersheds bring to bear the most powerful influences upon the Church’s
perceptions, decisions, and experiences. Depending on how the Church adapts and
responds to those watersheds, she may come out in a very different place, or as a very
different Church.
Another aspect of the hydrologic metaphor is intriguing. In the same fashion that
watersheds impact their inter-connective environment, so too their inter-connective
environment has a marked influence upon the watersheds flow and direction. In fact, the
interconnectivity of these two is the defining factor for both. In the context of water, any
impediment or barrier immediately presents a hydrologic issue to the watershed. As noted
in even rudimentary land use education, “Because water moves downstream, any activity
that affects the water quality, quantity, or rate of movement at one location can affect
locations downstream. For this reason, everyone living or working within a watershed
needs to cooperate to ensure good watershed conditions.”10
Despite its own perimeters, incline, and direction, the watershed’s outcome is
intrinsically affected by all the elements it relates to, be that deforestation, redirection by
canal, management by lock, or obstruction by dam. In that sense it is a complex system.
In same fashion, even a cursory look at Church history shows us the complexity and
interaction of Church to her times, and those same times impact upon her. As the Church
goes down through time, she finds herself moving perpetually from watershed to

10

“Watershed Stewardship Education Program Training Guide,” Oregon State University and Sea
Grant Extension, http://seagrant.oregonstate.edu/sgpubs/onlinepubs/t05002.html (accessed February 5,
2010).
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watershed— it affecting her, and her affecting it. Watershed is a surprisingly appropriate
metaphor for the experience of the Church as she moves through history.
Watersheds, by nature, contain both gradual and precipitous elements. It is the
outcome (i.e. the convergence) that is determinant for its definition, not the angle or
habitat. In this understanding a watershed is any point at which the Church faces a great
divide or a substantial point of departure from her current flow. However, while common
assumptions might consider these to be generally calamitous or catastrophic experiences,
that need not be the case. As in nature, some watersheds begin at such indirect angle that
the slope is not recognized until the effect has long since been absorbed. The effect of
gradual cultural assimilation may be a prime example in current North American context.
Most today in Canadian churches have little sense of how intrinsically they have
become connected to their culture and environment. Today’s church-goer may have far
more in common with 21st century culture than with the New Testament Church. While
many might deny the correlation, until quite recently, being “Christian” and being
“Canadian” were positively perceived as having substantial overlap. To even greater
degree, Americans in the 19th and 20th centuries, embraced a correspondence of Christian
faith, culture and national identity. Whereas those within the culture may no longer see it,
those without the culture, such as followers of Islam, perceive it all too easily. Their own
experience with the west has confirmed these perceptions.
We do not always see those things immediately around us as clearly as we see
those things away from us. For instance, in Fall 2003, a national Ipsos-Reid poll found
Canadian evangelicals ranked issues of racism and multicultural shift as “low
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priorities.”11 Yet all about them their culture has changed. In 1980, statistics Canada
noted only 6% of Canadians were of “a visible minority”. However, a more recent study
states, “Roughly one out of every five people in Canada, or between 19% and 23% of the
nation's population will be a visible minority by 2017.”12 The reality is Canada is
becoming a nation of first generation immigrants. But the extent of that change is barely
on the Church’s radar. Indeed, amongst evangelicals, if any thought is given to it— it is
mostly as a “God-sent time” for reaching new converts and adherents. This receives far
more attention than the challenge and changes it necessitates.
This is only one facet of a future to which few British Columbian Churches have
given thought. Yet for the Church the changes to our setting may be so far reaching and
life changing they will absolutely alter both what the Church looks like, and how we ‘do’
Church.
Whether it’s a lack of awareness, or an angle not yet precipitous, or our own
curious Canadian emphasis on ‘tolerance’ (genuine or politically correct)— reaction or
criticism initiated by the above cultural shifts remains muted amongst the majority of
Christians in Canada. However, as in past watersheds, the transformations being wrought
are often least apparent to those most imbedded in the culture being transformed.
Watershed, as metaphor for transformative change in culture, is used in this paper
as preferable to a number of images currently offered by writers and societal observers.
While “tsunami”, “world’s end” or “perfect storm” may encapsulate the cataclysmic
11

“Church and Faith Trends,” An Ipsos-Reid Poll sponsored by the Evangelical Fellowship of
Canada (EFC), Focus on the Family Canada, Ontario Conference of Catholic Bishops and World Vision
Canada, http://www.christianity.ca/netcommunity/page.aspx?pid=2173 (accessed September 6, 2011).
12

“Population Projections of Visible Minority Groups, Canada, Provinces and Regions 20012017,” Statistics Canada, 2005, http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/bsolc/olc-cel/olc-cel?catno=91-541XIE&lang=eng (accessed September 5, 2011).
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nature of some changes, watershed, with both its gradual and precipitous nuances,
articulates a model allowing for multiplicity within an inexorable movement. By its very
definition it can incorporate general incline as well as specific ridgelines of change.
Historic moments in time, as in Alaric’s sack of Rome (AD 410), provide definitive
markers of change. Yet, an inevitable slope precedes many of those moments. The use of
watershed takes both into account, putting them into a frame of reference allowing for the
inexorable, the gradual, or the cataclysmic— and all normative.
Postmodernity
The expression postmodern was first coined in writings prior to World War II in
an effort to express an apparent change in western culture. It is often presented as the
period after 1989 and up to the present time. However, normally, the descriptive
postmodern speaks more of a framework of thinking than an historical period. In fact,
numerous writers suggest postmodernity, if a period at all, is transitional, and that
western culture has already entered a new age. They differ however, on its name and
formulation. This ambiguity of postmodernism is one of its hallmarks. It is both all
encompassing and particular. As Umberto Eco notes of postmodernity, “I have the
impression that it is applied today to anything the users of the term happen to like.”13
While perhaps overused as a label in current culture, it does help accentuate that things
have changed dramatically. Not the least of which is a seismic attitudinal shift towards
truth and continuity. Jean-Francois Lyotard states:
I define postmodernism as incredulity toward meta-narratives. The postmodern
would be that which, in the modern, puts forward the un-presentable in
presentation itself. A postmodern artist or writer is in the position of a
philosopher; the text he writes, the work he produces are not in principle governed
13

Umberto Eco, Postscript to the ame of the Rose (San Diego/New York/London: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1989), 65.
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by pre-established rules, and they cannot be judged according to a determined
judgment.14
Lyotard, Foucault, and other proponents of postmodernity, make it clear that
postmodernism is as much a reaction to the “modern” as any proactive philosophy in
itself. Their intent is to deconstruct the grand meta-narratives of the culture, and make no
effort to propose new ones. It is not surprising then that many writers grappling with this
understanding speak in the plural, of postmodernities. That plurality emphasizes again
that in many respects postmodernity is “anti-foundational” in its rawest form. As an aside
it should be noted that its anti-foundationalism, while clearly not theo-centric, is not
inherently anti-Christian, no more so than the period of modernity prior to it.
Liminality
Originally, liminality was a term applied to rites of passage by cultural
anthropologist Victor Turner. Liminality’s definition is now applied more broadly to any
place of social “in-betweenness.” It is a place of transition, where old order may have
ended but the new order has not yet begun. Limina, from the Latin, means threshold, and
implies standing at the very edge of something not yet known. It is, as it were, “betwixt
and between”, a place where contradictions stand along side each other, and paradoxes
hold hands. It is perhaps the most uncomfortable of places, personally or institutionally,
for any who desire certainty. Alan Roxburgh, in The Missionary Congregation,
Leadership, & Liminality, makes the case this is really the best of places to be. If that is
so, it causes us to stop long enough to discover a valid reintegration. He notes liminality
is by nature paradoxical.

14

J. F. Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1984), 81.
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It places a group in great tension. Even in complex societies the impulses of
groups in the liminal state move in two directions at the same time: turning
backward to recover the lost identity, and risking moving forward. Set in these
terms, it is possible to locate the North American churches. Currently much of the
shaping conversation is that of return. Beneath schemes of renewal and strategies
of growth lie these liminal impulses of return and recovery.15
Roxburgh’s “space in-between” may be a very valuable and necessary place for a
Church always on a journey. Though often she is most uncomfortable with that journey.
Despite the opportunity to be drawn close ‘in chaos’, we do not embrace that ‘inbetween’ space very easily. We seek to move through it as quickly as possible and find
new stability beyond, or, we desire to return to the old. Yet, as a growing number of
writers assert and good exegesis suggests, it is often in the midst of this chaos that we
most clearly experience something of the hand of God, and are transformed by it.
Paradox
Like Alan Roxburgh’s words to the Church, Charles Handy notes that the larger
culture we are called to live in is a time where “paradox defines much of our living
space.”16 A paradoxical statement is one seemingly contradictory or opposed to an
assumed reality, yet quite possibly and simultaneously true. For the Church of British
Columbia’s Lower Mainland, these paradoxes include such elements as: a desire to have
greater unity and cooperation, while maintaining separate identities, autonomy, and
specific biblical truths; the fleshing out of the Church as body and organism, while not
negating institutional perspectives; being holistic in perspective, yet focusing specifically
on areas of clear weakness; applying new tools and technologies, while emphasizing

15

Alan J. Roxburgh, The Missionary Congregation, Leadership & Liminality: Christian Mission
and Modern Culture (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: Trinity Press International, 1997), 34.
16

Charles Handy, The Age of Paradox (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1994), 19.
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highly relational and high “touch” methodologies; and in general, recognizing that the
whole world has come to the Lower Mainland, and that we must enter that world. Many
more paradoxical examples could be noted, but suffice to say that in the midst of these,
some persons are energized, and others are thrown into turmoil. More of this will be said
later, as we unpack the current Lower Mainland context.
Broken Futures
Long a vehicle for science fiction writers17 the exploration of past and present
broken futures have increasingly been analyzed in light of socio-historical and socioeconomic motifs. Fred Polak’s The Image of the Future18, and more recently Zygmunt
Bauman’s many writings on stressors to British society have shown that the West’s future
may not be a preferred future at all. As Polak writes of what he calls the “broken future of
western culture” (written in 1961 and translated from Dutch in 1973), he notes this “great
change in our own time” is unique in the history of the west. It is the first “absence of
persuasive positive images of the future.”19 A broken future is one where human hope is
not grounded in optimism, nor human endeavour lodged in the assumption that life is
getting better. Life and culture in some form may continue, but not as the survivors may
have hoped or dreamed.

17

Orwell’s 1984, Huxley’s Brave ew World, Asimov’s I Robot, and Vonnegut’s Player Piano
are but a few of the many SciFi works that deal with worlds gone badly wrong; and where protagonists find
themselves in broken futures.
18

Frederik Polak and Elise Boulding, The Image of the Future (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,

19

Ibid., 231.

1973).
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The French poet, Paul Valery, is ascribed as saying, “The trouble with our times
is that the future is not what it used to be.”20 In the current time, the quip has become
most apropos. Where the Enlightenment and later Industrial Revolution provided an
expectation that life was going to be better, if not for me, at least for those who came
after me, citizens of the late 20th and early 21st century have increasingly questioned the
real nature of advancement. Where until recently an assumption existed that ‘progress’
was taking hold in all avenues of human endeavour, that evolutionary positivism has
shown itself to be premature. While it is recognized that science, technology, and even
arts and literature may continue to move on, it is also clear that each advancement comes
with a price. The same knowledge that enabled nuclear power, also enabled nuclear
weapons and nuclear waste. Human ingenuity, when it outstrips our capacity to resolve
the consequences of it, results in an escalation of negative effects from supposed
technological advances. Canadian Historian Ronald Wright notes:
…“civilization has a habit of walking into what I am calling progress traps. A
small village on good land beside a river is a good idea; but when the village
grows into a city and paves over the good land, it becomes a bad idea. While
prevention might have been easy, a cure may be impossible: a city isn't easily
moved.21
Elements of progress traps are seen in several of the watersheds chosen for this paper;
and, as in plague and industrial revolution, the results can be diabolical. As Ronald
Wright again notes, “Progress has an internal logic that can lead beyond reason to
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catastrophe. A seductive trail of successes may end in a trap"22. Seemingly planted within
the seeds of all advancement are the beginnings of dissolution. Where earlier periods
assumed those as separate and distinct ‘seeds’, our time has begun to recognize them as
the flip side of the same coin.
Historical Comparison
In this paper the possibility of historical and interpretive comparison - providing
for points of commonality, dissonance, and contrast to the current setting - is seen as a
legitimate quest. Amongst Christian historians, knowledge of what the Church
historically has done (for good or ill) is perceived as a help in understanding current
circumstances and potential decisions before us. Knowing from whence we came
facilitates an understanding of our times and our options within those times.
Christian historians make their assertions based on a schema assuming a certain
compatibility of behaviour and nature between past, present and future humanity. Within
all peoples are the same human traits, for good and for evil. While tools and cultures may
change radically according to society, geography and time, the essential nature and
behaviour of humanity does not. As John Warwick Montgomery noted, “the constancy of
human nature permits the Christian historian to seek patterns in human history; as
Koheleth says, ‘Whatever is has already been, and what will be has been before; and God
will call the past to account’.”23
Upon the above premise Christian philosophers, such as Paul Tillich, have been
able to set forth schemas describing recurring epochs of human activity. Within a
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cohesive God-driven narrative, Christian scholars trust there is enough commonality in
the human condition between past and present to consider one in the light of the other;
and having done so, to be able to extrapolate aspects from ‘then’ to ‘now’.
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, secular educators and historiographers
posited variants of this human constancy theory, and made application of it to behaviour,
culture and history. In the 1930s Mortimer Adler expressed it in the following fashion:
If we can discriminate between nature and nurture, we can understand the sense in
which human nature is constant throughout all the variations of culture and all the
transformations of history. Man is a biological species, and if a species means
anything it means a constant nature which is transmitted from generation to
generation. When that constancy fails, when another specific nature is generated,
we have, whether by mutation or otherwise, the origin of a new species. It must
follow, then, that so long as what is generated remains specifically man, human
nature remains constant from generation to generation. By human nature I mean
the native abilities and the organic needs which everywhere constitute the same
animal, known as man.24
Adherents to Adler’s general position, whether secularly or spiritually based, still
represent the majority opinion in the West. This posited constancy of the human persona
(or condition) as described by Adler, gives credence to assumptions of narrative within a
historical timeline.
While 21st century secular historians may find limitations in making
interpretations lodged in constancy, it does not prevent them from doing so. Repeatable
observations in differing cultures and societies are seen as sufficient grounds for a secular
variant of human constancy theory. In his 2004 Massey lecture series, Ronald Wright
expressed the viewpoint well: “If we see clearly what we are and what we’ve done, we
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can recognize human behaviour that persists through many times and cultures. And
knowing these can tell us what we are likely to do, and where we are likely to go from
here”25. In an August 2010 interview with Silver Donald Cameron that position is
reiterated. In Cameron’s introduction he quotes Wright: “Archaeology, says Ronald
Wright, ‘is perhaps the best tool we have for looking ahead, because it allows us to see
patterns in the rise and fall of human societies over the ages. It tells us that people all
over the world, time and again, have made similar advances and mistakes”26.
While many current historians use past behaviour as indicative of future trends, it
is appropriate to recognize postmodern critics are suspicious of any grand narratives,
particularly behaviourally based ones, and their application to history. This suspicion to
classic assumptions of historical narrative requires some assessment of the critique.
Whereas traditional western historiography accepted a high level of correlation between
the description of events and specific historical reality, this is by no means ‘a given’
amongst its critics. Postmodernists note that in pre-modern societies, story and history are
often merged. By their assessment, the intermixing of myth and story with historical
details makes specific historical reality unknowable, and in fact, often not intended.
Homer’s epic poems are excellent examples. They may contain historical truth, but are
not in themselves construed as true histories.
Postmodern thinkers suggest, in the transition from pre-modern to modern, a
fallacy was embraced. Modernity’s passion for objective truth was applied to historical
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study, creating a holy grail where history was sought, not as a discipline, but a science.
That quest found quintessential fulfillment in Victorian historians. Critics now note their
supposed objectivity, and that of those following in their footsteps, simply continues the
initial fallacy. In that respect history and historians formed in modernity’s cast are called
into serious question in light of Postmodernism’s deconstruction of narrative.
Victorians, such as Gibbon and Macaulay, have been re-examined under
postmodernity, and re-appraised as literary figures rather than true historiographers.
Modernist historians fare little better. The typologies of Arnold Toynbee are considered
platitudes. Francis Fukuyama's triumphalism is mocked as fiction. Karl Marx’s
understanding of history through the lens of class struggle is not even considered a
serious historical epistemology. In fact, all the varieties of grand narrative once applied as
history have to a degree ‘left the building’ in the hands of postmodern writers. For the
moment, Foucault, Derrida, and others have put suppositions of over arching story,
historical objectivity, and criteria for validity into question.
Postmodernism makes the case that modern historiography implicitly places a
structure of story-telling upon the events. From the moment historians describe a series of
activities, events, or their contexts and purposes, history is being created. From sundry
discrete data, there is a collecting, formulation, and reformulation of that information,
which is transformed into a cohesive narrative. This is an imposition of narrative upon
events, and by its nature necessarily causes distortion, and therefore makes history, ‘a
fiction’. The interpretation of that history further fictionalizes the story, as historians seek
to find meaning or application in the very formulation they had earlier created. In that
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regard perhaps a summary statement of Nietzsche’s understanding was correct: “There
are no facts, only interpretations.”27
Postmodern sensibilities suggest, according to David Carr that, “When narrative is
employed in a discipline which purports to depict the real, it comes under suspicion. If,
like history, it deals with a reality which is no longer available, the past, it is doubly
suspect.”28 And Carr has a point. In the extreme, this intersection of fiction with historical
veracity has become common enough in recent film and novels. On the philosophical
level, such constructions are not intended as a truth telling, but legitimate tools in
deconstructing established narratives. On the literary level, it is the choice of a ‘better
story’ through an alternative telling. It is important to recognize it is not construed, in any
traditional sense, as truth. It is fiction. And that admission sets it apart from the historical
endeavour. David Carr notes:
Of course history is a literary genre, and as such it shares many features with
fiction, notably the narrative form. Furthermore, like writers of fiction, historians
use their imagination. But it does not follow from this that history merges with
fiction or that these elements eo ipso introduce falsehood into historical
knowledge or make it impossible to distinguish the true from the false. Historians
avail themselves of these elements precisely in order to tell the truth about human
events in the past. Whether they actually succeed in doing so in any particular
case is another matter.29
From Carr’s description, there seems an obvious limitation to equating history and
fiction. The intent of the genres are decidedly different. And while in full agreement with
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postmodern historians insistence that history is not science, we can interject, at least, that
neither is it fiction.
Patrick Joyce’s excellent overview essay, The Return of History: Postmodernism
and the Politics of Academic History in Britain30 makes clear, at least in United Kingdom
academic circles, modernity’s presuppositions on objectivity are no longer uncritically
“on.” While he sees the path to re-engaging in serious appraisal of objectivity arduous, he
nevertheless implies United Kingdom academics are optimistic about the prospect.
Indeed, he makes the case that “history as a narrative structure” will be all the stronger
for it, though with the admission that “History is in the paradoxical position of creating
the objects it claims only to discover.” To that thought Joan Scott adds a necessary
caveat, “By creating, I don't mean making things up, but rather constructing them as
legitimate and coherent objects of knowledge.”31
The decision process by which discreet data is collated into a body of knowledge
is recognized in postmodern view as having some limitations. But historiographers, to
varying degrees, have always recognized the limitations of that process. For historians,
part of the self-limiting aspect that informs the process has been the issue of probabilities.
John Warwick Montgomery expressed it this way, “Historians, and indeed all of us, must
make decisions constantly, and the only adequate guide is probability (since absolute
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certainty lies only in the realms of pure logic and mathematics, where, by definition, one
encounters no matters of fact at all).”32
Montgomery’s linear appeal to probability would be challenged by recent writers.
They make a strong case that increasing economies of scale and complexity make
probabilities and the projection of behaviours and trends highly unpredictable. They see
as one of modernity’s fallings the embrace of past, as preamble to future. Thomas
Homer-Dixon notes the shortcomings and dangers of thinking things will continue the
way they have, or now are; and recognizes the future “is opaque”. He argues, “We can’t
really see beyond the white wall because as prognosticators we come up against two
formidable obstacles: the highly non-linear systems that surround us, and the biases of
our temperament”33. However, recognizing that, he also theorizes that even in the most
complex systems:
we may still glimpse some rough image of the future. It’s not really a prediction.
Instead, it’s a bit like a French Impressionist painting that when viewed as a
whole is a vivid, cohesive image, meaningful and rich with movement and
feeling, but when examined closely consists of discrete brushstrokes and dollops
of color. Our image of the future might be crude, but it can still be grounded in
sensible judgments about the deep trends and forces affecting us and about the
boundary between what’s plausible and what’s wholly unlikely.34
To believe the future will be just like the past, only more so, is a dangerous
fallacy. But it is equally fallacious to ignore the past, on the assumption it cannot inform
us of potential future directions. It appears, despite current criticism over issues of
objectivity, narrative and complexity that some elemental correspondence of sorts, past to
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present, will continue. As will a desire to correlate discrete historical data into some sort
of context for assessment and inference.
With the above caveats it becomes possible in this paper to presuppose a Christian
historiography, lodged in a reliance on the descriptive and comparative assessment of
historical and current events as understood within their contexts. Hence, for the purposes
of this project the operational assumptions are: 1) There is reasonable probability for
correlations between the historical sources cited and the events they are seeking to
describe, and 2) Once contexts are understood, there are likely reasonable correlations
which may be drawn between sufficiently similar historical events. With some assurance
then we may approach the New Testament and four historic watersheds to be considered
in this paper with both a degree of historical veracity in themselves, and a level of
correspondence to one another.
The above assumptions of veracity and correspondence between watersheds
mitigate in no way the extent of massive disjunction experienced in each case. Each
historical watershed (as in hydrology) is unique in particulars, yet not necessarily unique
in substance. There are sufficient shared characteristics allowing for a taxonomy of sorts,
for comparison, and hence for interpretation.
Instability’s Gift
As will become obvious through the course of this paper, chaotic influences and
events precipitate enormous alterations to the Church’s perceptions, experiences, and
incarnation. Each watershed initiates a radical reappraisal with resultant outcomes that recreate the Church for very different times and places. However, as we shall see, that
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capacity to be transformed within a watershed experience is part of the genius inherent
within the organism we call the Church.
Palaeontologist and evolutionary biologist Niles Eldredge, in discussing the
essential attributes of any organism, notes that, “organisms do two kinds of things: they
are matter-energy transfer machines, and then they reproduce”35. These two elementary
ideas form the basis for all growth and development. But to be successful, organisms
must also adapt to their environments, or create mechanisms to adapt their environments
to them. Within certain parameters both can be successful strategies for organisms.
Unless, as Eldredge explains, the environment precipitously overwhelms the organism, or
the organism overwhelms the environment. Both result in what palaeontologists have
referred to for over 20 years as “Turnovers”: periods of extinction or cataclysm that
rupture the fossil record, but which are followed by a re-emergence in the fossil record.36
Evolutionary biologists have long recognized the role of catastrophe as critical to the reemergence, adaptation and creation of numerous organisms. In current writings, the
gradual natural selection views of Darwin have been augmented by an understanding of
punctuated equilibria: where organisms go through long periods of stasis, punctuated by
radical changes- often precipitated by cataclysmic moments.
Numerous writers have picked up the concept of catastrophe followed by recreation as an essential aspect of transformation and change within society and history.
Thomas Homer-Dixon, In the Upside of Down, lays out well the theory of catastrophe as
35
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a mechanism for re-creation. Drawing on the work of Crawford Holling, he explains the
concept of panarchy. Drawn from forest ecosystems, the principle is simple, but its
modeling complex.
“The catastrophe of collapse allows for the birth of something new. And this cycle
of growth, collapse, reorganization, and rebirth allows the forest to adapt over the
long term to a constantly changing environment. “The adaptive cycle,” Holling
writes, “embraces two opposites: growth and stability on one hand, change and
variety on the other.” It’s at once conserving and creative— a characteristic of all
highly adaptive systems.37
Homer-Dixon uses the term ‘catagenesis’ to describe this idea within society and culture.
Of this expression he writes:
In my use of the term here, I retain “the idea of a collapse or breakdown to a
simpler form, but I especially emphasize the “genesis”—the birth of something
new, unexpected, and potentially good. In my view of it, whether the breakdown
in question is psychological, technological, economic, political, or ecological—or
some combination of these forms— catagenesis is, in essence, the everyday
reinvention of our future.38
This repeating of creation, death and rebirth cycles is not a new concept. Rather the idea
“that systems naturally grow, become more brittle, collapse, and then renew themselves
in an endless cycle— recurs repeatedly in literature, philosophy, religion, and studies of
human history, as well as in the natural and social sciences”.39 In her book, The Great
Emergence, Phyllis Tickle considers such cycles as they relate to the historic Christianity.
Understanding that every 500 years, or so, the Church experiences a substantial time of
trauma and reappraisal. Tickle makes the case that the current experience, the Great
Emergence, “like the Great Reformation or the Great Schism or the time of Gregory the
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Great or the Great Transformation, is a generalized social/political/economic/intellectual/
cultural shift.”40
Call them “Turnovers”, “Panarchy theory”, “Catagenesis”, “Emergence”, or a
number of other names— they all point to the possibility of renewal and re-genesis of
complex systems and organisms, through crisis and collapse. As Phyllis Tickle implies
with the rummage sale metaphor, the Church as an organism has found herself in those
places numerous times; and out of each, has re-emerged as a new incarnation, but yet the
same Body of Christ in the world.41
In light of that historic capacity to re-emerge, it may not be an overstatement to
suggest the Church is in fact better suited for places of Turnover/chaos than for times of
stasis/complacency. As we will see in later chapters, through successive examples, the
very chaos, brokenness, paradox, and liminal moment created within a watershed, is what
fully actualizes the Church’s capacity for transformation. In more placid waters, the
probability exists for the Church to remain unchanged (stasis) for some time. Yet a
context where there is no threat or challenge may actually prove to be the Church’s most
dangerous milieu. In such an environment there is little need to rely upon the hand of
God. Not when our own hands seem so adequate. But once captured by events she cannot
shape or control, historically something happens to the Church. Paradoxically, it is in the
midst of her catastrophes that she is remade: as she remembers whom she belongs to,
seeks again her first love, and lives as he leads.
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Once into the watershed she cannot go back. Despite any struggle to return to past
stability, the watershed’s shape and incline inherently move her on. At best/worst
temporarily she may be able to freeze in her place. But that decision takes its own toll. In
time, by outward forces, or personal choices, she must let go and allow the momentum of
events to carry her forward into times and experiences yet unknown.
For the Church in British Columbia’s lower mainland there is a sense that “now”
has become such a time. As momentum builds, we have been unable to hold on to the
past, or for that matter, control the present. We find ourselves in a watershed, propelled
forward into a future much less auspicious than we had hoped. The Church in the lower
mainland, in Canada, and perhaps in all the West, finds herself in such a place. A
Canadian Angus Reid poll revealed 81% of Canadians believed in God, but 61% felt they
had no need to participate in weekly services42. This is only the tip of the iceberg. The
place of the Church in Canada has changed radically, and in the process we too will be
changed.
In the current course of events the Church in the Lower Mainland will quite
possibly be broken. However, in her brokenness the event contains the possibility of her
future. Historically the Church has faced broken futures in a multitude of times and
places; and while it is may be a new experience for us, it is not a new experience for her.
From a marginalized and persecuted body, all the way to her supposed triumph in
“Christendom” and beyond, she has been shaped and reshaped, broken and remade for
her times. From counter-culture’s edges, to the comforts of Rome and Constantinople, to
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the darkness of empire’s collapse, still somehow she persevered. Through prosperity,
social collapse, power, plague, war, and strife, she has made her way forward. She has
experienced broken futures before, and surprisingly perhaps, has often done them well.
But as importantly as knowing we have done them before, is the knowledge that
they are part of our theology. They are, in fact, hard wired into our understanding of
creation, our view of salvation, and our conception of the task Christ has given to His
Church. The Church’s theology of fall, depravity, and redemption, in all their various
orthodoxies, have this common awareness that we always live into broken futures,
personally and corporately. In fact, our commission from the One who has our allegiance,
compels us to go and colonize those broken futures, and by that to bring healing and
hope. Redeeming the days, reconciling the world, is part and parcel of the Church’s
mandate, whether in cataclysm or in calm. And we do that as Jesus’ Church, until some
final day comes when “God wipes away every tear” from our eyes.43 The matter then, is
not about ‘whether’, but about ‘when’ broken futures are lived into. Both our theology
and our personal experience would suggest we live into them all the time, as individuals,
as communities, and as cultures. And if lived into appropriately and faithfully, they
become places of meaning and ministry.
Subsequent chapters will show there is far more to be gleaned from historic
watersheds than the general hope we might survive this next one. Rather they describe
concrete examples of where the genius of the Gospel allowed the Church to traverse its
watershed, and changed by it, provides indicators for our own unexpected journey.
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CHAPTER 2
BEGIIGS: CHURCH AS COUTER-CULTURE
The close of the first chapter suggested that the Church had shown herself well
suited to survive watersheds, albeit broken or transformed by them. Her capacity to
survive and thrive in many altered states, through many times and cultures, underscores a
catagenic capacity. But if that assertion is the case, it should be recognizable in the
spiritual DNA of her beginnings. This chapter takes up the early interaction of the Church
within the larger culture of the Roman world; and considers her transformation within a
watershed from Jewish subset, or cultic sect, to the cross-cultural movement that altered
her world.
As the Church gave first allegiance to a different king, and embraced a lifestyle
and practice in keeping with that allegiance, she placed herself outside the stability of the
status quo, and stepped into a watershed. While not one of her choosing, this watershed
was precipitated by her choices and would transform her, but with a cost. These earliest
days of the Church represent the creation of a new entity, remarkably suited to her
environment and capable of effecting change upon it. As we will see, this capacity to
become what she needed to be for her time was shaped by the watershed she found
herself within. This was aided by her choice to embrace the seeming chaos of that
watershed rather than clinging to legality as a sect within Judaism, or seeking another
accommodation.
By the beginnings of the early Church, the eastern Mediterranean world had
produced no shortage of mystery religions claiming to also offer a “special” relationship
with the gods. The cults of Demeter and Dionysus, the Eleusinian and Orphic mystery
30
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religions, the cults of Cybele and Adonis, Isis and Osiris, Mithras, and many more had
found their way back to Rome through her legion’s conquests. While varying in theology
and practice, each sought by mystical and secret means to unite in some special fashion
the individual with a deity or deities. In that respect, the early Church could easily be
perceived within the culture as simply one more example of this desire to touch God.
Considered as a sect of Judaism, or one more cult amongst the many, the Church
escaped much notice across the empire in her earliest days. Nero’s persecution of the
Christians in Rome appears far more motivated by political expediency than any actual
malice towards the movement.1 Christians, with supposed strange rites and practices and
their tendency to exist outside the mainstream, provided an ideal tool to further his own
ambitions. Upon the pretext of their treason he was able to deflect accusations,
consolidate power, and initiate the reconstruction of metropolitan Rome. However, in
spite of the persecution of Nero, the Church was not seen, early on, as a threat to the
larger security of the empire. Not when so many other threats seemed to be knocking at
the door.
Within the multitude of cults existing in the empire, their secret ceremonies,
esoteric mysteries, and initiation rites were believed to be ways of opening doors through
religious ecstasy into an experience with god(s). Like Rome’s more traditional religious
practices, their methodologies did not assume the gods would openly initiate that
relationship. Rather, their practices were best efforts to create the environment where the
gods might be cajoled, bought, or even coerced into allowing access by their faithful.
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While many Romans were emotionally drawn to this hope, they were consistently unable
to get the magic right to provide the actual desired experience with their god.
Christians, bound by a common allegiance, and subsequently, by the life and community
that allegiance precipitated, proposed a spiritual intimacy between God and humanity that
other religions of the Greco-Roman era could only yearn for. E. R. Dodds, quoted by the
sociologist Rodney Stark, notes:
A Christian congregation was from the first a community in a much fuller sense
than any corresponding group of Isiac or Mithraist devotees. Its members were
bound together not only by common rites but by a common way of life... Love of
one's neighbour is not an exclusively Christian virtue, but in [this] period
Christians appear to have practiced it much more effectively than any other group.
The Church provided the essentials of social security... But even more important,
I suspect, than these material benefits was the sense of belonging which the
Christian community could give.2
The Good News Christians proclaimed was not first about escaping Satan’s
clutches. Rather it was first about falling into God’s embrace; and by that, assuming an
intimacy with the God of the universe unobtainable via traditional gods and mystery
religions of the Empire. What might be implied for the few, in the eastern mystery
practices, Christianity extended freely to all, promising: a relationship with a deity, a
transformed humanity, and these without the secrecy, carnality, or eroticism of the cults.
In similar fashion, where the Pharisees adherence to law, driven by obedience, attempted
a kind of righteousness in the flesh, Christian faith provided a fusion of relationship and
obedience, made all the more visible by its lack of presumption.
Dr. David Calhoun makes the assertion that Christianity was victorious, because
early Christians “out lived, out thought and out died the world around them.”3 This
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paraphrases T.R. Glover’s earlier assessment that Christianity’s triumph was in most part
due to how, “the Christian out-lived the pagan, out-died him, and out-thought him. He
came into the world and lived a great deal better than the pagan; he beat him hollow in
living.”4 Both Glover and Calhoun go on to make the claim that Christianity’s rise was
fostered by a new allegiance, hope, and world-view, resulting in superior lifestyle, death,
and philosophy. In the end, the old ways and the old gods had little persuasive capacity
against these.
The new community of the Church, birthed at Pentecost, represented not only
fulfillment of religious aspirations, but also offered a stark contrast to the Empire’s
agenda and methodology. Just as Rome’s religions were now irrelevant, so Rome’s
“success” was not in any degree what the Church was about. While both expressed a
desire for unity and peace, these were understood in radically different terms.
The Pax Roma of Empire required acquiescence to the empire’s order, and at least
nodding allegiance to Caesar as pater patriae (the father of the fatherland). Compliance
with Rome and an embrace of the Imperial cult not only served as an element of cohesion
to the empire, but a means of personal, civic, and regional largesse to her citizens.
Reciprocity was a key element of Roman control. In exchange for an often negotiated
regional allegiance, legal, political, religious, economic, and community interests would
be served. As Mary T. Boatwright notes regarding Rome:
Compliance was more practical than coercion, both for Rome and for the
provinces. But compliance requires that the subordinate acknowledge, more or
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less willingly, the norms of the dominant power. The history of the Roman
Empire is marked by the interplay of persuasion and force in the relationships
between Rome, on the one hand, and its cities and provinces, on the other.5
Unlike empires that had come before, at the height of Empire there was
substantial pluralism in local governmental and civic affairs. This paralleled the religious
leeway allowed for most under Roman authority. Ironically, the diversity engendered was
initially one of Rome’s strengths, but that same policy would later work to her weakness.
The ambiguity of what it meant to be “Roman” religiously, civically, and economically
would increasingly cause degradation to the empire’s cohesion.
Christianity was neither pluralistic nor ambiguous regarding its allegiance and
practices. Allegiance to the Kingdom of God was perceived as total. “Old ways” were to
be put off, even “put to death”, and all aspects of life were transformed through an
ongoing relationship with a person, Jesus Christ. Peace and unity were then not seen as
goals per se, but as spiritual outcomes arising from that relationship with the Son of God.
Early Christian teaching fully anticipated followers of Jesus to experience: his presence
in their lives, conformation to his image “by the renewing of their minds”, and a new way
of living. Kingdom citizenship provided followers of Jesus not only with a different
allegiance and agenda, but a decidedly different lifestyle. For one of the most radical
outcomes offered in the name of the Gospel, was a life of love.
Jesus, when asked the most important commandment, answered, “Love the Lord
your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind, and the
second commandment is like unto it. Love your neighbour as yourself.”6 The same theme
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is reflected again in John’s Gospel as Jesus there presents his ethic of this new life with
God. “A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must
love one another. By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you love one
another.”7
This Golden Rule “to love your neighbour” is common to many faiths; and while
extolled by religious and secular writers alike, it has seldom been assumed as ‘normative’
for life. Not so with Jesus’ followers. This quality of love was conceived as the signature
of Jesus’ community by New Testament writers, by the believers who followed8, and by
those who saw their lives. Tertullian reports that the pagans said of the early Christians,
"See, they say, how they love one another . . . how they are ready even to die for one
another.”9 Francis Schaeffer, often considered a pre-eminent proponent of modernity’s
‘apologetic of reason’, makes a surprising remark regarding the “new command” of
“loving one another”:
“In John 13 the point was that, if an individual Christian does not show love
toward other true Christians, the world has a right to judge that he is not a
Christian. Here Jesus is stating something else which is much more cutting, much
more profound: We cannot expect the world to believe that the Father sent the
Son, that Jesus' claims are true, and that Christianity is true, unless the world sees
some reality of the oneness of true Christians.”10
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Schaeffer goes so far as to call this “the final apologetic”, and by it affirms that if we do
not love one another, as God loves, if we do not reflect the relationship of God the Father
to God the Son, then we have not shown the world either the power of the Gospel, nor the
reality of the One who offers it. As F.F. Bruce noted in multiple lectures, “it remains true
that the reputation of the Gospel is bound up with the behaviour of those who claim to
have experienced its saving power.”11
In light of scripture’s own emphasis, the above remarks are not surprising. This
young faith was insistent not only on a relationship with God, but on a resultant lifestyle
embodying peace, unity, and love. An apologetic lodged in such behaviour is the logical
extension of a relationship with Christ.
Peter’s first sermon, recorded in Acts chapter 2, though often presupposed as an
unpacking of Old Testament messianic texts, is a precursor to the above apologetic.
While drawing extensively from the Old Testament, the scriptures used show the
congruency of their message to his listeners experience. It is not then, first an apologetic
of reason or logic. Rather, the convincing proof lies in a person, and the effect that person
has upon those who embrace him. Peter’s case rests in a concrete manifestation; and one,
Peter insists, necessitates a response. Peter makes similar declarations in his epistles. The
Christian life is a changed life, and those who embrace Christ are made a new people. He
both encourages the Church to aspire to this new life and lays this life out as the grounds
from which her witness emerges.12
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Peter’s remarks clearly assume an apologetic arising from lifestyle. One lodged in
allegiance to Jesus Christ. Visibly changed lives resultant in that relationship become the
ground from which the apologetic derives its force. This apologetic is by no means solely
a Petrine perspective. The call for followers of Jesus to live remarkable lives of love and
sacrifice is reflected often in the New Testament, appearing in the writings of Peter, Paul,
the Gospel writers, and also reflected often in the writings of the early Church.
For the Apostle Paul, this Jesus who is all sufficient and pre-eminent for eternal
salvation is clearly capable of changing human lives in radical ways. Like Peter, there is
no hesitation in his letters calling followers of Christ to live lives of love and service;
lives distinctly different from their past. By the power of Gospel and Spirit, Paul fully
expects it possible for the “old self” to be laid aside for the “new.” He fully anticipates
his readers could replace their weeds of the flesh by new and growing “fruit of the Spirit.”
His rebuke to the Corinthians regarding their less than noble actions makes this same
point. His summation says to them says it all: that these things may have been once who
they were, but they are in no way, now who they are.13
Any kingdom whose citizenship is not negotiated by force or law, but embraced
in relationship, not held by coercion, but fostered in faith, and not motivated by selfinterest, but pursued out of love, represents an inevitable threat to human sovereigns and
institutions. And so it was with Rome. It was only a matter of time before that threat
would be recognized and dealt with.
Historically, Rome’s approach to threat had been dual mechanisms of assimilation
and coercion. What could be brought under Rome’s sway by persuasive means was
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incorporated in one fashion or another into the empire. Foreign gods, renamed and
reshaped, became Roman gods. Foreign peoples, again reshaped, became Roman
peoples. The advantages of connection to Rome were many, and being under her
protective wing was far preferable to being exposed to her legions. The power Rome
could bring to bear however was not only military but economic and political. At times,
where assimilation and coercion failed, an outright purchase could secure Roman
interests. Rome’s early conduct with Parthia is an instructive example of the later.
In the 1st century BC, Rome engaged in its first serious war with Parthia.
Mistakenly confusing the kingdom’s internal dissension for opportunity, Rome poured
over 40,000 troops across the Euphrates. In the resulting debacle, Rome lost three
quarters of that army, and with a subsequent Parthian counter thrust, much of the client
state of Judea. Despite the losses, Rome was able to make war reparations to Parthia (an
outrageous sum), gaining back much of the territory. This territory was returned to a
young Herod, over which he was eventually made king.14 While such necessity was rare
for Rome, it was, as in this instance, often effective. This same single-minded capacity of
Rome to pursue her own ends, whatever the cost militarily or economically, would in
time be turned upon the group first called by others, Christians.
Contrary to public preconception the persecutions against the early Church were
seldom pervasive in the Empire. Normally sporadic, localized, and orchestrated by local
and regional authorities, discrimination came in many forms. Mockery, intimidation, and
legal issues were as common as direct threat. But when lesser measures failed, officials
were within their authority to impose more severe punishments. Fines, beatings, and
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death are all recorded responses to the crime of Christianity. Interspersed with these
outbreaks were also efforts to assimilate the Christian community. Often Christians lived
in general harmony with their neighbours, were considered good citizens, and they went
about their lives as their faith directed.
The positive qualities found in Jesus’ followers caused more than one ruler to
consider adding Jesus to the pantheon of the Gods,15 and several Caesars had Christian
advisors. Rome, in the religious syncretism so familiar to her, might well have put Christ
and Jupiter on the steps of the same temple, had not Christians themselves been so
intolerant of the idea. Adding Christianity as one more faith was acceptable to many
Romans, but Christian’s insistence on the exclusivity of their faith would not allow for
this. As their numbers grew, this alternative allegiance was increasingly suspect by the
authorities. And as has happened on occasion in our own time, with supposed subversive
minorities, campaigns of accusation and innuendo became more common. Charges of
atheism, and worse yet, cannibalism and incest, found their way onto the streets.16
A last and most terrible general persecution occurred under Decius and
Diocletian, but they could not break the will of the Christian community. Disciplined
followers of Christ continued to meet together, and within close communities of loosely
connected and flexible networks, they were able to replace meeting places or leaders as
required. The success of the young Church to withstand Rome’s dual pressures of
assimilation and coercion are reflected in Tertullian’s comments, “We are but of
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yesterday, and yet we have filled all the places that belong to you - cities, islands, forts,
towns, exchanges, the military camps themselves, tribes, town councils, the palace, the
senate, the market place; we have left nothing but your temples.”17
Almost boastful, and certainly treasonous, Tertullian’s words mock Rome’s
power to discourage Christianity. Living into a watershed where the Church found she
was both counter-cultural and at odds with Caesar, she yet not only survived but made
inroads into all levels of society. Her combined commitment to Christ and apologetic of
lifestyle divided and disarmed her enemies. There was debate as to how to deal with these
Christians. They were either a danger to Rome, or ideal citizens— or paradoxically, both.
Between the first and third centuries, the Church became adept at living as
citizens of Heaven while existing as sojourners in the cities of empire. Mathetes’ letter to
Diognetus, written around AD 130 should be required reading for any desiring to
understand what it is like to live in two worlds, but owe their first allegiance to one:
…following the customs of the natives in respect to clothing, food, and the rest of
their ordinary conduct, they display to us their wonderful and confessedly striking
method of life. They dwell in their own countries, but simply as sojourners. As
citizens, they share in all things with others, and yet endure all things as if
foreigners. Every foreign land is to them as their native country, and every land of
their birth as a land of strangers.18
While sojourners in this world, Christians gave little appearance of being captives. Rather
the opposite was the case. They embraced the time they lived in and served the cities in
which they found themselves, even with gladness. Those around them were blessed even
when they, in turn, cursed the Christians in their community.
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Alan Roxburgh’s imagery of a modern day “Babylonian exile” provides an
appropriate metaphor of the paradox they, and all Christians, face. We exist as people
with a first allegiance to Jesus Christ, but that allegiance is lived out for the sake and
blessing of our neighbours.19 The early Church, as followers of Christ, sought to live as
salt, as light, and as yeast. As a result, they flavoured and illuminated their surroundings,
and caused them to be a different place, a better place, than if they had not been there.
Was this a comfortable tension for the early Church? Surely not, yet it was a successful
one. In the midst of living as exiles they created a home for the Church, and invited all to
join them. In the midst of a watershed that tore at their community, belief, and security,
they let go of a need to protect or control, and opted instead to trust the one to whom they
given their allegiance. By that choice they lived lives that confounded their opponents.
Into chaos, they sowed love. Into the paradox they showed a unity that, humanly
speaking, transcended their circumstance. These attributes, along with all the others,
attracted the citizens of an earthly empire. It could not help but.
Into a watershed came a band of followers of Jesus Christ. While they did not
intentionally choose to place themselves there, they found themselves in that place due to
their choice of allegiance and the decisions that allegiance precipitated. Consistent with
later watersheds their times, how others perceived them, and how others responded to
them, were out of their hands. What they could do was show lives consistent with their
faith; and as David Calhoun notes, quoting F.F. Bruce, “organize for catastrophe.”20 The
one thing left in their hands, an afore mentioned capacity to decide their own behaviour
19
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and actions, as the Spirit led, enabled them to make decisions based on their hope and
relationship in Christ. Some died as a result of those decisions, and others faced difficult
and terrible times. However, those decisions nevertheless had an impact on an empire,
and both they and the empire, were changed forever. Into a watershed came a band of
followers of Jesus Christ, and out of it came His Church.
In light of the preceding paragraphs, it is not too strong to make the case that
when the Church shows consistency between belief and lifestyle, when they manifest in
the midst of adversity lives of meaning and purpose, when they reach out beyond their
own self-interest and begin to touch the world in which they live— then the world is
brought up short, and must pause to consider who they are, and who may have sent them.
Tom Sine, recalling Pierre Teilhard de Chardin observes, “The world belongs to those
who offer it hope.”21 By the end of the third century, such a remarkable hope was indeed
changing the face of the world. Despite internal dissention and external persecution, the
early Church’s expectation had become a magnet to attract people to a new citizenship.
When the Church lives devoid of hope, or embraces a false one, we can also
extrapolate a response by the world about her. If Church leaders and Christians of
prominence fail in very public ways, if their words do not reflect God’s love, justice, and
compassion, if their actions manifest them more as lords than as servants, then the world
has every right to judge them, every reason to ignore them, and every cause to question
the power of the Gospel they say they proclaim. This too has been a part of our history, as
we shall see in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
THRIVIG I THREE WATERSHEDS: DISSOLUTIO, DEATH, AD
DISRUPTIO

Dissolution: Church at End of Empire
The previous chapter identified immediate intimacy and subsequent lifestyle as
primary under-girding apologetics of the early Church. In these, the Christian community
found capacity to transcend the derogatory appellations ascribed to them. Their intimacy
with God stood in stark contrast to Rome’s own failed religions. Their passion, character,
and behaviour undercut the charges against them, and won adherents from all strata of the
Empire. Projecting a clear alternative to Rome’s religions, lifestyles, and imperial
interests created a popular movement towards life in the Christian community. However,
this same influx of new converts brought with them all their brokenness, cultural biases,
and theological confusion. Apparent as early as the Johannine epistles a concern arose
regarding erosion of Christian values, theological heresy, and loss of spiritual vitality.
These, more than persecution, were construed as undermining the commission given the
Church by her Lord.
A profusion of early catechetical materials, letters, tracts, and sermons underscore
the growing concern with absorption of large masses of new people, and subsequent need
for a new generation of leaders. The requirements for the spiritual formation,
discipleship, and nurture of new converts were an overwhelming task confronting the
Church. Tensions between those who knew or were appointed by the Apostles, and more
recent followers of Christ, threatened to embroil the Church in controversies and undo the
very apologetic so attractive to outsiders.
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As early as the end of Domitian's reign (AD 81-96), exhortations appear
encouraging churches to maintain their order, hold fast to biblical teaching, and act
towards one another as Jesus would have them act. Clement’s Letter to the Corinthian
Church is one of the earliest, and most famous of these. It is noteworthy in a number of
ways. Persecution of the Church, perhaps by Domitian, is implied, but more interestingly,
by this early date the Church of Rome felt she had sufficient authority to address issues
far from her own Italian congregations.
While there are other existent pastoral and congregational letters, the early date of
Clement’s exhortation supports the view that Rome’s ecclesiastical authority began to be
felt quite early, just as previously Rome’s imperial authority had been exercised. Given
her pre-eminent location this should not be surprising. However, the letter casts a shadow
of future ecclesiastical hierarchy, with Rome and, in the east, Constantinople (and to
lesser degree Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alexandria) as the dominant players.
For the writer of Clement, the issue is not increasing structure, hierarchy, or
clergification. The dominant issue of the text is the state of discord between factions
within the Corinthian body. Not unlike Paul’s earlier letter to Corinth, this later effort
seeks to cause a rapprochement between parties. The author couches the necessity of that
reconciliation in language of common allegiance, as servants of Christ Jesus. The
application of that servant-hood is far reaching. The author notes:
“We have, indeed, touched on every topic—faith, repentance, genuine love, selfcontrol, sobriety, and patience. We have reminded you that you must reverently
please almighty God by your uprightness, truthfulness, and long-suffering. You
must live in harmony, bearing no grudges, in love, peace, and true
considerateness, just as our forefathers, whom we mentioned, won approval by
their humble attitude to the Father, God the Creator, and to all men.”1
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As the Church grew in her seeming success, there was increasing dissension
within. To deal with heresies (perceived and real), theological diversity, and the need for
order in the life of the body, the Church began to take on a more institutional order, one
reflective of the Empire. Roman structures, hierarchy, and bureaucratic principles were
created for the maintenance of the Empire. Their application to the Church provided a
framework to incorporate the host of new peoples. In the developing model, ecclesiastical
authority was overseen by bishops, who held dioceses. This was similar to Roman civil
prefects, who administered territories under the same name. Church diocesan geography
and structure routinely paralleled civil Roman counterparts. In fact, as Roman civil law
and control weakened in the western provinces, Christian administration tended to
replace it. By the late 5th and early 6th centuries, bishops had largely assumed many of
the functions of the Empire in the West.2
The Church’s co-opting of Rome’s place, and her essential shift from being a
missional body to an administrative one was a gradual process. It is obvious the early
Church had not planned on becoming the caretaker of the culture about her. In truth, the
intention from the beginning had been to transform that culture by the power of the
Gospel. As the Apostle Paul notes to the Church in Rome, “Do not conform to the pattern
of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to
test and approve what God's will is - his good, pleasing and perfect will.”3 That preeminent hope for the early Church was to see in their lives a reflection of the image of
2
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Christ. Peter’s charge to the Church, in 1st Peter, reflected the same hope. There he
encouraged the young Church, “As obedient children, do not conform to the evil desires
you had when you lived in ignorance. But just as he who called you is holy, so be holy in
all you do.”4 This desire for holiness, for a life in the image of Jesus, was increasingly in
tension with the realities of a Church ascending in place and position within the Empire.
Written some time before the middle of the second century, an anonymous
sermon, most often referred to as Clement's Second Letter to the Corinthians, exhorts its
listeners to live a different life than the unsaved. Christians are not only to “repent with a
sincere heart” but to let their “preference be the pursuit of virtue.” The practice of
Christian life is for the preacher the perfect sign of Jesus’ followers. Early in the sermon
it notes:
“Let us not merely call him Lord, for that will not save us. For not everyone who
says to me, Lord, Lord, will be saved, but he who does what is right. Thus,
brothers, let us acknowledge him by our actions, by loving one another, by
refraining from adultery, backbiting, and jealousy, and by being self-controlled,
compassionate, kind. We ought to have sympathy for one another and not to be
avaricious. Let us acknowledge him by acting in this way and not by doing the
opposite.”5
A later portion of the homily makes the case that those who go by ‘the Name’ are
expected to live as Christ lived. The exhortation describes the many shortcomings of this
expectation, and notes too the effect of it. “For when the heathen hear God's oracles on
our lips they marvel at their beauty and greatness. But afterwards, when they mark that
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our deeds are unworthy of the words we utter, they turn from this to scoffing, and say that
it is a myth and a delusion.”6
Essentially, the Church’s previous apologetic, grounded in a salvation that
initiated changed lives, was increasingly subverted by lives lived on a carnal level. The
writer sees only one recourse for this:
Right now, my brothers, we must repent, and be alert for the good, for we are full
of much stupidity and wickedness. We must wipe off from us our former sins and
by heartfelt repentance be saved. And we must not seek to please men or desire to
please only ourselves, but by doing what is right to please even outsiders, so that
the Name, may not be scoffed at on our account.7
In the centuries that followed, this call for repentance and a return to the passion and
allegiance of apostolic times found voice in a plethora of movements. The Desert Fathers,
the early monastic communities, and perhaps best known, the purist movement of
Montanus and his followers, all sought, after their fashion, a return to what they saw as
the essence of the Christian life.
Most famous amongst the Montanists was Quintus Septimus Florens Tertullianus,
or Tertullian (160-230). The son of a Centurion, he was educated in classic Roman
fashion. Converting to Christianity around AD 196, he became a powerful advocate for
the faith. Over the following decades he moved towards an imminent apocalyptic
eschatology and an emphasis on pneumatic revelation, eventually becoming a staunch
advocate for the Montanist movement. The brilliance of Tertullian’s rhetoric and writings
undercut the claimed anti-intellectual bias of the movement. More appropriately the
Montanists sought once again to embrace the Spirit’s work and role, recreating the New
Testament Church’s reliance upon God and not human structure.
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Ecstatic utterance, prophecy, signs, asceticism, and martyrdom were encouraged,
and for a time the sect had a rapidly growing following in Asia. Eventually what was
seen as excessive reliance on utterances beyond the teaching of Scripture and the Church,
and an inherent anticlerical bias toward the establishment caused them to fall into
disfavour. Tertullian’s invective against the established Church would have done little to
help the breach. He seemed to construe most clergy of the time as being self-indulgent
and having little interest in the things of God:
It is out of truth that falsehood is built; out of religion that superstition is
compacted. Hence you are more irreligious, in proportion as a heathen is more
conformable. He, in short, sacrifices his appetite to an idol-god; you to (the true)
God will not. For to you your belly is god, and your lungs a temple, and your
paunch a sacrificial altar, and your cook the priest, and your fragrant smell the
Holy Spirit, and your condiments spiritual gifts, and your belching prophecy.8
The Church was faced with limited choices in her effort to hold together all the
diversity of Christian faith. To ‘protect’ the Gospel she became ever more willing to use
the power she had accumulated in her long journey from the fringes to the centre of
Imperial society. While detractors would insist that essentials had been lost, much also
had been gained. After all, Christianity was poised to become the faith of the world’s
greatest Empire, and Jesus the Galilean was to become its Lord.
Constantine’s conversion, whether politically motivated or as an act of personal
faith, set in stone the future wedding of Christianity to the Empire. Considered by many a
triumph for the Church, it also proved to be her point of struggle, in remembering her
purpose in the world. Subsequent history shows all the marks of Christianity’s use, by
Constantine and later emperors, as an organizing and socializing tool to further the aims
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of the Empire and to maintain control of the population9. The rightness, necessity, or
goodness of such an attempt is not the issue. However, the eventual effect on the Church
is. Increasingly the Church was responsible for amalgamating barbarians, Romans, and
Greeks alike into the boundaries prescribed for civilized Christians, for in time, to be
Roman was to be Christian. As masses of people were ‘evangelized’ by military,
political, and societal campaigns, the faith of the Church became increasingly a mile
wide, but often less than an inch deep.
As the Church had reinterpreted Rome’s structures for herself, so Imperial Rome
co-opted the Christian agenda. In the process, the once alternative kingdom was annexed
as an Imperial extension. While Christ may have replaced Caesar, Caesar had found a
new and valued servant in His Church. Much has been written of the effects of
Constantinianism’s embrace, and its subsequent costs. Suffice to note here, the ongoing
pragmatic abdication of passionate relationship and personal lifestyle, for the hope of safe
structures and order, violated a core value of the early Church. From earliest days her
allegiance to Jesus Christ had always been lodged in the personal relationship of her
subjects with the risen Son of God. By instead overemphasizing the corporate,
institutional, and hierarchical elements of that bond, the personal expectations for
ongoing relationship and lifestyle were sadly diminished.
Some make the case that the Empire’s embrace of the Church, and vice versa,
staved off Rome’s eventual collapse by hundreds of years and softened for many
generations the chaos that would follow its demise. Even Gibbon, an advocate of the
9
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opposing position that “Christianity had some influence on the decline and fall of the
Roman empire”10, spends almost equal time in begrudgingly noting its positive effects on
empire:
Religious precepts are easily obeyed, which indulge and sanctify the natural
inclinations of their votaries; but the pure and genuine influence of Christianity
may be traced in its beneficial, though imperfect, effects on the Barbarian
proselytes of the North. If the decline of the Roman empire was hastened by the
conversion of Constantine, his victorious religion broke the violence of the fall,
and mollified the ferocious temper of the conquerors.11
In same fashion Gibbon asserts that by Constantine’s time, “the privileges of the Church
had already revived a sense of order and freedom in the Roman government.”12 Such
results have a ring of truth about them (particularly when voiced by the grudging) but
these results ideally could and should have transpired as an outworking of Christianity’s
salt and light, not solely due to its power and authority as the only sanctioned religion of
the Empire. The mandate of political and social arbitrator was not the commission given
to the Church.
The Church at the end of the Empire found herself both triumphant and
compromised. While many elements within her sought to recapture or elevate the
essential qualities of what it meant to follow Jesus, these ‘essentials’ no longer seemed at
the centre of her being. That tension was by no means easy. To reject power and release
authority, while sounding very biblical, appeared a practical impossibility; even
irresponsible in light of her times. Much closer to our own time, Reinhold Niebuhr
mirrored a similar ambivalence towards the absolute application of Jesus’ kingdom
10
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ethics. While appreciative of the Gospel text’s ethical relevance to life, he understood
them as inapplicable in any consistent literal fashion to real world scenarios. In an age of
dangerous outcomes their application remained unattainable for the responsible.13
Similarly, for the Church at empire’s dissolution, the same “impossible possibility” posed
a tension for a supposedly triumphant Church. Rejecting her leadership role, social
position, and cultural authority held the possibility that a world already in turmoil might
unravel even further into utter chaos. Embracing her hard earned place and power could
provide a needed foundation to assist a badly broken world. Yet the subtle shift of
purpose from Christ held within itself the seeds of her own distortion. As Augustine was
to discover, when Empire and Church became synonymous, the failure of one was
equated with the failure of the other.
When Visigoths sacked Rome in AD 410, the shock was profound, reverberating
around both the Empire and Church. Why did not the Christian God of Rome save her? A
sense of societal and spiritual despair permeated the Empire; one so apparent Augustine
found it necessary to address it. His The City of God was the remarkable response.
Jerome too found such a catastrophe almost beyond comprehension. It stopped him short
in his commentary on Ezekiel:
I was stupefied and dismayed that day and night. I could think of nothing but the
welfare of the community; it seemed as though I was sharing the captivity of the
saints, and I could not open my lips until I knew something more definite; and all
the while, full of anxiety, I was wavering between hope and despair, and was
torturing myself with the misfortunes of other people. But when the bright light of
all the world was put out, or, rather, when the Roman Empire was decapitated,
and, to speak more correctly, the whole world perished in one city, I became
dumb and humbled myself, and kept silence from good words, but my grief broke
out afresh, my heart glowed within me, and while I meditated the fire was
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kindled; and I thought I ought not to disregard the saying, “An untimely story is
like music in a time of grief.14
In our own time, 9/11 and subsequent events have caused some to have similar
responses and thoughts. Yet in our time, as in Augustine and Jerome’s, the initial shock
and dread at events subsides, and over time people get on with their lives. We know
enough of Rome’s history to understand the Roman world did not so much collapse as
fade away. Those living in her shadow did not so much see the coming demise, as note
the lengthening shadows against which they drew the cloak of the Church ever closer
about them to prevent the chill.
From the Church at the dissolution of the Empire, a new sort of Empire was being
forged. The resultant structures provided some sense of continuity and security in the
midst of ambivalence and deterioration. However, that same centralization of faith and
life around the institution of the saved, rather than the community of the Saviour, resulted
in an erosion of personal fidelity and spiritual loss. Nevertheless, the memory of what had
been lost was not entirely extinguished. As the scriptures continued to be read and the
Spirit of God continued to work, personal and corporate renewal movements continued to
emerge. Often people in these movements were desirous of recapturing a real personal
intimacy with the Son of God, and a life and practice in keeping with that relationship.
The Montanists, stamped out, gave way to other movements who spoke of recapturing a
New Testament vision of the Church. The much later Lollards, followers of John
Wycliffe, and the Bohemian revival of John Huss provide two later expressions of this
desire. The Beghards, Beguines, and Gerard Groote’s Brethren of the Common Life also
reflected similar passion, though in more inward form. All these precursors to the
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Reformation have a common thread in a desire to live in relationship with Jesus, and they
each found remarkable expression as they sought to live as Jesus’ people in the world.
However, for all the early and later movements to come, at Empire’s end there were sadly
far more who deemed being in step with the institutional Church sufficient, and construed
their allegiance to her as offering all the protection necessary. As a post 9/11 North
America finds, a sense of security (even if a false one) often trumps other things once
deemed as far more valuable.
Death: Church in Pandemic
As defined earlier, watersheds may come upon cultures and societies from
graduated slope to cataclysmic event. While the sack of Rome was cataclysmic, the
actual demise of Empire was resultant on many generations of decline. In those centuries
the Church was shaped and reshaped again in and for her circumstances. However, this
paper considers the more precipitous elements of watersheds as the means of exploring
response and consequence. Of cataclysmic variety there is none more appropriate for
historical appraisal than the series of plagues that swept Europe, beginning in the middle
of the 14th century. In the West alone, it is estimated at least 25-30 million people
perished, and some sources suggest as many as 50 million. Adding estimated fatalities
from affected areas in the Middle East and Asia, mortality rises to 75-100 million.15 From
the European perspective, one-quarter to one-third of Europe’s population is thought to
have died, and the majority of these in relatively short time. Within 3 years the Plague
had spread itself from Sicily to Scandinavia.
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Whilst initial onset of the pandemic persisted seven years in Europe, it was
normative for it to last no longer than five or six months in any particular region or
town.16 At initial onset, the mortality rate for those infected was 70%-90%. Ole
Benedictow, professor of history at Oslo University suggests the population of Europe in
1347 was approximately 80 million people. According to his statistical analysis, this fell
to 30 million in six years.17 In cities all over Europe thousands died every week, and
continued so for months. In Avignon it was 500 a day, in Paris 800 a day.18 The dead
were not buried with any of the pomp of former times; later, the dead were not buried at
all, except for large plague pits into which hundreds were thrown helter-skelter. At
Avignon, 11,000 bodies were buried within a six-week period, and as the tally grew, the
Rhone was consecrated for burial purposes and became a watery grave for thousands.
Such were the number of bodies across Europe that the stench of decaying corpses is
recorded in practically all descriptions of the disease.
The population of Europe had neither antibodies nor resistance to the new threat.
Additionally, historians note a confluence of factors exacerbating its mechanisms and
means of contraction. On the climatic level, the climate period known as the ‘Medieval
Warm Period’ (MWP) was coming to an end. Through the MWP (800-1300), European
population had substantially increased, as food availability and environment proved
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favourable. Thomas Gale Moore, Senior Fellow, Hoover Institution at Stanford
University, describes the meteorological shift from the previous pattern this way:
This prosperous period collapsed at the end of the thirteenth century with the
advent of the "Mini Ice Age" which, at its most frigid, produced temperatures in
central England for January about 4.5 deg. F colder than today. Although the
climate fluctuated, periods of cold damp weather lasted until the early part of the
nineteenth century. During the chilliest decades, 5 to 15 percent less rain fell in
Europe than does normally today; but, due to less evaporation because of the low
temperatures, swampy conditions were more prevalent. As a result, in the
fourteenth century the population explosion came to an abrupt halt; economic
activity slowed; lives shortened as disease spread and diets deteriorated.19
The above factors, each damaging in themselves, had already produced a
watershed of substantial size. When coupled with the advent of the Plague, it heralded a
watershed of apocalyptic proportions. For an already struggling European society, the
addition of an epidemiological disaster caused life as they had experienced it to simply
come undone. The shear efficiency of the disease overwhelmed all efforts at response,
convincing many that the world was coming to an end. Agnolo di Tura, a middle class
Sienese, reflects that sentiment, as he chronicled the events of his city:
And they died by the hundreds both day and night, and all were thrown in
those ditches and covered over with earth. And as soon as those ditches were
filled more were dug. And I, Agnolo di Tura, called the Fat, buried my five
children with my own hands. And there were also those who were so sparsely
covered with earth that the dogs dragged them forth and devoured many bodies
throughout the city. There was no one who wept for any death, for all awaited
death. And so many died that all believed that it was the end of the world. And no
medicine or any other defense availed.20
If Agnolo di Tura’s later notes are to be believed, the Siena Plague of 1347 was
introduced to a city of 60,000, leaving only 10,000 living.
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In city after city and region after region, mortality figures are appalling. To
understand the impact, some have compared the onslaught of the Bubonic Plague, or
Black Death21, to the crisis of AIDS in Africa and elsewhere today. According to the
international AIDS charity AVERT, in 26 years (1981-2007), 25 million people have
died of AIDS worldwide. The impact of this contemporary disease, in terms of mortality,
suffering, and social upheaval, begins to provide some insight to Europe’s 14th century
epidemiological disaster and subsequent chaos. However, as horrific as the effects and
numbers of AIDS has been, it remains a substantially smaller percentage of world
population than the 14th century Plague fatality estimates. AIDS has not yet achieved the
tipping point that the Great Pestilence was to medieval society.
In light of the above, it is difficult for those in 21st century North America to truly
understand the enormity of 14th century events. The sheer numbers and the possibility of
recovery from such an event, is hard to comprehend. So overwhelming was the impact, a
better comparison than AIDS may be the effects of thermonuclear war.
In the 1960s, the Rand Corporation was approached by the United States Atomic
Energy Commission, for an outcome analysis on the consequences of a thermonuclear
war. Lacking any current comparatives to draw from, their research team found only one
event analogous “in geographical extent, abruptness of onset, and scale of casualties.”22
Only the Black Death met the majority of their anticipated outcomes. Working from
recent studies and 14th century writings, they extrapolated from the 1348-1350 plague a
21
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scenario helping “illuminate some of the sources of, and limitations upon, the human
potentialities for recovering from any great catastrophe.”23 Their impact study of the
disease was not based on mortality alone, but included subsequent ramifications. Bleak as
their memorandum reads, if there is an “upside” to the document, it is the inference that
disasters of such magnitude do not compel complete social collapse or an economic spiral
downwards. The Rand study found that while the cataclysmic nature of the Plague years
brought extraordinary change economically, socially, and religiously, counter-intuitively,
for some survivors, many of these changes were to the good.
Most often, the effects of the Plague on western Europe, with the resultant human
suffering, famine, additional diseases, warfare, and rupture of societal and economic
patterns, has been understood as raining economic and societal mayhem on Europe’s
infrastructure. For the survivors, the assumption has been that their lives would be
shattered, with diminished hope for the future.24 Indeed, post-plague Europe was changed
forever, but further research into the resiliency of the survivors has brought some
surprising findings to light.
Norman Cantor,25 John Aberth, Joseph Byrne,26 and a host of more recent
scholars, have corroborated both the cataclysmic consequences and the possibilities that
lay beyond. Examination of writings, economic reports, and statistical analysis of postplague Europe, show the fuller impact on political, religious, social, agrarian, and
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commercial enterprise. All of these were altered, sometimes radically from their preplague state, but not always for the worse.
In agrarian life, plague recalibrated the balance of power in what had been
universally a near feudal model. The peasant class, decimated by the disease, now found
themselves in high demand. To many landlords, what proved disaster was, for some of
their tenants, gain. Their work, status, conditions, and opportunity improved, in a general
redistribution of wealth and position.27 Ole Benedictow argues the prolongation of the
hundred years' war was partly resultant from squires and knights needing plunder to
replace their vanished rents28. Others make a case for the economic consequences of
Black Death transforming Spain’s landed hidalgos into Spain’s conquistadors.29 Broken
lives and kingdoms caused those of all classes to seek new futures. While immediate
consequences were bleak, more recent evidence supports the Rand conclusion that the
very events which caused Europe to haemorrhage also helped precipitate the strides that
followed. Regarding this reappraisal of the Plague’s effects on commercial activity,
David Routt of the University of Richmond notes:
The historiographical pendulum now swings away from this interpretation and a
more nuanced picture has emerged that gives the Black Death's impact on
commerce its full due but emphasizes the variety of the plague's impact from
merchant to merchant, industry to industry, and city to city. Success or failure was
equally possible after the Black Death and the game favored adaptability,
creativity, nimbleness, opportunism, and foresight.30
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In sum, though the devastation was almost unimaginable, the outcomes were, at least for
survivors, less bleak than first imagined. Their future may have been badly broken, but it
was still a future, and one where some thrived.31
The above assessment is equally true of the Church. Even as communities,
churches, monks, and clergy were decimated, and institutions of the Church sent reeling,
individuals and movements within that body found new beginnings and opportunities
amidst the rubble. However, such hopes and possibilities were certainly not embraced
when the Plague first took hold of Europe.
As the Plague broke over the West, the Church was ill prepared for the impending
watershed. Already, prior to the onset, she struggled spiritually, she was fractured
structurally, and her fortunes were failing politically. The Black Death was the final straw
in a series of crises breaking over the Church. An earlier clash of papal and secular
powers had ripped away all pretence of unity in Christendom. In 1309 the French king,
Phillip IV, seeking to increase his authority in ecclesiastical matters, had attempted to tax
Church holdings and clergy. The resultant dispute forced a move of the Papacy to
Avignon, France, and caused a schism not fully restored until the 15th century. In the
ensuing political and religious discord, the moral and spiritual climate of the Church fell
precipitously. The writer Petrarch, visiting Avignon sometime between 1340 and 1353,
notes it has become "the Babylon of the West." In a letter to a friend he describes his
discouragement over the state of the Church:
Instead of holy solitude we find a criminal host and crowds of the most infamous
satellites; instead of soberness, licentious banquets; instead of pious pilgrimages,
preternatural and foul sloth; instead of the bare feet of the apostles, the snowy
coursers of brigands fly past us, the horses decked in gold and fed on gold, soon
31
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to be shod with gold, if the Lord does not check this slavish luxury. In short, we
seem to be among the kings of the Persians or Parthians, before whom we must
fall down and worship, and who cannot be approached except presents be offered.
O ye unkempt and emaciated old men, is it for this you labored? Is it for this that
you have sown the field of the Lord and watered it with your holy blood?32
It should be noted, Petrarch’s words may be shaped as much by politics as by
faith. He, Dante, and Catherine of Siena, all apply the same label, “Babylon”, to
Avignon, and each do so with the intent of contrasting it to the proper place of the
papacy, i.e. Rome.33 While true that supplementary documentation regarding Avignon
notes a level of corruption, avarice, and political intrigue wholly unacceptable to the
Gospel, it is also true that other contemporaneous writers show Avignon’s papacy in a far
more favorable light and Rome more negatively. One suspects, as in our own time, we
may often find about us what we are looking for. In contrast to Dante, Geert Groote,
initiator of the Brethren of the Common life, seems to have found his vocation at
Avignon. While his later work challenged the sins within the Church, provoking outrage
in some quarters, he never attacked the papacy’s place or work in Avignon. Groote died
of the Plague in 1384, after founding a movement that would shape and educate scholars
on both sides of the later Reformation.
For leaders at Avignon and throughout Christendom, it quickly became apparent
that prayers, processions, and radical acts of faith availed nothing against the Plague.
Caring for the sick and disposing of the dead brought only death to those who took that
course. The most popular explanation for the pandemic engulfing society was the near
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observable conclusion that this was the end of the world. And if not the last and final
judgment, at least in some form God's judgment upon sinful mankind. Many sought to
find remedy in personal penitence, mass prayer, and for some, demonstrations of
hysterical piety. A movement of penitents known as Flagellants became a common sight
across the land, as they attempted to exorcise the Plague with whippings and prayers. The
French historian and poet Jean Froissart provides graphic image of these penitents:
In the Year of Grace 1349, the penitents went about, coming first out of Germany.
They were men who did public penance and scourged themselves with whips of
hard knotted leather with little iron spikes. Some made themselves bleed very
badly between the shoulders and some foolish women had cloths ready to catch
the blood and smear it on their eyes, saying that it was miraculous blood. While
they were doing penance, they sang very mournful songs about the nativity and
passion of Our Lord.34
As seen by the hysteria engendered by Black Death, particularly amongst the
poor, there was a conviction the Jews were in some fashion responsible. Stories abounded
of these supposed Christ killers spreading plague by poisoning wells. The rumours
ignored the obvious reality that Jews themselves were dying of the Plague in similar
numbers to their Christian neighbours. Yet the rounding up and murdering of local
Jewish communities proceeded, despite an attempted Papal intervention. In the end,
though some of their persecutors benefited from their deaths, the Jewish pogroms did
nothing to stop the epidemic or its spread.
Despite penance, prayers, penitents, and pogroms, still the Plague spread. In
mortality, the pious and churched fared no better than sinner. In a worldview where
physical and spiritual infirmity were seen as part of a larger whole, and where theology
was perceived as Queen of the Sciences, the inability of the Gospel to protect the faithful
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brought its own crisis of faith. The fact that, in face of the disease, the greatest saint had
no advantage over the greatest sinner seemed a refutation of the Church’s own teaching.
In the earlier 4th Lateran Council of 1215, special attention had been drawn to the place of
religion in healing. Sickness of the soul was seen as intrinsically connected to the well
being of the body,35 and physical sickness was seen as often having a direct relationship
to spiritual health. Therefore, if the soul could be healed, then the body could be made
well also. As the Lateran Council notes:
…we by this present decree order and strictly command physicians of the body,
when they are called to the sick, to warn and persuade them first of all to call in
physicians of the soul so that after their spiritual health has been seen to they may
respond better to medicine for their bodies, for when the cause ceases so does the
effect.36
It was assumed this course would be followed. For those who chose not to, there were
penalties, and if a physician did otherwise, “…he shall be barred from entering a church
until he has made suitable satisfaction for a transgression of this kind.”37 Physicians were
further forbidden, under pain of anathema, to practice any medicine thought to endanger
the soul. In the face of plague, a letter from Archbishop Zouche of York represents well
the initial position of the Church; that things spiritual and corporeal were joined before
the face of God. He writes,
Therefore, who does not know what great death, pestilence and infection of the air
hangs about various parts of the world and especially England these days. This
indeed is caused by the sins of people, who caught up in the delights of their
prosperity, neglect to remember the gifts of the Supreme Giver.38
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As corpses piled up, the grim realty of Black Death tore at the very foundations of the
Church and society. The meta-narrative of the time was challenged in ways a 21st century
post-modern deconstructionist could only hope for. Black Death was a hammer to a
worldview that had assumed, with God at the centre of all things and the Church as God’s
representative of that centre, that life might move in ways mysterious— but always, with
some expectation of order, or at least purpose.
The Church, already shaken by earlier struggles, found with the advent of the
Plague, her claims of vast ecclesiastical and temporal powers were for naught. She did
not know how to meet the Black Death. Her intrigues, corruption, and self-serving
agendas prevented a consistent response. Both her theology and practice fell short of
either explaining or mitigating the disease. The diocese of Hereford provides a case in
point. William Dohar, in what is considered a definitive statistical study of the impact of
plague on one diocese, presents the records of Hereford in England.39 The diocese was no
more prepared for plague than the rest of Europe. And while recommended processions
and Masses were all held, people called to repentance, and appropriate prayers recited,
still the pestilence cut through their community as it had all over England. Dohar notes,
“Conservatively, between 38 percent and 40 percent of all beneficed clergy died during
the plague year.”40 Percentage wise, local rectors, vicars, and lay leaders fared worse than
many villagers. Their care for the sick and dying all but certified their own mortality. The
parish of Bosbury in Hereford plays out the larger story in microcosm. Three times in the
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summer of 1349 the parish lost their vicar. By September of that year they installed a
fourth - four vicars in five months.41
What happened in Hereford, happened all over Britain and the Continent. The
losses were enormous, defections from the Church were common, and recruitment of the
same calibre was difficult. Henry Knighton, a monk at St. Mary’s in Leicester, chronicled
the events in his own community. His situation in Leicester reflects Hereford’s struggles
and his own disdain for those who sought, post-plague, to replenish the leadership of the
Church. “…In very short time there came crowding into orders a great multitude whose
wives had died in the pestilence. As might be expected of laymen, many of these were
illiterate and those who knew how to read could not understand what it was they read.”42
With losses so large, and the struggle to fill empty charge after empty charge, it is
not surprising that the less qualified people found places in Church leadership. Perhaps
this reality of having to embrace the lowest common denominator helps to explain
something of the portrayal of clergy in post-plague literature. For every heavenly-minded
Parson from Canterbury Tales, there are a multitude of less savoury examples. Chaucer
notes their tastes far more earthly. The clergy in Piers Plowman fare little better. His
Prologue tells of those charged with caring for the flock, were more inclined to fleece it.
Those that did not, often looked for better pickings.
Persones and parisch prestes playneth to heore bisschops,
That heore parisch hath ben pore seththe the pestilence tyme,
To have a lycence and leve at Londun to dwelle,
To singe ther for simonye, for selver is swete.43
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Stories of corruption, avarice, immorality, and perhaps worse yet, a lack of
compassion for the poor and sick, fed lay and itinerate ministries and created opportunity
for new movements which operated outside the established Church. Alternative Christian
groups such as Lollards and Hussites proliferated. They found their growth not only
through overt evangelism, but through the care of the needy and dying. The Lollard
example shows how the capacity to care for the sick and dying, even at risk to self,
resulted in people giving them a hearing. The Kingston Chronicle of 1382, a generation
following the Plague’s first appearance, notes that Lollards "multiplied exceedingly, like
budding plants, and filled the whole realm everywhere, and became as familiar as though
all had come forth upon the same day."44 As in the first centuries of the Church, those
most willing to give of their lives found others often most willing to respond.
While the response of Lollards and other movements often stood in stark contrast
to clergy who sought to protect their own lives and fortunes, still it should not be doubted
the Catholic Church also had bright lights representing the best of what the Gospel
offered. Scattered throughout Europe are records of local Church bodies, who in the
midst of the cataclysm attempted to care for the dead, dying, and provide for survivors.
While some Church leaders and institutions thought first of their own protection, others,
as in the early centuries of the Church, sought to live out their faith even to the point of
death. And die they did. Clerics, priests, monastic, and lay workers across Europe were
decimated by the Plague in unimaginable numbers. The willingness of so many to
continue to serve in the face of almost certain death cannot go un-noted, nor should the
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impact of their choice be undervalued. As in early centuries of the Church, as people saw
in believers the visible signs of compassion, commitment, and care, they were drawn to
the Church of Jesus Christ. While the immediate result might mean death for the
caregivers, in time those efforts also harvested remarkable rewards.
As the Plague overran Italy, the Dominicans of Siena showed themselves
passionate in their willingness to care for the citizens of the city. Hundreds of them died
as they continued to care for the sick, collect bodies, and say Mass for the dead.
Interestingly, following the time after plague, the records show a dramatic increase in
bequests to Siena’s Dominicans. These bequests parallel rapid growth in the order’s
prestige and in the new applications of others to join the order.45 Admittedly, financial
gifts and an increase in novitiates might be expected in plague years, as people might
seek to placate God’s judgment. Yet the documentation shows this growth continuing in
the non-plague, post-plague decades.
The lay confraternity of San Francisco in Orvieto shows similar revival after the
Plague. Matriculation lists for the years 1337 to 1398 detail the loss of life, but also the
addition of new adherents. In 1348, fully a half of the brotherhood died. Their loss was
thirty-six times the average per annum mortality since the confraternity’s foundation. “In
addition to being an extraordinary year for deaths, 1348 was equally unusual for
attracting new entrants: While 109 died, 110 joined.”46 Most interestingly, the number of
new recruits continued to grow throughout the remainder of the 14th century. The
confraternity became renowned, not only for providing for the spiritual needs of the
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dying, but caring for the sick, burying the dead, and providing for impoverished families
that remained.
In Florence, the Ospedale di Santa Maria Nuova, founded in 1288, showed similar
post-plague growth. During the Plague, the order experienced the same overwhelming
losses, with 325 friars dying in the first year. However, that loss was followed by rapid
admission of new members and an influx of donations by grateful patrons. Originally a
hospital of very humble beginnings, the original 12th century facility had a dormitory
with only a dozen beds for the sick. By 1376 the hospital had 62 double beds for men and
58 doubles for sick women.47 In the course of plague cycles, the hospital continued to
grow in size and influence. Over the next generations the hospital accommodated 3,000
male patients a year, and likely a similar number of women. Additionally, there were
some 500 dependents to the institution. This remarkable expansion was made possible by
thankful post-plague bequests, public subsidies, and a growing list of applicants. By the
beginning of the 16th century, the hospital and order had reached preeminent status.
Benedetto Varchi, a chronicler of Florence in the early 16th century, makes the claim that
the hospital would have owned "most of Florence, if the heads of the hospital had not
from time to time sold some of its possessions to support its activities.”48 Ospedale di
Santa Maria Nuova became the pattern in Europe for what was then considered state of
the art medicinal efforts. When Henry VII of England desired to create a new kind of
hospital in London, he sent his designers to study Santa Maria Nuova.
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The above examples, as well as many others from across states and cities of
Europe, show the Church’s response, while on some occasions inadequate, ineffective,
and poorly executed, in other cases most remarkable. Jesus’ Church, in many places,
helped bring healing, hope, and a better future for their communities. The cost to them
was sometimes huge, but the cost of abdicating that role was also huge. Both choices
would take the Church into the future, but to very different places. As in previous
watersheds, the tension of personal self interest and the requirements of the Gospel
seemingly created a tension over which response would be most significant. As those in
the Church made their choices, whatever those choices might be, the decisions altered
localities, regions, and nations.
Where both alternative and established Church gave their best and brightest to the
needs of those they cared for, in those places their prominence and prestige grew. Those
within the established Church, or the pre-Reformation movements, found their credibility
enhanced or weakened by their response to crises. As either of these groups expressed
compassion and provided help, they opened doors into the lives of those they served. The
cost of doing so was sometimes extreme, yet for groups willing to pay the price, the result
was often extraordinary.

Disruption: The Church in Industrial Revolution
In previous watershed examples, where elements of the Church remained truest to
their vocation (come what may), they found a voice and experience that drew others to
the Lord. Where the Church fled that calling, there she often faltered, gaining perhaps
much of the world, but losing much of her soul. By her choices she impacted all about
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her— for not only is the Church altered by the watershed, she in turns alters (by action or
inaction) her world. The Church in the watershed of the Industrial Revolution provides a
compelling illustration of that result, as Church movements again sought to survive or
thrive in the midst of a life altering change.
The expression Industrial Revolution is a construct popularized by the late 19th
century historian and essayist Arnold Toynbee. Toynbee uses a semi-arbitrary date of
1760 as a point for this revolution’s start.49 By that time sufficient mechanization had
taken place within agriculture, coupled with an explosion of enclosure laws and textile
manufacturing, that the stage was set for the events to follow. Again, as a metaphor,
watershed rather than revolution may better fit this period. Initially, watersheds may
come at such oblique angle they are not seen for what they are. Certainly Britain’s
decline into the watershed of the Industrial Revolution came at gradual slope and with
ambiguous beginnings. Yet in the end, everything was changed.
Britain, in the 18th century, was perceived a Christian nation. Even though the Act
of Toleration (AD 1689) had broken the legal monopoly the Church of England enjoyed,
surprisingly in the years after, the Church neither suffered huge losses of support or
attendance. In fact the Anglican Church in the early 18th century had seen substantial
revival, showing, as David Spaeth of the University of Glasgow notes, “the remarkable
potential of the Church to provide the religion of the people.”50 Still, holding to many
elements of Christendom, actions of Church and State were in some respects inseparable,
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resultant in the Church’s rise in status and power. However, as she came to embrace
much more her power, and much less her service, she sowed confusion to her calling.
By the end of the 18th century the Established Church (the Church of England,
Scotland, and Wales) had come to side with the landed gentry on most points politically,
economically, and socially. In the name of ‘progress’ they supported enclosure laws,
making their patrons, and themselves, wealthy. Later, the Established Church sided with
the government and authorities as they put down the Luddites. While the Established
Church supported the status quo of the day, they recognized that growing mechanization
brought a weakening of power to the gentry. She therefore cultivated and catered to
relationships with the new leaders of banking, commerce, and trade. These were the
important voices of the future.
In the 1730s, to better evangelize the populace, the Wesley’s, Whitefield, and
others had expressly endeavoured to reach outside traditional structures of the
Established Church. Yet by the beginnings of the 19th century, the Church of England
increasingly strove to close herself off from those same people. While Methodism would
remain part of the Anglican Church for another 50 years, it would never be perceived by
Church hierarchy as representative of their movement. Methodism was construed, until
far too late, as a passing fad, and not in keeping with the tenor of the faith. Donald Spaeth
again notes, “The closed mind of the Anglican clergy can be seen in the reaction to
Methodism, initially a movement within the Church. The clergy disliked the impropriety
of religious meetings held in the open, the singing and the greater involvement of laity.”51
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The accumulation of wealth, institutional inflexibility, unwillingness to relinquish
control to laity, defensiveness of any critique, and hubris towards those perceived as
lesser in social stature, all made the Established Church ill equipped to adapt to a new
age. By her earlier choices she had largely become a reactive body and had become
separated from the populace. With limited understanding of her times, she did not have
the eyes to see the effects of the oncoming watershed. The initially oblique nature of the
event certainly added to that blindness and gave the hierarchy little sense of what was to
come.
With population burgeoning and trade over commodities increasing, new
agricultural practices and tools were being embraced. With need to feed a population
doubling by end of the century, new fertilizers, crop rotation, breeding practices, farm
technologies, and land use laws, were brought to bear for agrarian reform. Between 1800
and 1810, Parliament passed over 900 Acts of Enclosure,52 setting up private fields from
what had once been public farms and grazing lands. Additionally, the new, more fully
mechanized textile factories required fewer and fewer labourers. While many protested
the worst excesses of enclosure and mechanization, the protests slowed neither. The
rioting of Luddites53 gained nothing, as they sought to literally break the new
technologies being introduced into mills and clothiers. Breaking the machines, in fact,
became a capital offence in 1812, which says much about how technology and product
were valued in relation to the dispossessed.
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As new inventions freed people from labour, many found themselves
unemployable. Masses of people became paupers, overwhelming the resources of Church
and community. Regional Poor Acts were passed, designed to legislate some protection
and care for the less fortunate. Local Workhouses were one result of that legislation.
Initially, their intent was far more benign than those of a half-century later. For example,
the Workhouse at Rollesby in Norfolk, constructed towards the end of the 18th century,
had this notice placed over its doors, “For the instruction of youth, the encouragement of
Industry, the relief of want, the support of old age, and the comfort of infirmity and
pain.”54 A later commission reported “the Workhouse clean, the inmates cared for, and its
parlour having the appearance of a home”.55
As ranks of paupers rose, the earlier emphasis on relief of destitution came under
pressure. In 1834, the reforms of the previous Poor Law Act of 1795 were amended by
Parliament. The new Act replaced a multitude of regional laws and institutions with a
more draconian bill intended to instil discipline and deter idleness. The infamous
‘workhouse test’ of 1834 became the standard. To gain relief, able-bodied poor must
enter the Workhouse and there give service. Paupers who came through the gates, until
discharged, were at the mercy of staff and boards. Post-1834 Workhouse conditions were
intentionally harsh. Charles Dickens’ remark in Oliver Twist that, “relief was inseparable
from the workhouse and the gruel; and that frightened people”56 was an accurate
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reflection of the new policy’s intent. The Consolidated General Order of 1847, a
voluminous set of rules for Workhouse life, makes clear any infractions or behaviours
considered inappropriate were subject to punishment, from beatings for men, to extended
work hours, to reduction in food ration, or even solitary confinement. Fear of the
Workhouse was seen as a strategy to encourage discipline, thrift, and hard work, and of
course kept people off the Workhouse rolls. Yet thousands found themselves there. In
Dickens’ novel, Oliver Twist, the young orphan Oliver has been taken to such a place,
and Dickens’ sarcasm of the Board, place, and laws, is dripping:
…So, they established the rule, that all poor people should have the alternative
(for they would compel nobody, not they), of being starved by a gradual process
in the house, or by a quick one out of it. With this view, they contracted with the
water-works to lay on an unlimited supply of water; and with a corn-factor to
supply periodically small quantities of oatmeal; and issued three meals of thin
gruel a day, with an onion twice a week, and half a roll on Sundays.57
Despite Dickens’ dark opinion, the truth is that England had not come easily to
this choice regarding the poor. Toynbee, still historically close the events, describes the
considerable debate of competing views, both of social reformers, such as Robert Owen,
and their opponents, such as clergyman and the economist Rev. Thomas Malthus.58
Toynbee’s own perspective reflects the mixed opinion of the time. While he saw the
revolution as a benefit, making opportunity for a new and glorious world, he also saw
how its abuses had diminished the lives of so many.
A dominant theme of mid 19th century political and ecclesiastical theory, was that
any progress maintaining Britain’s pre-eminence in the world was, by definition, good.
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Britain was “God’s light to a pagan world”, and nationalism and the Christian religion
had become so combined in the minds of upper and upper middle classes that, for the
sake of “God and Country”, it was only logical the poor should be harnessed to England’s
industrialization. Much discussion ensued on how best to grapple with the multiplication
of the lower classes, how to manage their impoverishment, and how to best put them to
work. Opinions were divided, and while social reformers demanded that the government
and Church step up to provide for the needs, others went to opposite extreme.
Rev. Thomas Malthus, economist and clergyman, was educated at Jesus College
Cambridge. Through his popular essays he made the case that feeding and housing
paupers only exacerbated the situation. As long as the poor out-bred more productive
elements of society, society would always have a significant proportion of its population
living in squalor. Economic growth alone could not redeem the situation. Malthus’
assessment was, “the increasing wealth of the nation has little or no tendency to better the
conditions of the labouring poor.”59 Many Anglican clergy came to accept Malthus’
views that “poor relief” only undercut incentives for paupers to exercise the virtues of
self-discipline and thrift. In their understanding, an absence of self-discipline only created
more paupers, who then, required still more relief. Malthus and other proponents went as
far as to suggest poor relief be gradually removed. He notes:
…it appears to me that we are bound in justice and honour formally to disclaim
the right of the poor to support. To this end, I should propose a regulation to be
made, declaring, that no child born from any marriage, taking place after the
expiration of a year from the date of the law, and no illegitimate child born two
years from the same date, should ever be entitled to parish assistance.60
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They saw overpopulation as the dominant reason for the rise in impoverishment and
believed poverty’s eradication was achievable by limiting the number of unproductives.
Malthus’ proposal was simple, but extreme, “I should propose a regulation to be made,
declaring, that no child born from any marriage, taking place after the expiration of a year
from the date of the law, and no illegitimate child born two years from the same date,
should ever be entitled to parish assistance.”61 In A Christmas Carol, Charles Dickens
mocks such views. There, Ebenezer Scrooge says to charity workers, “I help to support
the establishments I have mentioned. They cost enough; and those who are badly off
must go there.” “Many can't go there; and many would rather die.” “If they would rather
die,” said Scrooge, “they had better do it, and decrease the surplus population.”62
By mid-century in London, displaced persons outnumbered potential workers
three to one. And while many adults were unemployable, child labour was encouraged. It
provided both lesser cost to production and ease in using children’s size and trust. Left to
their own devices, the unemployable did whatever they could for income. Thievery
became an option for many, as more could be made in a day on the streets than a month
in the factory. Andrew Mearns, in The Bitter Cry, records how pragmatic that decision
could become:
A child seven years old is known easily to make l0s. 6d. a week by thieving, but
what can he earn by such work as match-box making, for which 2 ¼d. a gross is
paid, the maker having to find his own fire for drying the boxes, and his own
paste and string? Before he can gain as much as the young thief he must make 56
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gross of match-boxes a week, or 1296 a day. It is needless to say that this is
impossible…63
The critiques of Dickens, Mearns, and others were by no means commonly held.
For many it was the best of times. Increasingly a new Middle Class was experiencing
opportunities and privileges. Advancements in science and industry were improving life.
Edward Baines, politician, newspaperman, and publisher, reflects this alternative
perspective:
Under the reign of just laws, personal liberty and property have been secure;
mercantile enterprise has been allowed to reap its reward; capital has accumulated
in safety; the workman has "gone forth to his work and to his labour until the
evening;" and, thus protected and favoured, the manufacturing prosperity of the
country has struck its roots deep, and spread forth its branches to the ends of the
earth.64
The future portrayed by many, made all seem bright, as Britain’s colonies poured the
wealth of the empire into her coffers, and her best and brightest made discovery after
discovery. Britain in three decades had gone from an agrarian kingdom to a global
economy. Outlying areas provided the cheap labour and resources used in the cities for
production of consumer goods. These were then sold across Britain and around the world,
with the profits kept largely by the ruling classes. Admittedly, a growing Middle Class in
the late 19th century would be able to move out of the teeming core of London and into
newly developed Victorian “ring garden communities” of Ealing,65 Harrow, and
elsewhere. However, 21st century dwellers sometimes mistake 19th century promotion
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and self-congratulatory rhetoric writing as history. Postmodern historians have done a
helpful service in critiquing that view.
The 19th century narrative, once unpacked, reminds us that then, as now, opinion
shapers and governments saw the necessity of portraying events in the best possible light.
To Victorian powers and opinion shapers, with a population under stress, it was
imperative stability, maintenance of order, and the necessities of security be emphasized.
Even with all the advancements, worries of rebellion were in the air as riots broke out in
the cities, and the elite were anxious for their own saftey and position. Assassination
attempts directed towards Queen Victoria at mid century, and later growth of republican
sentiment during her widowhood, only added to the anxieties. While societies manage
incremental change reasonably well, the exponential changes being experienced were
unparalleled in human memory and simply overwhelmed many.
Many of the upper class desired a return to simpler times. Dr. Thomas Arnold,
Oxford professor, historian, and Doctor of Divinity in the Anglican Church, makes an
interesting case against the retrenchment faction in a letter dated April 1831:
One would think that people who talk against change were literally as well as
metaphorically blind, and really did not see that everything in themselves and
around them is changing every hour by the necessary laws of it being. There is
nothing so revolutionary, because there is nothing so unnatural and convulsive to
society, as the strain to keep things fixed, when all the world is by the very law of
creation in eternal progress; and the cause of all the evils of the world may be
traced to that natural but most deadly error of human indolence and corruption,
that our business is to preserve and not improve.66
Arnold nicely turns their arguments on them. While they fear impending revolution, he
says they are really the revolutionaries! In keeping with the Both-And nature of the time,
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progress and liberality were decidedly double edged. Despite Dr. Arnold’s words, like
most upper class, he did not think of progress in terms of the needs of the poor or
disadvantaged. In fact ‘progress’ was not something one need extend to them at all.
Those working hard for the good of larger society (meaning their betters) were the “good
poor.” In a letter to a Cambridge undergrad Arnold wrote, “I am glad that you have made
acquaintance with some of the good poor. I quite agree with you that it is most instructive
to visit them.”67 However, he regarded less kindly those seeking to raise the place of the
worker. He wrote, “The disorders in our social state appear to me to continue unabated.
You have heard, I doubt not, of the Trades’ Unions; a fearful engine of mischief, ready to
riot or to assassinate; and I see no counteracting power.”68
Arnold’s views were representative of many in Anglican circles. Worried by the
unrest and agitation of the poor, they sincerely believed the preferred course was that the
poor work harder for the “larger good” of the nation. Since mixing with the lower classes
was frowned upon, their contact with and awareness of the conditions remained minimal.
This segregation of life and class kept many from seeing the dark side of the revolution.
Where industrialists, entrepreneurs, and the middle classes found a rapid rise in
prosperity and society, the so-called lower orders were left behind, relegated to their own
neighbourhoods, largely unseen and unattended.
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London, a vast industrial metropolis expanding and growing in power and
affluence, or a corrupted place full of despairing lives? Discerning the true condition of
the age was all the harder when upper classes were insulated from the worst excesses, and
middle classes were focused on their immediate lives and circumstance. Dickens, through
Scrooge in A Christmas Carol, expresses an attitude shared by many Londoners,
“…Besides -- excuse me -- I don't know that.” “But you might know it,'' observed the
gentleman. “It's not my business,'' Scrooge returned.”69 In a world full of economic and
cultural upheaval, it was best to keep one’s head down, and go about one’s own business.
By the second wave of the industrial revolution, it is hard to conceive the despair
and oppressiveness of parts of London. Whole regions of the city were seen as
unredeemable. Workhouses were full of inmates, never able to return to lives of dignity;
and for so many thousands of others, lifelong poverty and disease became the norm.
In the unsanitary, crowded tenements of London, diseases not well understood or
controllable brought fear to the streets. Tuberculosis was endemic. The Victorian
melodrama portraying a young child or woman dying from “consumption” was not
literary artifice - it was reality. For example, 1832 was a Cholera year. Parliament was
dissolved until the disease passed. It lasted 15 months and 5,275 people died, most of
them the poor. As one writer noted it was, “a visitation on the vicious, the diseased, the
feeble, and the poor.”70 Like the plague of centuries earlier, they neither knew what
caused the outbreaks, nor how to stop them. Cholera, Typhoid, and Consumption cut
through the poor of London like a hot knife through butter. Between poverty, workplace
injury, and disease, the life expectancy for a working class man in London was forty
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years. For the working poor, just getting through the week was enough. Their world was
a nightmare; and while it did not end as some might hope, it ended harshly enough for
many.
Eventually the true state of London’s poorest classes began to sink in to the rest of
the population. One element was brought to their attention in a very personal way. As the
multiple hooks of poverty, addiction, and violence pulled many of the poor into vice, the
results could not help but affect (and infect) their betters. Sex researchers believe as
many as 55,000 prostitutes were in London by the end of the 19th century. This number
does not include the legion of “Dollymops”, amateurs looking to augment wretched
factory wages. Many an impoverished woman or child learned that when there was
nothing of their possessions left to sell, there was still one more thing. Throughout
history, commerce minded people have seen vice as one more opportunity, even if at the
expense of others. London was no different in that regard. Booklets were available to
“discerning gentlemen” of the time, noting where and when to best find their
preferences.71
Initially, exploitation of the lower classes drew little attention, until the
prosperous and previously healthy began to become sick. Well-to-do men, good ladies,
officers and gentlemen, the cream of society, began having symptoms whose source, in
time, became obvious. Men from ‘upper’ parts of society had long gone slumming and
the result, quite literally, had come home to roost. With the numbers of prostitutes and
Dollymops in London, it was only a matter of time before sexually transmitted diseases
became endemic, and STD’s wrought havoc in London for decades to come.
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For diseases with no easy cure, devastating effects, and little legal recourse,
monogamy started looking like the best defence. Much of the “prudish” Victorian
response actually developed as a result of the crisis these families found themselves
within. Chastity, sexual purity, monogamy, were lines drawn in the sand against a sexual
red tide. Parliament drew their own line with the Contagious Disease Act of 1864, 1866,
and 1869. The Act allowed authorities to detain prostitutes in certain high risk areas.
They were to be inspected, and if found infected “hospitalized” until considered cured.72
However, the Act did not require examining their clients and was arbitrary in
application73. The draconian measures, the double standards, and the absolute lack of
controls led to a backlash by all classes of women. Michael Pearson notes it was perhaps
the “first feminine revolt of any stature in a western nation.”74 The laws in question were
repealed, but only after huge social debate, and in their place was placed new laws
criminalizing prostitution. Yet law was inconsistent in helping fight the spread of
infections. Reflecting the ambiguity of response is an 1892 legal opinion by Sir Neville
Geary, “A husband knowingly and wilfully infecting his wife with the venereal disease
cannot be convicted criminally either under a charge of assault or of inflicting grievous
bodily harm.”75 Our own age of AIDS has dealt with similar legal issues, though perhaps
with better outcomes.
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With economic, social, moral, and medical turmoil all about, not only Church but
larger society began to awaken to the need for change. At mid-century Henry Mayhew
published a series of investigations into London’s dark side. The stories were not only
intended to sell copy, but had larger purpose. Mayhew, a committed Christian layman,
had been appalled by what he saw in the course of his investigations. His writing became
an effort to get others to realize the same. It is no surprise or accident that later editions of
his investigations would be authored jointly with the Reverend William Tuckniss,
Chaplain to the Society for the Rescue of Young Women and Children. The S.R.Y.W.C.,
founded in 1853, was the largest association in London for the reformation of “fallen
women.” Between 1853-1861 it helped 2700 women to get off the streets of London.
Tuckniss added an introductory essay to London Labour on, “the Agencies at Present in
Operation in the Metropolis for the Suppression of Crime and Vice.” Mayhew and
Tuckniss followed up their work with volumes on Britain’s prisons and asylums.
Andrew Mearns 1883 pamphlet, The Bitter cry of outcast london: An inquiry into
the condition of the abject poor, added to an already growing public clamour for social
reforms. Provided as an insert in the popular magazine, Pall Mall Gazette, it presented
not so much new evidence, as a broader (and more sensationalist) exposure to the horrors
of underclass life.76 Mearns, a Congregationalist minister, was determined to stir the
hearts of those who had turned a blind eye to the plight of the poor. He felt that not only
had the authorities not done enough, the Church as well had not done near enough. His
words are telling for the Church in any time:
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Whilst we have been building our churches and solacing ourselves with our
religion and dreaming that the millennium was coming, the poor have been
growing poorer, the wretched more miserable, and the immoral more corrupt. The
gulf has been daily widening which separates the lowest classes of the community
from our churches and chapels, and from all decency and civilization.”77
Until Mayhew, Mearns, and others popularized the extent of London’s problem,
the upper classes could choose to be isolated from its enormity. As noted, the Established
Church had made decisions significantly siding with the holders of power and prosperity,
and in so doing initially resisted something of the watershed’s effects. By that choice they
lost the opportunity to shape the broken future set before them. Historian Donald A.
Spaeth makes the case that the Established Church and its clergy “wasted the popular
support they attracted at the Restoration. They showed that they understood the popular
religious beliefs no better than the Puritans had, and by their intolerance of dissent and
insistence upon their clerical monopoly they alienated many people.”78 Too late, in the
last decade of the 19th century, they attempted to regroup, but by then they had lost the
heart of an entire class of Britain’s population. Admittedly, some establishment clergy
and lay leaders were moved to address the growing desperation of the times, but most of
these advocates came from the small remaining Nonconformist element within the
Church of England.
Wesley’s earlier attempt at revival in the Established Church had born fruit in a
fashion Wesley would not have envisioned. Methodism’s passion, methodology, and
practice had increasingly drawn from the lower classes, with only a few from the upper.
Not surprisingly then, the stratifying of the Church into Established and Nonconforming
camps was largely according to class lines. There were exceptions early on, as with the
77
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Wesleys themselves, and later supporters like Lord Ashley and Lady Huntington. Yet few
were of “better class.” Nonconformist views found best soil in the lower and growing
middle class. As scripture attests, it is seldom those who consider themselves well, who
seek a physician. More commonly, many wealthy supporters of the Church of England
saw the Nonconformists and their ilk as a joke, or a danger to the nation and Church.
As Nonconformists were marginalized by the Established Church, pushed out of
polite society, and relegated to the edges, they increasingly turned their attention to
London’s slums. While Church of England leaders were embroiled in debates fending off
the abolition of exemptions on lands and properties of the Established Church,
Nonconformists were entering into the broken futures of London’s worst places. They
began to build within those places small communities of hope.
Best known of the Nonconformists making inroads, were the new Methodist
groups. Their vision after Wesley’s death took them ever more into working among the
destitute and labouring poor of the new industrial areas. Without pastoral leadership and
neglected by the Church of England, these places were eventually dominated by a
network of Methodist chapels and halls. From the edge of society, Methodists and
Nonconformists began to colonize the most broken part of Britain’s empire.
With a theology expectant of redemptive lives, unattached to the trappings of
power, and unconnected to policies that had destroyed others futures, the dispossessed
gave them a hearing. In areas abandoned by the authorities, the Nonconforming groups
visibly sided with the poor and the powerless, winning an opportunity and place in
people’s hearts. They gained grudging support, if not for their faith, then for their works,
courage, and compassion. Eventually, even among their betters, the ‘read essayists’ of the
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day, James Macintosh, Justin McCarthy, and Macaulay, all had good words to say. They
saw and applauded the stability and temperance that Wesleyan chapels encouraged in
London’s tenements and alleys.79 These places became outposts and colonies into the
broken future that was London. By mid-century, while upper class minds might still
belong to the Anglicans, the lower and working class hearts were clearly taken with
Nonconformists.
With the chapels and halls also came other contributions to the changing tide of
inner city life. In 1835 the London City Mission was founded by Scotsman and
Independent churchman, David Nasmith. Earlier Nasmith, mentored by Thomas
Chalmers, had created an inter-denominational local mission in Glasgow. Enlisting the
support of numerous independent Evangelical and Nonconformist churches Nasmith
came to London to do the same. Applying Chalmers’ principles, he experimented with
new forms of mission in the slums and tenements of industrial London. The intent was to
“go to the people of London, especially the poor, to bring them to an acquaintance with
Jesus Christ as Saviour, and to do them good by every means in their power.”80
Nasmith had quarrelled early on with Anglican representatives, who found his
demeanour, style, and organizational practices unorthodox at best. Despite their initial
hostility however, nothing bred support like success, and the London City Mission was a
success! In time, Nasmith was able to garner surprising support in high places. Christian
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politicians such as Thomas Fowell Buxton and Lord Ashley became ardent supporters of
LCM’s work, and not only of that mission, but came to support as well the new Ragged
Schools movement springing up in the worst parts of the city.
Ragged Schools had existed since 1830, but had previously been funded largely
by independent churches and staffed by volunteers. As the growth of the movement
required more staffing, materials, and support, the London City Mission in 1835 began
helping staff, fund, and recruit for these schools. They called upon Christians of all
backgrounds in London to support the endeavour. Through its supporters and friends, the
Ragged School Union made the case to government and society that these schools could
do far more to prevent crime and eradicate poverty than any new penal or poverty laws. It
did not hurt that Lord Ashley became President of the Ragged Schools Union, a position
he held for 39 years. By 1868, there were 355 paid mission workers in London, with
almost two million home visits made in the course of the year. 9,202 children were
entered into Ragged Schools, 50,843 books were lent, 37,111 meetings and Bible Studies
were held, as well as 16,201 meetings in Workhouses, penitentiaries, and factories.81
By the later part of the 1860s, much change had already begun in London’s slum
areas. Jacob Riis, American social reformer and muckraker journalist recorded his visit to
Seven Dials, once one of London’s most infamous ‘no go’ zones:
“Seven Dials is no more like the slum of old. Now a mission house, a children’s
refuge, two big schools, and, hard by, a public bath and a wash-house, stand as the
record of the battle with the slum, which, with these forces in the field, has but
one ending. The policeman’s story rambled among the days when things were
81
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different. Then it was dangerous for an officer to go alone there at night…
…Where was the Seven Dials of that day, and the men who gave it its bad name?
I asked the policeman. “They were druv into decency, sor,” he said, and answered
from his own experience the question ever asked by faint-hearted philanthropists.
“My father, he done duty here afore me in ’45. The worst dive was where that
church stands. It was always full of thieves,”— whose sons, I added mentally,
have become collectors for the church. The one fact was a whole chapter on the
slum.”82
This story was repeated in other slums, not only London, but Nottingham, Glasgow, and
Manchester. Within them communities were changed, often one person at a time. One
young man for instance, whose father died bankrupt (his trade replaced by machines),
spent his free hours around the local Nottingham Wesleyan Chapel. Befriended by
adherents, he came to know them well. Young William Booth in time would become a
Nonconformist Methodist minister and then founder of the Salvation Army.
Sufficient space does not permit to note the lives of the many Church and lay
workers who brought hope to London’s masses. By rolling up their sleeves and entering
into the wasteland that was urban London, they not only altered the city, but the future of
Britain. However, we need also consider the outcome for a Church movement that
struggled against that same mission, be it from lack of knowledge, skill, courage, or some
other concern. For an Established Church more caught up in ‘her own life’ than with the
‘life of others’, her impact for good was blunted, outreach limited, and, at least in the
cities, superseded by another.
The Established Church simply could not have created change in places like
Seven Dials. Nor would it have occurred to them to enter into the lives of those living in
such places. It was difficult enough for men of quasi-respectable backgrounds such as
William Booth. For upper class Anglicans, while they might visit, document, or support
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inner city work, they could not stay, nor touch lives as the Nonconformist chapels did. To
reach marginalized people required a marginalized Church, one separated from all the
things that smacked of power, politics, and hypocrisy. Paupers had no love or trust for
those who were seen as oppressors, but they did allow into their alleys a few
Nonconformists who, despite local opposition, stayed to serve without restraint. In the
end, marginalization by the powers of this world proved a small price to pay for the
resulting harvest and the lives that were redeemed.

CHAPTER 4
THEOLOGICAL REFLECTIO: WHERE WATERSHEDS TAKE US

As hydrological watersheds have an interconnectivity of water, incline, and
environment, so historical watersheds reflect the interconnectivity of events, culture, and
Church. Watersheds are altered by the environment they pass through, even as those
environments are changed. Chapters two and three presented four watershed experiences,
where the Churches response altered irrevocably her future, and altered as well, the world
about her. Intentional to the study, this project explores more extreme examples. While,
by definition, watersheds need not be precipitous, the more severe their incline, the more
clearly their effects are visible. Likewise the more extreme the setting, the more powerful
the influences upon the Church.
Watersheds, as the significant topography upon which the transitions of history
are played out, provide the terrain for the two most common responses found in times of
turmoil and incline— fight or flight. Does one attempt to alter what is happening all
about, or does one flee the events? And on that continuum, does one seek to navigate the
un-navigable, or desire to discount what is before us? Before seeming insurmountable
events, these poles of response result in amazing stories of self-sacrifice and self-serving
acts of cowardice; tales of heroic engagement and absurd denial. In such times, attention
to the needy and diseased, or protection of self and property live side by side. As
historical documentation attests, attempts to care “for the least of these”, and attempts to
make gain at their expense are all recorded.
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Whilst worst responses give poor reflection of Christ in the world, nobler
responses remind those ‘with the eyes to see’ that ones willing to lose their lives will gain
much. Godly actions that help lead others into preferred futures are the stuff of life and
faith. These best choices show the potential of the Church in her redemptive role as the
Body of Christ in the world. Admittedly, too often she is torn between urges, one born of
the Good News in her bones, and the other prompted by her human fears and desires.
Certainly in the previous two chapters we have seen that tension played out in successive
watersheds. In each setting we saw some of the best and worst choices, as the Church
sought to survive and thrive in her time.
As represented by the examples within this paper, the Church may come out of a
watershed in a very different place or as a very different Church, dependent on her
adaptations and response. Based on the Church’s choices both world and Church her may
find themselves in a more, or less, broken future— for while all choices lead to the
future, some futures may be more broken than others.
The four examples provided give view to the drastic challenges Church can face
regarding her ultimate allegiance and purpose. But as watersheds go, they are not
exclusive in that regard, but representative of the many found in church history. What
makes them especially worth further study is that the decisions made within them
continued their effects long after, being reflected even in contemporary parallels and
tensions. The resultant actions in these particular watersheds still inform much of the
Church`s grounding in the West; playing themselves out in theologies, methodologies,
and practice. The watershed themes too, of marginalization, assimilation, conflict with
empires, entrenched poverty, new diseases, and exponential technological growth, have
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relevance in today’s North American setting. Chapter five will consider these as they
currently impact British Columbia’s Lower Mainland churches. But prior to that review,
some reflection on the Church’s capacity to traverse watersheds is appropriate.
The examples provided gave evidence that watersheds resultant pressures, trauma
and even catastrophic change did not destroy the Church. Rather in the midst of those she
found a means to orient herself, decide upon a course of action (even if that action was
inaction), persevering into our own period. While admittedly, at times her choices
resulted in steps backwards, or even oblivion for some movements1, yet the Church not
only survived these experiences, she found mechanisms to thrive in them. Remarkable to
the examples, is that in the midst of events over which she had no control, and
circumstances that challenged both theology and trust, still the Church as a whole did not
reject either its Christocentric nature, nor the task given to her in the world. Despite
change, trauma and catastrophe she largely continued to pursue the work of the Gospel;
and as she did, she changed her times. In light of where these watersheds took her it is
appropriate to have a broader discussion of her times, task, choices and nature.
Telling the Time
Even in a post-modern culture, we are still “time driven.” Our world is divided
and measured in linear fashion by seconds, clocks, and seasons. We live primarily in
chronos time. That is, time as: 24 hours in a day, 365 days in a year, 100 years to a
century. A chronos moment is exactly that, a moment in the linear expression of time.
Previous chapters, reflecting the New Testament Church, Church at the end of empire,
Church in plague, or in industrial revolution, are routinely seen through a linear, 2000
1
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year continuum. Yet that understanding of time is only half the telling. Time is not just
made up of seconds, hours, days and years; it is made up of ideas, opportunities, and
experiences. Steven R. Covey, in The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, hints at the
qualitative nature of time:
Is getting more things done in less time going to make a difference, or will it just
increase the pace at which I react to the people and circumstances that seem to
control my life? Could there be something I need to see in a deeper, more
fundamental way— some paradigm within myself that affects the way I see my
time, my life, and my own nature?2
Pages later he describes his children at an imagined funeral and touches again on the
quality of time noting, “I would want his heart and mind to be filled with the pleasant
memories of deep, meaningful times together. I would want him to remember me as a
loving father who shared the fun and the pain of growing up. I would want him to
remember the times he came to me with his problems and concerns.”3 This is a
qualitative consideration of time. This kind of time may race, or pause, be valuable, or be
inconsequential, and how we experience that time may be as impactful as its length.4
All people have experiences where time passes all too quickly, or its opposite,
where time becomes interminable. This is a small consideration of time’s qualitative
form, or kairos time. While not always conscious of it, the Church lives through time
both in quantitative (chronos) and qualitative (kairos) fashion. Where Chronos time is a
linear measure, kairos is the expression of time not by extent or length, but by its
experience. Kairos time is time as the ‘opportune moment’; and while perhaps locatable
2
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on a linear timeline, it is more specifically a time where things, people, and experiences
exist for purpose. It is the “for such a time as this” kind of time. Whether one actually
grasps the ‘opportunity’ is a matter of the will, or sometimes serendipity. Indeed, it is not
inherent to the definition of kairos that it must precipitate a positive outcome. A common
misnomer applies the Greek rhetorician’s or Sophist’s understanding to the meaning of
the word. By that, kairos is romanticized and confined to a container always labelled
‘good’. Sarah Ban Breathnach gives us a taste of that container:
Chronos is clocks, deadlines, watches, calendars, agendas, planners, schedules,
beepers. Chronos is time at her worst. Chronos keeps track. Chronos is a delusion
of grandeur. Chronos is running the Marine Corp marathon in heels. In Chronos
we think only of ourselves. Chronos is the world's time. Kairos is transcendence,
infinity, reverence, joy, passion, love, the Sacred. Kairos is intimacy with the
Real. Kairos is time at her best. Kairos lets go. In kairos we escape the dungeon of
self. Kairos is a Schubert waltz in 19th century Vienna, with your Soul-mate.
Kairos is spirits time.5
Beathnach’s understanding of Kairos is a reflection of a 5th century BCE co-opting of the
word. There, kairos was perceived as a place of opportunity where apt decisions turned
the tide to favourable outcomes. But this is a specific rhetorical spin on the term, not its
original definition. Sipiora and Baumlin’s introductory chapter in Rhetoric and Kairos:
Essays in History, Theory, and Praxis, present well how the broader meaning gave way
to its rhetorical understanding.6
Kairos’ definition becomes skewed when based on a 5th and 4th century BCE
adaptation. While kairos is indeed “a space in time” where decisions of the will may alter
consequences, they need not. In the broadest sense, kairos is first and foremost
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experiential time rather than determinative time. Therefore, as propitious as a moment
may be, it may well go one way or another. True Kairos spaces have far more in common
with Alan Roxburgh’s understanding of liminality than with Plato’s determinative view.
Kairos is the quality of time, its “rightness”, but that rightness is not defined by
the actions initiated in it. This means kairos allows for propitious actions, for negative
ones, or no action at all. As our four watersheds reminded us, one may be in the right
time and place, and still choose very badly.
Woven together as two threads, chronos and kairos give us a fuller sense of time.
The preacher in Ecclesiastes expresses something of that interwoven nature with his
words, “To everything there is a season and a time for every purpose under heaven.”7 He
makes no judgment on those seasons, only that all come at the “right” time. Elsewhere,
his judgments are reserved for the human responses in those seasons, as “vanity” or
“meaningless” lived out “under the Sun.”
Paul Tillich, in numerous writings, considers the themes of chronos and kairos;
recognizing that it is the quality of the time, not the quality of the action that is most
central to the definition:
There are things in which the right time, the kairos, has not yet come. Kairos is
the time which indicates that something has happened which makes an action
possible or impossible. We all have in our lives moments in which we feel that
now is the right time for something: now I am mature enough for this, now
everything around me is prepared for this, now I can make the decision, etc: this
is kairos. In this sense Paul and the early Church spoke of the "right time," for the
coming of the Christ. The early Church, and Paul to a certain extent, tried to show
why this time in which the Christ appeared was the right time, why it is the
providential constellation of factors which makes His appearance possible.8
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Just as Christ’s manifestation was “in the fullness of time” (right time), so the
same case may be made for his Church. The Church’s presence down through time
always finds her then, qualitatively, in the right time. Her place is not marked solely in
linear or geographic fashion, a matter of how long or where she abides. Her place is noted
by its quality and her role within it as the Body of Christ in the world. As she is about his
purposes, living into that space, staying and not seeking to escape, she exist as his Church
in any, and every, time she abides. The writer of Revelation grasps this truth as he
describes worship before the throne, where saints of every age and tribe all join the host
of Heaven to declare the worthiness of the slain Lamb.9 In Heaven, “now” is a very
different construct.
Seen only from chronos perspective, the Church might appear haphazard in
movement from watershed to watershed— with times affecting her and she engaging her
times. However, seen in kairos, the Church is perceived as always finding herself in the
right place and time. But what she does with that time, and the choices she makes within
it, determine whether her kairos moment is a positive one, negative one, or both.
To Discern the Task
History shows that the same watersheds, resultant in reformation or spiritual
renewal, also allow inquisition and conquest. Paradoxical but interrelated results come
from the fight or flight decisions lived out in catastrophic times. Confronted with shifts of
gradual or, in our specific examples, cataclysmic proportions, the Church makes choices
on how best to live into that space. Sadly, those choices are not always in best keeping
with the Gospel. However, Christian groups within these watersheds often find capacity
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to choose responses that, if not immediately at least eventually, result in the movement of
the Church closer to a reflection of Christ in the world. As previously noted in chronos
time, individuals or movements may not themselves survive a watershed. However, in a
qualitative understanding of time, their ideas and outcomes often do not only survive, but
shape and influence successive events of history.10
While the majority of individuals and stories of what transpired are long
forgotten, the effect of what they did or said continues long after the actors leave the
scene. For good (or ill) the futures they engender are places others live within. And to the
good, as those actors illustrate the redemptive role of the Church, their stories often do
get passed on. These provide encouragement to later believers in their own struggles.
For the early Church, the many martyrs became Saints. As Rome declined,
Augustine and others shed greater light. In more recent times, Charles Borromeo, after
efforts to fight the Plague in Milan, was canonized in 1610. Pope Pius X, in a 1910
encyclical, noted Borromeo’s willingness to give all for the sake of others:
"The good shepherd lays down his life for his sheep." Neither vainglory, party
spirit, nor private interest is their motive. They are moved to spend themselves for
the common good by that charity "which never fails." This flame of love cannot
be seen by the eyes of the world. It so enkindled Borromeo, however, that, after
endangering his own life in caring for the victims of the plague, he did not rest
with merely warding off present evils but began to provide for the dangers the
future might have in store.11
In similar fashion, in April 2009, Pope Benedict XVI canonized three Saints who had
lived through Italy’s industrial revolution.12 While less desperate times than Britain’s, it
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nevertheless brought sordid conditions and misery to many. As people were displaced by
new factories or found themselves feeding the machines, Geltrude Comensoli, Caterina
Volpicelli, and Arcangelo Tadini sought to alleviate their troubles. These two nuns and a
priest represent the many thousands within the Catholic Church who worked tirelessly to
help the poor, needy, and ill. Founding Orders, soup kitchens, benevolent societies, and
cholera infirmaries became the face of Jesus for many caught in the grip of changing
times. Sometimes in a watershed the face of Jesus takes interesting forms.
An earlier chapter noted how the hospital at Santa Maria Di Nuova in Florence
came into its own during the plague years. Growing into the most advanced place of
study and care on the subject of plague, it continued in that role for generations. A
hospital fully cognizant of both the place of faith and the role of medicine, it applied the
most current practices of medicine in rigorous fashion (hygiene, disinfection, isolation,
and nutrition). The religious life of the community was equally rigorous. Despite much
corruption in the Church of the time, the intent of the order was that Christian spirituality
would permeate their hospital. The head of the hospital and its primary staff were all
required to be in religious orders. The Rector of the hospital was guided by clear statutes:
“Since the Rector is the leader and guide of his family, he must be of irreproachable life,
holy and upright in his actions and manner, so that he can serve as a model of virtue and
an example to the others.”13
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The hospital’s combination of Christian compassion, piety, organizational
humility, and cutting edge medicinal practice, made it extraordinary in its time. Their
requirements of personal piety and ethical standards stood in stark contrast to some of the
responses of other Church officials in the Italian City States. The hospital intentionally
sold off donated properties to fund their ministry, and though the Rectors were a
powerful force in the economy of Florence, they had marked limitations on the ability to
make personal gain from their work:
The Rector of the hospital may not hold, manage or occupy any other position or
benefice except that of the hospital. If he does so at the time of his election he
must renounce it within three months and so notify the archbishop of the city and
the patrons and governors of the hospital; otherwise the election is null and void.
The same goes for the lay brothers, perpetual servants [servi perpetuales], and
other members of the hospital's household.14
Despite intentionally limiting their growing authority and personal wealth, the influence
of Santa Maria Di Nuova did not diminish, but rather grew, proceeding to shape medicine
across Europe. It would draw on some of the best minds of the time (Leonardo Da Vinci
was an intern), and even today the legacy continues, as Santa Maria Di Nuova is one of
Florence’s leading primary care hospitals.
The above examples are but a few reminders of the stories that result when the
Body of Christ (or her parts) pursue the task entrusted to them. As previously noted, the
Church of Jesus Christ has not been created for a certain length of time,15 but for the
quality of it. And as she keeps to task she imbues her times with a quality that gives glory
to her God. As a Church for all time, she is created with the intention of Glorifying God
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in any and every time. But discerning how best to do that in the times we live is much
more art than science, and Spirit than rule.
In modernity, the church’s discernment of task was largely tied to seeking a
prescriptive instrument of action. Commonly the Scriptures would be used to provide a
list of expectations for the Church’s activities. Still today in evangelical circles one
frequently hears expositions of passages like Acts 2:42, with the intention they be
determinative of the Church’s task. Unpacking, through a modernist hermeneutic,“They
devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the breaking of
bread and to prayer” provides a list of tasks and activities the Church should be about: 1)
teaching/preaching/doctrine, 2) fellowship, 3) observing the Lord’s supper, and 4) prayer.
Yet if serious effort were made at further discernment of task, one might find the above
are not the task, but rather the by-products of it.
At the end of the 20th century missiologists (Alan Hirsch), theologians (Darrell
Guder), and church networks (Missional Church, Gospel and Culture, Forge) have all
brought attention to a different means of understanding the task and mission of the
Church. Rather than focused on a prescriptive approach, they have looked to God’s own
character as the basis for missional endeavour. In that they recognize that God is always
about mission in this world, and that the church is invited to participate in that mission of
God, or Missio Dei. As the Church discerns what God is up to, in and about her, she
begins discerns her own task as a reflection and participant of God’s own mission; and
through this participation, she glorifies God.
New Testament texts note that the Church, when on task, manifests God’s glory.
At times the biblical idea is referenced to being transformed, or conformed to the image
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of Christ16. On another occasion it is lodged in the Church’s ability to manifest, “the
manifold wisdom of God”17. But always, it is about some reflection of God within, being
seen without. And historically, the Church when oriented to that task finds she is both
capable of discerning her place and facing whatever may come within it.
Admittedly in watersheds, less edifying examples of the Church are also
recorded, as others sought to save their lives, status, power, or gain someone else’s.
Interestingly, so often even as these things were clutched at, people found them
compromised, broken, or taken from them. A multitude of examples may be found where
parts of the Church sought self-protection or gain, and lost all. More so, as their actions
undercut the gospel in the eyes of the people, their attempts to protect what they had (or
obtain more) resulted in seeds sown of mistrust and disillusion.
History shows that when the Church fails to discern her task, or live it out in
concrete fashion, alternative movements (Christian or non) arise to question and
challenge what passes for Church. It seems whenever others care exceeds that of
established authority they gain footholds in the hearts and minds of people. In light of
this, it is small surprise that early Christians were seen in much brighter light than Roman
propaganda intended, or that Franciscans became a force in the plague years, or that the
mission chapels in Britain’s industrial revolution usurped the place of the Church of
England in the hearts of London’s masses.
Whenever Church is seen as more a chain of authority and control than a place of
healing, she becomes less than God intended for her. And as such, the historical record
shows she is often pushed aside and replaced by more faithful forms. Warnings for the
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Church to not stumble, to repent and be renewed, are as old as Revelation’s words to the
seven churches. Railing against a lack of single-mindedness is as biblical as the Apostle
James’ words in the New Testament. In truth, such warnings and exhortations are the
seeds of revival, or epitaphs for those who disregard them. Abdication of the Church’s
task in reflecting Christ in the world precipitates new variations desirous of restoring
what has been lost. It is an old lesson and one very long in the learning, that Jesus’
Church finds her words have greatest authority when her life and allegiance is most
single-mindedly in keeping with the Good News.
To Will One Thing
In each watershed, personal faith, relationship, and responsibility were pivotal in
providing the necessary will for the Church to persevere in her task, and where
necessitated, to change behaviour. In the New Testament and later understanding, singleminded allegiance and relationship are seen as precursors to Christian character and
lifestyle. The second comes from the first, not the other way around. For when essential
aspects of individual and corporate life and vocation are left untouched by the Spirit of
God, behaviour is more akin to “window dressing” than the true basis of an apologetic.
Down through time the case has been made by passionate Christians of many movements
that doing good to be seen, and being seen to do good, are in no way comparable.
In 19th century Denmark, writing into his own nation’s industrial age, Søren
Kierkegaard made this case to his own society. In Purity of Heart is to Will One Thing,
Kierkegaard lays the groundwork for understanding not only the need “to will that one
thing,” but to know what that one thing is. His contemporary Church had, in his mind
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(once again) sold herself to her culture, and could no longer be trusted to will “the good.”
As Kierkegaard notes:
“…is he not obliged as the next step to attempt to will, one after the other, each of
these goals in order to find out what is the single thing he is to will, if it is a
matter of willing only one thing? Yes, if someone should begin in this fashion,
then he would never come to an end. Or more accurately, how could he ever
arrive at the end since at the outset he took the wrong way and then continued to
go on further and further along this false way?”18
According to Kierkegaard such is the state of the human condition, that when
double-minded, it can no longer fathom the Good. More often than not it chases after
many “Goods”, and in that pursuit is all the more double-minded because of it. The
resultant confusion, whether one lived in the 9th or 19th century, betrays the same inability
to any longer see the way. As seen from the evidence, it is not a new condition; yet the
commonness of the crime does not lessen the consequence. Kierkegaard again captures
well both the easy obfuscation and the culpability of the act:
…yes, if you, my listener, and I must admit to ourselves that we were far from
living in this way, far from that purity of heart which truthfully wills but one
thing; must admit to ourselves that the questions demanded an answer, and yet in
another sense, in order to avoid any deception, did not require an answer, in that
they were, if anything, charges against ourselves which in spite of the form of the
question changed themselves into an accusation: then should the individual, and
you, my listener, and I join together in saying, "Indeed our life is like that of most
others"? How, then, shall we begin over again, at this time, and once more speak
of the evasion which consists of being among the many? For where there are
many, there is externality, and comparison, and indulgence, and excuse and
evasion. Shall we, even after we have come to understand the calamity of this
evasion, in the end take refuge in it? Shall we console ourselves with a common
plight? Alas, even in the world of time, a common plight is a doubtful
consolation; and in eternity there is no common plight.19
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In the full knowledge of what “the individual” (and I would add, corporately, the Church)
has done, Kierkegaard sees the only choices to be confession and repentance. Anything
less is validation of the compromised life, and with it, repudiation of a God who is the
“one thing.” At the very end of his “address” Søren Kierkegaard returns verbatim to his
initial words and theme. The words stand as much in the form of accusation as plea. They
also serve as stark counterpoint to the Church’s choice too often made in the world. Any
time would be a good time to ponder these words:
Father in Heaven! What is a man without Thee! What is all that he knows, vast
accumulation though it be, but a chipped fragment if he does not know Thee!
What is all his striving, could it even encompass the world, but a half-finished
work if he does not know Thee: Thee the One, who art one thing and who art all!
So may Thou give to the intellect, wisdom to comprehend that one thing; to the
heart, sincerity to receive this understanding; to the will, purity that wills only one
thing. In prosperity may Thou grant perseverance to will one thing; amid
distractions, collectedness to will one thing; in suffering, patience to will one
thing. Oh, Thou that giveth both the beginning and the completion, may Thou
early, at the dawn of day, give to the young man the resolution to will one thing.
As the day wanes, may Thou give to the old man a renewed remembrance of his
first resolution, that the first may be like the last, the last like the first, in
possession of a life that has willed only one thing.20
This necessity of the Church (and the individual) to regain her focus, discern her
task, and live lives consistent with her faith requires the willingness to submit our wills to
God’s will. It is a desire reborn in the hearts of all those movements down through time
that have challenged the double-minded embrace of human hierarchies, powers, and
authorities over faith. Whether Montanist, Franciscan, Anabaptist, or Wesleyan, the
revivalist’s desire at heart is this restoration of the Church to one true undivided
allegiance; one grounded in a passionate, personal relationship with the living Lord. To
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“will only one thing” has not been an easy calling in any watershed, let alone our own.
And past history reminds us the task will not get easier.
Letting Go, or Keeping Hold
While no two historic watersheds look the same, every generation of the Church
faces the same calling. Does she endeavour to will “that one thing”, or does she, with all
human tools at her disposal, attempt to hold on to what she has, and perhaps strive even
to extend her dominion? Put another way, does the Church willingly relinquish the reins,
reject calls to power, and choose instead to pursue a true and undivided allegiance to her
Lord? If she chooses this second path, will that indeed bring her through to a new
preferred future? And if not, how will it take her into eternity? We do not always find
Jesus’ words in John 12 comforting:
Very truly I tell you, unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it
remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it produces many seeds. Anyone who
loves their life will lose it, while anyone who hates their life in this world will
keep it for eternal life.21
That idea in John 12 is rephrased and re-emphasized in numerous places throughout the
New Testament.22 It is a sentiment grounded in the theology of the cross, that Christ gave
up everything to become a man, to become a servant for the sake of others, and to die for
humanity. Therefore, as the Apostle Paul declares to the Philippians:
…he humbled himself by becoming obedient to death— even death on a cross!
Therefore God exalted him to the highest place and gave him the name that is
above every name, that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven
and on earth and under the earth, and every tongue acknowledge that Jesus Christ
is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.23
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Giving up lives to gain them, releasing what one has to receive what God has these themes dominate the early Church’s life. With little to lose, she was perhaps freer to
let go than distant relations of the 14th, 19th, or 21st centuries would be capable of. When
one holds much and desires to hold more, it often seems counter intuitive to let go.
As recorded in the literature of the first centuries, the Church had marked
experience in what it meant to let go. Those records certainly do not indicate it was ever
easy, but they do indicate it was possible. Paul’s words to the Corinthians make plain
such choices are seldom seen as in one’s self interest.24 However, as the Church chooses
to make that sacrifice, Jesus’ words are lived out. The Church’s later experience, with
persecution, pestilence, plague and more, found her willing to lose her life for Christ’s
sake, and in so doing, found she gained all things. This willingness to exemplify a life
where Christ reigns, and not the people themselves, proved to be an amazing opportunity
to present the Gospel. Whenever the Church was willing to live into her kairos time with
self-sacrifice and single-mindedness, the outcome had remarkable effect. Dionysius,
Bishop of Corinth, writes of the following response of the Church in his time:
Most of our brother Christians showed unbounded love and loyalty; never sparing
themselves and thinking only of one another. Heedless of danger, they took
charge of the sick, attending to their every need and ministering to them in Christ,
and with them departed this life serenely happy; for they were infected by others
with the disease, drawing on themselves the sickness of their neighbors and
cheerfully accepting their pains.25
Be it care for the suffering, compassion for the dying, or forthrightness in their belief,
believers’ responses undercut attacks and accusations made against them by critics. A
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century later, Eusebius in his Ecclesiastical History makes a similar claim regarding a
plague and famine that struck Caesarea. He notes:
All day long some of them would diligently persevere in performing the last
offices for the dying and burying them. While others gathered together in a single
assemblage all who were afflicted by famine throughout the whole city, and
would distribute bread to them all. When this became known, people glorified the
God of the Christians, and, convinced by the deeds themselves, confessed the
Christians alone were truly pious and God-fearing.26
Many believers, in many times, have given away their lives for the sake of others, and by
that, their neighbours have seen lives lived in ways that transcended circumstances. As
noted previously, this was part of the attraction of the Gospel. What was crisis for the
world became opportunity for the Church. Each age faces the same. To step into a
watershed, to wholly give ourselves to the circumstances, alters both the Church and the
course of that watershed’s story. And as we have also seen, seeking by any means to
escape such fate, also reverberates down through our history.
In a post 9/11, post Great Recession world, the North American Church finds
herself continually grappling with these two poles. Our world, or certainly our perception
of it, has changed drastically. Yet what were in the broadest sense kairos moments did
not bring about as much desire to “will one thing” as one might hope. In the weeks
immediately after 9/11, Barna Group polling recorded a remarkable upsurge in religious
life and attendance across the United States. In the culture’s initial struggle to deal with
the trauma of the events, both personal faith and public worship took on a renewed role.
However, in subsequent polling during the years after the 9/11 attacks, Barna Group’s
research shows that, “despite an intense surge in religious activity and expression in the
weeks immediately following 9/11, the faith of Americans is virtually indistinguishable
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today compared to pre-attack conditions.”27 Admittedly, this finding should not be a large
surprise in that “organized religion” as a whole does not have the place in culture it once
maintained. Where many Christians had hoped for a new beginning and the opportunity
to engage culture in the aftermath of the events, all too quickly the opportunity dissipated.
Despite a new reality where nearly two-thirds of Americans (63%) described themselves
as “concerned about terrorist attacks,”28 North America had returned to its previous
“norm” in the religious sense. Yet one curious result was found in the Barna Group’s
studies. They consistently note, “Since 9/11, Americans have registered heightened
concern about the ‘moral condition of the nation’ and ‘the future’.”29 One is left to
wonder, how one improves the moral condition of a nation even as its faith is
diminishing?
From a Christian perspective, our condition begins in the heart and proceeds to infect our
life. Outward imposition of morality is perhaps a necessary band-aid, but it never
provides a cure to what ails us. Despite that, in our current environment, there are some
within (and without) the Church who call for a return to a more morally strident role to be
taken by the Church. They see a need by the Church to reassert greater political and
social pressure in an effort to protect the culture from what they see as eroding
foundations. The argument (particularly in the United States) has the additional element
of being made in the midst of politically charged times. Some insist on “taking back
America”. In response, politicians posture to appear more ‘Christian’, so as to garner
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greater support from remnants of the ‘Christian coalition’. Admittedly, both within and
without the Church this state of affairs has not been greeted universally with enthusiasm.
While writer Kurt Vonnegut certainly never claimed to be Christian, his wry observation
regarding such efforts might be constructive.
For some reason, the most vocal Christians among us never mention the
Beatitudes. But, often with tears in their eyes, they demand the Ten
Commandments be posted in public buildings... …I haven’t heard one of them
demand the Sermon on the Mount, or the Beatitudes, be posted anywhere. Why
not “Blessed are the merciful” in a courtroom? Or “Blessed are the peacemakers”
in the Pentagon? Give me a break!30
While it is certainly unlikely Vonnegut had any desire to see the Sermon on the
Mount tacked up in public places, his point is well taken. The hypocrisy of supposedly
embracing the Christian religion while ignoring the words of her Lord bare strong
reflection. Perhaps because he was an avowed ‘non-believer’, Vonnegut saw with some
clarity the ridiculousness of people declaring “Christianity” by nailing up God’s
commandments on the walls of buildings while hesitating to fix Jesus’ words upon their
own hearts and minds. Curmudgeon though Vonnegut was, he innately understood that
people who claim to follow Jesus should, ideally, look a lot more like Christ, and a lot
less like the world. As we have seen, this is not a new thought. Yet despite that truth,
there is a long history of galvanizing the Church in pursuit of often self serving social and
political goals, rather than selfless service in the name of Christ.
In the Canadian context, similar appeals to retake or reshape culture have been
heard from elements of the Canadian church. Canada’s shift to a multicultural and
pluralistic society frightens some. This is not the culture they thought they knew. Yet
interestingly, that same desire to see the Church take a socially useful role is not limited
30
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to Christians. The postmodern tendency to negate religious narrative is at times overruled
if, that is, it promotes the pursuit of beneficial social goals. The following chapter will
give examples of these competing aspirations for the Church.
As we saw at the end of the empire and in the midst of new ones, in all times and
periods the Church needs to tread carefully lest her agenda be determined more by the
expectations of her culture’s competing perspectives than by a focus on the Lord Jesus
Christ. As our time unfolds, the words of Brian Stiller, past president of the Evangelical
Fellowship of Canada and Tyndale College, should be considered:
My point is not that, by showing our Christian roots, we somehow have the right
to return to what some might think of as those "golden years," but rather that the
Kingdom of God invades, shapes, and brings health to a nation. Nations come and
go, but the Kingdom of God is the central concern of Christ. Trying to make a
nation "Christian" is both threatening to those who are afraid of religion and
confusing to those who want the Gospel to make a difference. But by celebrating
the reign of Christ's Kingdom, its vitality and rationale will spill over, bringing
about civility and spiritual well-being.31
Current efforts amongst some in the Church today to rekindle zeal for variants of
earlier triumphalism runs contrary to the intent of the Church. At best, Dominion
Theology and its political out-workings are misguided misunderstandings of what willing
‘one thing’ really implies. Its pursuit reflects far more past cultural assumptions than New
Testament verities. Gibbon reminds us of the terribleness of its outcome with a concrete
example.
The grateful applause of the clergy has consecrated the memory of a prince, who
indulged their passions and promoted their interest. Constantine gave them
security, wealth, honours, and revenge; and the support of the orthodox faith was
considered as the most sacred and important duty of the civil magistrate.32
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Despite cautions, many of the Church’s modern children long for the supposed
“good old days” when the word of the Church was authoritative in culture. What is
forgotten is that the Church’s authoritative word in that time was not largely lodged in
her allegiance to Jesus Christ, but was conferred and endorsed by the powers of this
world. Each generation would do well to ask ‘what cost’ the Church would pay to gain
such place and privilege? The examples given in this paper show it is always too much.
Whenever the Church lets go of, or holds onto, the wrong thing she makes a most
dangerous choice. Any replacement of the real foundation from which the Church’s
power and mandate emanates causes her first allegiance to be compromised. Leonard
Sweet speaks of this in contemporary guise, in his retelling of the story of the Prodigal
Son. Sweet makes the case that a people who follow a God “who is all about
relationship”, must be all about relationship themselves. He notes:
What actually was the younger brother’s sin? Not “loose living,” but nonliving in
relationship with his father. He valued more highly what he could get from his
father than friendship with his father. In fact, the Greek text never uses the words
“riotous living” or “loose living.” In the words of Herbert McCabe, “English
translators have been conned by the vindictive slanders of the elder brother later
in the story. Here we are just told that he spent his money… ‘without hanging on
to it’ — as though there were no tomorrow. His sin does not lie in sensuality and
harlots. His sin is much more serious. It is in the abandonment of his father’s
house.33
Even if done for reasons superior to the prodigal son’s (upholding doctrine, order,
authority), whenever the Church diminishes her theology grounded in personal
relationship and allegiance she alters course and witness. As much as the Church then, in
modernity, conflated knowing about something (or someone) with knowing something,
she let go of a relational part of her, and reinforced that part lodged in arguable tenets and
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doctrines. What we let go of, and what we hold onto, has consequences. As Kierkegaard
reminds: “What is all his striving, could it even encompass a world, but a half-finished
work if he does not know you: you the One, who is one thing and who is all!”34
Bounded-Set, Centre-Set, Open-Set
Admittedly, every Church movement tends to differentiate itself from others by
doctrinal perspectives; and the attempts at systematic theologies within these movements
underscore the differences one to another. However, increasingly from the early Church
on, the nuancing of theology and dogma became a central aspect of Church life. Who was
within, and who was outside the Church was interpreted substantially on doctrinal basis.
It came to be as much, or more, about what one believed, as whom one believed in. That
focus on doctrinal definition has led, and can lead at times to an almost myopic
understanding of orthodoxy.35 This definition of movements largely in doctrinal terms
plays itself out even in distinctly relational circumstances. Schisms largely resultant from
personality conflicts still are often couched as doctrinal in origin. Such history of
controversies is long and at times painful to consider. In light of the Church’s primary
purposes on this planet, it is distinctly peculiar that so much time, energy and blood has
gone into differentiating ourselves from one another. This methodology, from a
sociological rather than theological perspective, finds its roots in a bounded-set approach
to the nature of the Church.
Several decades ago anthropologist and missiologist Paul Hiebert gave schematic
image to differentiating social models of the Church. Applying elements of set theory he
34
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provided a new way of looking at what makes “Church”.36 In the years since, Michael
Frost, Alan Hirsch, Darrell Guder, and others have experimented with Hiebert’s imagery,
finding resonance with their own efforts to move beyond modernity’s limitations.
Bounded set, Centre set, and Open set have become common markers within emergent
church and missional conversations.
In bounded-set the determinants are simply a number of propositions, which when
met, include one in the “set.” For example, in defining the Church in the post plague and
reformation movements of Europe (Catholic, Lutheran, Reformed, etc.) a number of
determinants would be applied as to whether you were or were not part of a group. There
was a theological set of data formulating whether you were inside the set or outside. For
Catholics it was often framed around issues of right authority (based, of course, on
theological understandings). For the Reformed, it was often phrased around the five
points of Calvinism. For Lutherans, again it was about right teaching. For all, even given
sacramental differentiations of practice, their theological variances became the lines of
demarcation - identifying who was within and who should remain without. The Church in
recent modernity has largely followed this understanding. She continues to shape herself
by this approach, assuming/presuming that each is more closely aligned to the ‘truth’ of
New Testament theology and praxis— and therefore, faith.
Though bounded-set Church models use biblical truth as their metric, reality is,
their determinants need not be distinctly theological in appearance. In my own
denominational movement’s recent past, the determinates of what made one “Mennonite”
were as much clothes, language, ethnicity, and name, as views on salvation, baptism,
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peace, mutual aid, and other theological constructs. This adoption of bounded-set is
particularly interesting in light of the Anabaptists’ earlier history. Curiously, and contrary
to the above comments, a bounded-set approach was not prevalent in the radical
Anabaptist elements of the 16th century, but it became so several generations later.
Indeed, their less bounded understanding of Christianity was one of the confusions of the
time. The language and practice of Anabaptists often seemed at odds with opponents who
had maintained more bounded-set ecclesiologies. In the Anabaptists’ drive to return to
the purity of the Church of the New Testament, they had gone a step beyond their
contemporaries. In their rejection of ‘Christendom’ they had also begun to move from
bounded-set to centre-set.
In simplest terms, unlike bounded-set, centre-set models do not emphasize first
the boundaries but rather the centre. Applied to Church, the focus is first not on the
dogmatic boundary, but on the relational core. This is not to minimize dogma but to put it
in the context of always moving us on in faith. And faith is not punctiliar in nature (or
event oriented) but seeks continuing movement towards the centre. In the case of
Anabaptist evangelists, this centre was the Lordship of Jesus. Space does not allow for a
detailed exposition of this position; however, one can understand that, for other more
theologically bounded-set proponents of the Reformation, they would look upon the
Anabaptists as outrageous, both for the extent of diversity within their movement, as well
as its divergence from traditional approaches to Church and theology.
Systematizing Anabaptist theology and practice to modernity’s mechanisms has
always been a confining experience. In the 1940s Harold S. Bender’s synthesis of an
“Anabaptist Vision,” while catalyst for theological renewal, was only possible by
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downplaying or excluding some streams of the movement. His genius crafted something
far more homogeneous than the original, but also much more limiting than original
documents and practice indicate.37 The documented evidence of the beginnings of the
Radical Reformation shows Anabaptist intent was not to substitute one set of boundaries
for another. Re-baptism, suffering, and discipleship were not simply new parameters for a
bounded-set approach. Each of these, while integral to Anabaptism, was subservient to a
greater call of a deepening relationship with Jesus Christ. Getting wet again (re-baptism),
was not something worth dying for, but knowing Jesus better through the sign of rebaptism was. Adult re-baptism did not begin as a bounded-set exercise. Rather, it was a
rejection of others boundaries. Anabaptism abandoned both the bounded-set of infant
baptism and the bounded-set known as “Christendom.” Stuart Murray puts it this way:
In the 16 century the Anabaptists challenged the system known as Christendom
that had dominated Europe for the past millennium. Catholics and Protestants
alike remained wedded to this system in which all were assumed to be Christian,
church attendance was compulsory, freedom of conscience was regarded as
heresy, and church and society shared a common culture. But Anabaptists rejected
the notion that Europe was Christian, denied that faith could be coerced, and
claimed that this system seriously distorted the Gospel.38
We have a clash of two world-views here. Fortunately there remain on this matter records
showing the dissimilarity of thinking between the Anabaptists and those who disputed,
refuted, interrogated, and persecuted them. Source materials such as Anabaptism in
Outline, Sources of Swiss Anabaptism, and Menno Simons Complete Works show that
while early Anabaptists might fall at varying degrees on the theological continuum, they
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consistently rejected bounded-set thinking of the period. The outworking of this was
confusing and quite heretical to their persecutors. The idea that salvation was through a
personal relationship with the Son of God, and not via a bounded-set determined by
authorities or institutional Church, was foreign, and not just foreign to that time, but often
foreign in other watersheds as well. Yet as we have seen earlier, it was not that way from
the beginning. Whenever the Church makes central her Christocentric relationship, that
Jesus is her Lord, and that his will is her will, she rediscovers ”that one thing” which
drives her responses in her time.
Recent modernity’s bounded-set way of describing, structuring and promoting
Church is breaking apart in a postmodern, post-Christian watershed. Increasingly it
becomes apparent this approach is not only less effective but construed as irrelevant by
many around us. Darrell L. Guder notes:
As the church continues to lose its identity in North America, we witness the
erosion of these boundaries. Continuing the bounded-set model now creates
significant obstacles for people entering the church, and the erosion of boundedset identity creates confusion around the nature of belonging.39
This collapse of old ways of determining boundaries has caused some faith groups to
pragmatically move from bounded-set to open-set. In Canada this shift is well
represented by the United Church. Once considered the “national Church,” it has been
reduced to marginal status across Canada. In response, the United Church increasingly
turned to an open-set approach in seeking a constituency. This approach removed or
minimized historic tenets of faith, focusing rather on social and relational priorities.
A comparison of the 1925, 1940, and current Confession of Faith of the United
Church in Canada shows the transition from a bounded-set statement and confession to
39
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an open-set one. In the current document, certainties are fewer, mystery pervades the
affirmations, and there is a conscious effort to not use language that will exclude anyone.
Words such as “Saviour” and “Lord” no longer appear in the text, while “Redeemer” is
noted in the context of one term amongst many ascribed (including Creator, Mother,
Friend, Living Word, Bond of Love, etc). In the preliminary notes of the new statement
the Committee on Theology and Faith states:
Our society is multicultural, our world is multifaith; our church community has
varying theological perspectives within it. Some make exclusive claims to
absolute truth and find in these claims authorization to do harm. Some regard all
truth as relative and consequently are complacent in the face of harm. As a church
we are becoming increasingly able to embrace diversity while still affirming a
sense of distinctive significance that unites us as a faith community. While
believing that our faith is grounded in truth, our truth need not deny the truths of
others.40
As a radical shift from a bounded-set approach, the statement brings with it a new set of
problems. Not the least of which is a weakened definitive and cohesive story to act as
gravity that draws the organism together. The new statement, much debated in United
Church circles, has neither satisfied the more evangelical nor added to their constituency.
While providing an example of how one Canadian Church has attempted to respond to
the crisis facing institutional Church structures, it offers little to make it preferable to the
confines of a bounded-set. With no common narrative for either leader or adherent, it
appears ill equipped for the watershed.
avigating the Un-navigable
For the Church in time of watershed, everything unnecessary for the trip must be
jettisoned; and everything essential must be held close. There, between chaos and
creation, the Church finds: she is in the right time, Christ is clearly her centre, their focus
40
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is upon his will, and her task is now obvious and set before her. That place she finds
herself in, for leader or adherent alike, has common cause, out-workings and
expectations. While gifting, role, and circumstances may differ markedly, the genius of
the Gospel is that tax collectors, fishermen and Pharisees alike, all relate to the same
person. And while their relationships with Christ may be unique (just as the disciple
Peter’s was unique from John’s) each will find common bond in the one they know and
follow.
Yet early on as the Church spread she found it increasingly necessary to present
guidelines, not only in role but in character, for laity, leader, and prophet.41 Later writings
show a growing gap of expectations between the ordained and un-ordained. Despite
efforts of some to redress that separation,42 leaders and laity were increasingly perceived
very differently. As Church hierarchies, structures, and roles became inflexible or
stratified there was great discussion regarding appropriate responses of institutions,
leaders and laity. The case of the plague is illustrative of the divergence.
Should Church leaders knowingly put themselves in harm’s way as they care for
the sick and dying, particularly when the survivors would need their ministry? And how
should the Church respond to orphans, widows, and persons who had lost all? Were they
obligated to provide care? These issues would be debated for decades, even generations
to come, as plague ravaged European communities. Approximately 175 years later, in
1527 when plague came to Silesia, arguments ensued on whether clergy should flee or
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stay and tend the afflicted. Seeking some discernment beyond themselves, they turned to
no less a person than Martin Luther for advisement.
The Church received Luther’s response at the end of July 1527, and it became an
open letter to all the churches of the area. It enjoyed wide circulation, particularly in
times of pestilence. Martin Luther notes:
To begin with, some people are of the firm opinion that one need not and should
not run away from a deadly plague. Rather, since death is God’s punishment,
which he sends upon us for our sins, we must submit to God and with a true and
firm faith patiently await our punishment. They look upon running away as an
outright wrong and as lack of belief in God.43
While Luther admired the followers of Christ who willingly gave their lives in the face of
the plague, he did not censure those who would not or could not do this. He goes on,
“Since it is generally true of Christians that few are strong and many are weak, one
simply cannot place the same burden upon everyone.” For those weak in faith, grace
needed to be given. However, for those strong (and he includes the clergy in this) they
needed to remain steadfast:
Those who are engaged in a spiritual ministry such as preachers and pastors must
likewise remain steadfast before the peril of death. We have a plain command
from Christ, “A good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep but the hireling
sees the wolf coming and flees” [John 10:11]. For when people are dying, they
most need a spiritual ministry which strengthens and comforts their consciences
by word and sacrament and in faith overcomes death.44
As with those in public office (mayors, judges, etc.) Luther saw clergy as
indispensable in crisis and under obligation to remain. Yet Luther also offers room for a
respectable exit. If sufficient pastors were present in an area to minister and care for the
needs of the Church, and if those remaining encouraged the others to leave as a means of
43
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protecting them, those leaving did not sin. Just as Paul was lowered in a basket from the
walls of Damascus, so Luther makes the case others may be sent to safety by those
remaining. Where sufficient surrogates existed, others might withdraw. Luther applies
this principle of adequate substitution to all “relationships of service or duty.” His intent
was that ecclesiastical, legal, municipal, professional, and family roles should continue as
before, unless adequate substitutes were available. For without these, how could any
preferred future be secured? And what did it say about the Gospel if its chief proponents
and practitioners left their charges?
Much later, within Britain’s Established and Nonconformist movements of the
18th and 19th centuries, great debates raged regarding the expectations of laity and leader
alike. As in the previous example, their willingness to enter (or not enter) into the
consequences of the watershed confirm we both shape, and are shaped, by how we
choose to respond. For both movements in the Industrial Revolution’s watershed there
were clearly generational consequences from the decisions made. While both movements
came through that watershed, they came to very different places and different futures than
they might have otherwise. And for both, those choices still shape them even to this day.
In watersheds there are always consequences for the choices we make.
In historical hindsight, it is much less easy than one might imagine to pass
judgment on believers, churches, or institutions. For each watershed considered provides
some parallel to our own time, and those parallels raise troubling questions. In the
watershed into which we live, are we more, or less, faithful than those who went before?
As one reflects on past choices, particularly poor choices, one cannot but help pause to
wonder how much the same narcotic gases of conformity, power, and wealth have
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anaesthetized our own Church of the 21st century? It is much, much harder then to
reprimand another’s speck, when made aware of the beam in our own eye.
In a time of AIDS, nuclear proliferation, growing fears of terrorism, and
economic disparity, the modern Church in North America might do well to remember the
outcomes of decisions made in other watersheds. We have the most to lose when we
choose to cling to power and place, but we have the most to gain when we are willing to
use our wealth, position, and gifts for the sake of others (come what may). In each
watershed the Church finds herself, those choices are always there. It is the cup set before
her, and if she chooses badly (corporately or individually), history and the Gospel more
than hint at the outcome. Thankfully, God every day gives new opportunity for choices,
just as all the time there are new watersheds. In the next chapters we will consider our
own time’s circumstances and the consequences of some of our own recent decisions in
British Columbia’s Lower Mainland churches.

CHAPTER 5
BRITISH COLUMBIA’S LOWER MAILAD:
CHURCH I THE WATERSHED
The introductory chapter to this research project provided an overview and
definitions (watershed, liminality, etc.) for the information that followed. It made a case
for the legitimacy of historical analysis as a tool for comparative assessment in a
postmodern setting. It laid a context for the project’s interest in the Lower Mainland of
British Columbia, and by these, prepared the way for presenting the four historical
watersheds that followed.
The watershed experience of the late New Testament Church considered how she
engaged in and influenced a culture largely at odds with her and the Gospel. It noted
some of the successful strategies that gave rise to her growth and eventual embrace by the
empire. It also raised questions arising from that embrace. Chapter three presented
materials from three more watersheds, exploring the Church’s involvement with Rome's
collapse, the Black Death, and the Industrial Revolution in London.
While chapter three described each watershed, chapter four reflected on what lay
behind some of the Church’s responses in those watershed experiences. It considered
issues of her times, tasks, choices, will and nature. Those reflections were not
philosophical sleights of hand, but vital to the understanding of our own time and place.
Seeing the Church in British Columbia devoid of immediate context would be an
absurdity. But so would only considering British Columbia’s churches in light of the
immediate moment. If the Church was only geographical, or institutional, or numbered
by length of days, then perhaps, yes, her success (or failure) could be measured by her
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growth and duration in different times and seasons. But then, by such measure,
Christendom at its height would be the standard, and her conquests and oppression
pinnacles of success. By the same measure, perceived ‘lost ground,’ be it in geography,
power or place, or any ‘slip of influence’ could well be construed as failing. Such a
chronological appraisal would be badly flawed. The assessment would do a disservice to
the nature and intent of the Church, as it confuses the reality of the Kingdom of God on
earth with human dominions. Embracing such criteria violates Jesus own words to his
disciples.1 His kingdom is not measured as we measure kingdoms— and we do measure
our kingdoms.
In modernity quantitative factors were often at the centre of assessment. While
useful, the preceding watersheds should have emphasized that these factors are, at best,
purely descriptive. As qualitative considerations go lacking, assessment is skewed as
responses are considered solely quantitatively. A better methodology, and one explored
further in the final chapter, is developing a metric around the qualities of faithful ministry
and life. If this is our right time, the time for which we were created, what does faithful
living then look like in it? But before we consider this, the current experience of the
Church in the Lower Mainland needs to be detailed.
Gauging the Change in Elevation
As previously noted, chronos time, along with other constructs of modernity, are
deeply imbedded in western thinking and shape the modern Church’s definitions of
success and failure.2 Certainly in British Columbia, the sense of losing ground in our time
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causes many Christians to see the Church as diminished, and that causes not only
grieving and fear, but those twin tensions discussed of earlier: fight or flight.
This paper, for all its academic effort, is deeply personal. It is personal because it
is grounded in real people’s lives and in real communities I care about. These people
(churched and un-churched) are not simply potential statistics and illustrations of
principles, they are the people I live with, rub shoulders with, and try to serve. Our
current watershed is impacting them in extraordinary and at times heart-rending ways.
Church and community in the Lower Mainland have been grappling with world altering
demographics, economics, religious, and societal changes, and not always well.
Indeed, in British Columbia’s Lower Mainland, since the 1980s, things have not
gone well for the Church. Into an increasing incline of watershed, the Church finds
herself unable to see a way through into a new future. In the closing decades of the 20th
century, and certainly into the 21st, the Church’s experience in North America, and more
specifically Canada and British Columbia, has been one of increasing frustration and
marginalization. As in past watersheds she is unsure how to respond to the times in which
she finds herself. The culture around her is rejecting last the vestiges of Christendom,
embracing a post-Christian worldview, and moving technologically and sociologically in
new directions. From a linear timeline point of view, the Church in the Lower Mainland
is failing badly.
Having lived and ministered in British Columbia’s Lower Mainland since 1990, I
have experienced something of the momentous dynamics creating the reinvention of this
particular region. Currently my work and life are in the Delta Surrey corridor, part of
2
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Greater Metropolitan Vancouver area. Prior to living and working in Surrey, I resided in
Abbotsford, an hour up the Fraser Valley. It was there on the edges of the Lower
Mainland’s urban development I first noted significant changes. I watched as a
community engulfed by a wave of population growth making it the fifth largest
metropolitan area in British Columbia.3 Abbotsford grew from 35,000 to over 138,000 in
25 years. Anticipated population growth in the next three decades projects Abbotsford’s
population to be well over 200,000.
Once a village in the country, Abbotsford is now integrally connected to the
Lower Mainland’s urban development. The events in the Greater Metropolitan
Vancouver Regional District have a direct impact on its work, play, and quality of life.
The Fraser Valley, in which Abbotsford is located, is seen as part of the logical extension
of the Greater Metropolitan Vancouver Regional District’s development. As
Abbotsford’s Economic Profile notes:
The City has experienced most of its population growth due to its proximity to
Greater Vancouver. With the completion of the Trans-Canada Highway in the
1960s, the community became a one-hour drive from Vancouver’s downtown
core. Combined with favourable house prices and an appealing rural lifestyle,
Abbotsford’s location has resulted in rapid population growth, which has
continued to remain well above the Provincial average for 9 out of the last 10
years.4
With an influx of new people, new business, and new developments, what was
once largely a Dutch and German Mennonite community became home to 58 different
ethnic and cultural groups. South Asians are the largest visible minority. While the local
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Sikh community can trace its roots back to the founding of the first Sikh temple in
Abbotsford in 1918, it has been within the last 25 years that successive immigration
waves have impacted the Fraser Valley. Additionally Asian immigration is quickly
adding Chinese and Vietnamese families to the mix. Statistics Canada notes Abbotsford
has the third largest percentage of visible minorities in Canada, after Toronto and Metro
Vancouver. “Approximately 24 percent of Abbotsford residents were born outside of
Canada, with the majority originating from South Asia.”5
This radical shift of demographics from rural to urban, from homogeneity to
pluralism, from distinctiveness to integration within a Greater Vancouver Regional
District, has caused sweeping changes to the community. Some of those changes
unquestionably have improved the diversity, income, and quality of life, but not all
changes have been beneficial. Statistics Canada reports Regina, Saskatchewan and
Abbotsford, British Columbia, have the highest murder rates for the size of their
population.6 For comparisons sake, the data notes that Toronto has a homicide rate of 1.9
per 100,000. Abbotsford’s rate is currently 5.1 per 100,000. In 2009, Abbotsford was
ranked “number one” in highest homicide rate per 100,000.7 A parliamentary report noted
Abbotsford was ranked fourth in the number of drug-related deaths in the province of
British Columbia.8
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Abbotsford has taken pride in historically being labelled “the Buckle of the Bible
Belt” of British Columbia. Within a province showing the lowest Church attendance in
the country, Abbotsford’s statistics represented some of the highest numbers of Church
attendance in Canada. A. J. Klassen’s volume, The Church in the Heart of the Valley,9
does an excellent job of detailing the contribution and involvement of Christian churches
in the Fraser Valley between 1898 and 1992. While that contribution is still significant,
its extent is waning rapidly. According to Klassen’s records, in 1992 there were 95
churches, not including the Sikh and Buddhist temples.
Today the Abbotsford Christian Leadership Network, an informal Ministerial,
estimates there are 90 plus congregations, and this despite a burgeoning population and
intentional efforts at Church planting within the last decade. Despite explanations of
consolidation and the move of adherents from smaller to larger churches,10 the reality is
that congregations and church membership have not kept up in any significant way with
an exploding population. Outreach into immigrant communities has been limited, with
only eight congregations currently using Punjabi, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese or
Spanish languages.
Moving from one end of the valley to the other, Surrey’s community and Church
experience is similar. Growth rates have pushed Surrey to the second largest city within
the Metropolitan area. With a 14% growth rate since 2000, the Surrey Planning and
Development Department expects Surrey to surpass Vancouver in population by 2014.
9
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As population density increases, single-family dwellings are being replaced by condos,
town houses and towers. As with Abbotsford, single-family house prices have
skyrocketed.11 The 2006 Profile of Diversity for Surrey notes that 45.8% of the
population is now a visible minority: with 59.6% of those South Asian, and 11. 2
Chinese.12
Surrey, as with Abbotsford, has found in her remarkable growth, development,
and expansion both new opportunities and new struggles. World-class museum and
theatre spaces, two universities, a dozen public libraries, and a remarkable parks system
put her best face forward. However, in 2009 Surrey also ranked 7th in murders in
Canada13, and in the first three months of 2013 there have been eleven. Drug use,
alcoholism and other addictions continue to grow unchecked despite substantial
rehabilitation and social service monies directed their way. In some poorer Surrey
neighbourhoods, drug and alcohol abuse are endemic. In the seven years I have pastored
New Hope Church and its immediate neighbourhood, I have officiated at ten funerals,
and over half of those were alcohol or drug related. Conversations with my colleagues in
the area tell me that this percentage is not unusual.
Outreach Canada, an evangelism and Church planting resource, notes Surrey’s
Church attendance has not kept up with population growth and has in fact stalled over the
last decade, as has Church attendance across the Lower Mainland. The Surrey Pastor’s
etwork, a loose fellowship of pastors meeting weekly for prayer and encouragement,
11
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has found similar results. Another support group of pastors I meet with in my immediate
area has found the same to be true. For all eight of the churches in our neighbourhood,
worship attendance has dropped over the last ten years. One of them, a United Church,
has recently merged with another congregation further south because of its decline in
attendance.
The above statistics and anecdotal stories are illustrative of the tumultuous
changes impacting Church and society along the entire length of the Fraser Valley.14 The
story is repeated throughout the region, whether the statistics are coming from Coquitlam,
Burnaby, Maple Ridge, or any other municipality making up the Lower Mainland. Over
half of British Columbia’s population now lives in this narrow band, and on any given
weekend, less than 18% of them are involved in any form of Christian corporate worship.
The Lower Mainland’s changes are reflective of what has happened across the
larger Canadian urban context. In 1901, 37% of Canadians lived in urban areas. The 2006
Census notes the number is now 80%. In a multiplicity of ways, from immigration to
workforce, technology, faith, Canadian society and experience have been altered
irrevocably by such changes. Like the other two thirds of Canadians who now live within
the 33 urban centres that are over 100,00015, the Lower Mainland’s responses to political,
social, and faith issues are shaped by and in an urban environment.
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In Canada, prior to 1971, 1% of the population reported no religious preference.
In the 2006 Canadian Census those numbers had increased to 16%.16 British Columbia
has the second highest “secular rate” with 35 per cent of the population declaring no
religious affiliation. And reflective of these changes, the Christian community in the
Lower Mainland has lost much of its previous entitlement. In ways large and small the
shift is noticeable. Lower Mainland municipal leaders, seeking new revenue have begun
to question status quo acceptance of non-profit tax exemptions. Rulings have been made
against nativity scenes in malls and public lands. Where once regional and municipal
authorities touted the church community as a plus in their promotions, now they are
unmentioned.
When it comes to pluralism, in official circles, quietness regarding religion is in
keeping with thoroughly Canadian sensibilities. Christianity and other faiths are often
downplayed, even at the expense of articulating essential elements of Canada’s diversity.
Sociologist Reginald Bibby’s Restless Gods: The Renaissance of Religion in Canada,
points out Canada, while no longer religious in the traditional institutional sense, is still
decidedly spiritual. Yet despite a majority of Canadians having faith commitments, it is
seldom part of public discourse.17 Pluralism and multiculturalism, at least in official
form, have surprisingly secular faces north of the 49th parallel.
If the research of Reginald Bibby,18 David Foot,19 and Michael Adams are to be
believed, Canada is increasingly taking on a societal persona more in keeping with
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Europe than with the United States. In terms of social values, faith, and political life,
Canada, far more rapidly than the United States, is moving along a post-modern
continuum. In fact, according to Adams, we are moving into entirely “opposite
quadrants” from the United States.20
A 2006 Angus Reid World Poll on Religion, noted Canadians are turning away
from organized religion in growing numbers. However, while religious attitudes are
becoming more secular, many still have interest in spiritual things.21 In an interview on
this matter, Andrew Grenville, Chief Research Officer for Angus Reid, Public Opinion
Pollsters, reiterated that approximately 70% of Canadians still think about God, though
77% of Canadians feel private beliefs more important than what is taught by any Church.
Society and Church are well into the new watershed, altering the fabric of
Canadian society and the Church as well. Socially, issues regarding same-sex marriage,
acceptability of drug use, sexual activity, and even polygamy are no longer looked at
from the Church’s perspective, but from legal and social precedents. Driven by a
situation in British Columbia recently before the courts a discussion has ensued on
whether Canada’s polygamy laws conflict with Canada’s Charter of Rights. Canada’s
newspapers have been full of the discussion:
Canada’s anti-polygamy laws are relics of a bygone era when “Christian norms
and values were deemed appropriate,” a British Columbia Supreme Court judge
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will hear during a much-anticipated constitutional reference hearing that begins
on Monday. Such values are outdated and conflict with today’s multicultural
attitudes and with Canada’s Charter of Rights and Freedoms. So argues
Vancouver lawyer George Macintosh, appointed to challenge this country’s 120year-old polygamy ban. The Charter and the ban are irreconcilable, he says.22
Taken together, the evidence provides a powerful image of a society where
increasingly the Church as an institution is perceived as irrelevant to culture’s
conversation about its present and future. This seismic shift for the Church in British
Columbia’s Lower Mainland has no expectation of changing in the near future. Statistics
Canada’s study, Projections of the Diversity of the Canadian Population: 2006—2031,
makes the assessment that by 2031, 1/3 of the Vancouver Metropolitan Regional District
will report on their census “no religion”. Religious affinity and practice in the Lower
Mainland is looking increasingly like that found in western European post-modern cities.
In Canadian context, society has largely cast itself off from the moorings of the
Church. Perhaps more accurately, the Church has been cast off from the moorings of the
society. She is viewed now from a distance, considered at times useful (as in disasters, or
life’s rights of passage) but otherwise largely irrelevant to her time. She is becoming
more a footnote to Canadian culture’s meta-narrative than a significant component part.
This secession of society from Church has occurred seemingly in less than a lifetime.
The experience of the United Church in Canada provides a study in microcosm of
the break that has occurred. Once a dominant force in Canadian life, the United Church
was seen as reflecting the essentials of Christian faith. As an institution she was in fact
considered “Canada’s Church.” However, in the late 20th century she began to experience
losses in membership that can only be described as catastrophic. Between 1988 and 2000,
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the United Church averaged the loss of 14 persons every day of the year, for 12 years,
making it the largest decline of any mainline denomination in Canadian history.23 Those
losses have continued in the decade following. The United Church is not alone in this
experience. As previous statistics note, interest in religious institutions across Canada has
waned. With the separation of societal life from Church come all the losses in
entitlement, finances, membership, and political and social leverage. She no longer
impacts her society as she once did. Rather society now impacts her; considering ‘the
religious’ as old fashioned, quaint, or irrelevant.
Watershed Down
Many assert that this time is different from any other. That the combined
postmodern challenge to meta-narrative, the explosion of technology, the advent of new
diseases, the diversity of peoples, the density of population, and the dismantling of
institutional Christianity all set it apart from other watersheds. In the particulars that is
certainly the case. But construed as an experience of change, turmoil, even chaos, it is not
as far-reaching as some past watershed events— yet.
Every watershed makes itself felt by a multiplicity of factors. The Roman
Empire’s demise and rise of the Christian Church as the new authority was resultant from
a host of circumstances (economic, political, social, military) well beyond the embrace of
a new religion. The chaos in the midst of the Black Death was compounded by a complex
mix of pestilence, war, starvation, and climate change. The near anarchy of London
during the Industrial Revolution was again a perfect storm of population density,
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technological advancement, disease, societal structures, and political inaction. As in
hydrology, by their nature watersheds are complex.
North America’s watershed in the 21st century contains elements of all the above,
and more. With economic recession, political intransigence, technological explosion,
urban density, epidemiological threat, climate change issues, conflict escalation and a
host of other factors, more than a few researchers posit that the state of current societal
complexity is beyond anything previously experienced, and hence, both more
unpredictable and at risk of collapse. They would make the case that in this regard this
time is different than the watersheds that have gone before.
Thomas Homer-Dixon, at the 2007 Ingar Moen Memorial Lecture, Science and
Technology Symposium, laid out a Complex-Systems ontology consisting of six
elements: multiplicity, causal web, openness, synergy, non-linear behaviour, and
contingent.24 These elements however are apparent to one degree or another in all four of
the watersheds unpacked in this paper. Is complexity over simplicity then, only a matter
of degree? Perhaps the boundary between complexity and simplicity is somewhat a
malleable one, and dependent upon point of entry. To nomadic cultures, Rome’s empire
manifested a level of complexity that initially awed them— until they’d adapted
sufficiently to use something of its level of complexity. If complexity is a function of our
capacity to gather, store, process, interpret and integrate a multiplicity of pieces of data,
does the boundary then between the simple and complex systems exist mostly the in the
human mind, or the eye of the beholder?
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Rather than go further down that slippery slope, I would suggest in one regard our
current watershed is different from those previously considered, and not just in
complexity The present watershed experience (at least for the moment) is vastly different
qualitatively than some earlier occurrences. For the majority of the population in North
America, and particularly in Canada, despite transformational changes there remains an
underlying sense that the fabric of the time we live in has not been torn. Our “empire” has
not collapsed before our eyes, our technology and medicine have not wholly failed us,
and our economic well-being is still the aspiration and wonder of much of the world. The
meta-narrative under-girding our way of life may have been stressed severely, but
perhaps surprisingly, remains largely intact, unless you are one of the parties most
affected: an AIDS patient, unemployed, poor, addicted, and some might add, the Church.
Varieties of Religious Denial
When faced with cherished assumptions under attack and circumstances not
responding as previously, affected individuals and organizations can react in a number of
fashions. Perhaps most common are the many variations of denial. We saw this to one
degree or another in most of the preceding Church examples. With the collapse of Rome,
many Christians could not understand why, as a Christian state, the empire was not
protected. Many were insistent they would be, and were wrong in that regard. Later, both
during the Plague, and Industrial London, again elements within the Church were
insistent in their denial, suggesting things were not as they seemed. When that denial is
lodged in fear and self-interest rather than opportunity, it is seldom sustainable.
Denial is not by any means solely a Church mechanism. Any society under
intense pressure finds itself open to forms of denial. Be it in military policy, in economic
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policy, or some other arena, creative forms of denial become temporary mechanisms for
burying unpleasant facts. For example, the current insistence that something is true, even
when patently false, has become a too common talking point in political discourse on
both sides of the border. In a Lower Mainland case, despite an economy still struggling,
British Columbia’s Liberal government was recently ‘called out’ by the media for
substantially overstating potential revenues.25 Nevertheless it remains an oft-repeated
claim. Perhaps, like Victorian powers and authorities, we have learned the value of being
selective in how we wish to describe our time.
The state of the economy has impacted not only the governmental and
commercial sectors, but charitable and non-profit donations. For many churches, it is one
more stressor in an already untenable situation. With suppositions challenged,
methodologies ceasing to provide expected outcomes, financial distress, and fear of
altered circumstance— denial becomes a choice for churches in the Lower Mainland.
That denial comes in many forms, from inaction to almost manic activity. In regards to
inaction, the Church is caught without ready response, yet unwilling to alter course, thus
leading to gridlock. In regards to an active form, the result can be a conscious choice to
isolate; where no change becomes preferable to any change.
Unable to find a bridge or synthesis to new urban realities, Churches may choose
to simply ‘circle the wagons’, moving into ever smaller cultural or social enclaves to
protect their world-view. Barricaded off from what is seen as a fallen or broken culture,
they may all but ‘ghettoize’ themselves and seek to do that to others. For Churches taking
that course, the outcome is bleak. Congregations decrease in both numbers and in
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capacity to minister outside themselves and eventually, they disappear. Until then, their
present condition continues as a footnote to their history, more than to any real avenue to
a preferred future. An example is a Mennonite congregation in the Abbotsford area,
whose average parishioner’s age is now over 83. They are fortunate to be located in a
neighbourhood full of high-density seniors apartments. However, because all services and
programs are held in German, they have little impact on a growing seniors community
around them. In their minds, all around them the world has changed, but thankfully not in
their “Kirke.” It is anticipated they will close their doors in four years or less. Up and
down the valley, less extreme variations may be found, but expected outcomes are
similar.
With modernity’s effectiveness declining and post-modernity viewed with
suspicion, a less severe but equally inadequate form of denial for a Church is the
tendency to simply work it harder. This response to watershed is equivalent to rowing
harder against the current as the incline increases. This response is hard on churches and
very hard on their leaders and workers. This is in some regards a manic response, and
congregations caught in such have forgotten the now worn adage, “insanity is doing the
same thing over and over, and expecting different results.” The hoped for outcome is, “if
we do Church better, they will come.” And when they do not come, it must be a
program’s fault, a workers fault, or perhaps a leaders fault. Somewhere, they just did not
do it well enough.
Within the context of the Lower Mainland, horror stories abound of congregations
in headlong pursuit of the next new thing. Driven by modernity’s sensibility that there
must be “a fix for what ails”, they seek the next program or prescription that will solve
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what is really perhaps unsolvable. As such, a whole Church industry of sorts has been
created, focusing on propping and pumping up flagging Church institutions. These
programs and strategies often target a population already thoroughly evangelized (and
modernized), as many Churches seek to draw already people who are already ‘churched’
by enticing them with programs and competing incentives. The experience of “shuffling
the sheep”, common in the Lower Mainland, is reflective of this system. As adherents
move from Church to Church, congregations work all the harder to gain a smaller and
smaller portion of this population.
That desire to ‘force it to work’ causes the Church at times to treat Jesus more like
a product to be packaged than a person with whom to spend time. In the extreme, the
Church becomes more intent on shaping its (and Christ’s) image for public consumption
than allowing Jesus to shape the Church. When those programs and strategies fail,
churches fight, split, and close. Pastors are fired because they could not turn it around, or
tried to do it the wrong way. Finding the right congregational demographic, vision
statement, or program, becomes a Holy Grail of sorts. Meanwhile, increasing numbers of
people previously engaged in ‘church’ refuse to return, because they are tired of
behaviors seen, or discovered what is offered there can be found somewhere else.
Over my years in the Lower Mainland I have met numerous ex-pastors, exChurch workers and volunteers, who simply will not become involved in Church again.
Surprisingly, they now work for secular companies or institutions, and are far happier for
it. The Barna group has been collecting data for decades on people who have exited the
Church. Their findings show that in the United States alone, millions of Christians have
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left Church. They consider themselves Christians, but have not attended any worship
activities in the past six months. Barna notes:
…several interesting insights define the self-identified Christians among the
unchurched. A majority of them (53%) have distanced themselves from being either
Protestant (30%) or Catholic (17%), although almost all of them had at one time
been associated with one of those groups. Also, close to one out of every five (18%)
can be considered to be “born again” – not based on self-description, but upon saying
they have “made a personal commitment to Jesus Christ that is still important in their
life today.”26
Julia Dunn, Religion Editor of the Washington Times, has also documented this
trend in Quitting Church. She makes the case that many elements of modern Church life
are counter productive to the faith they seek to promote. Church in North America, she
says, has become a “numbing experience” for many, and congregants are voting with
their feet as they leave modernity’s Churches.27 Sadly, many Churches and Church
movements have been either unwilling or unable to face that truth and have continued to
try and force things to fit their worldview, even if that worldview is broken and
discarded. History has innumerable examples where this insistence on making things fit
our “theology” (often a disguise for our sociology) erects barriers not only to the
Church’s role but with the Jesus whom we desire others to know.
You will Be Assimilated
As noted above, denial is common in Lower Mainland Churches. Yet curiously,
even as congregations deny the evidence about them, they drink deeply from the wells
that fuel their anxieties. Their interests, relationships, and lives look more and more like
those of the culture around them. Their experiences reflect more their culture than their
26
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recent Christian forbearers. A 2003 Evangelical Free Church sponsored Ipsos-Reid poll
noted 19% of all respondents were divorced. Of self-proclaimed evangelical respondents,
it was 16%, not exactly a significant difference. Similar parallels were found for rates of
infidelity and addictions.28 Issues of pornography, materialism, and other societal
concerns are nearly as common in the Church as outside of it. Yet the real consequences
of wholesale assimilation into North America’s worldview, with its inherent appeal to
modernity and capitalism, remain largely unrecognized in evangelical circles. Its impact,
with the consumerist and prosperity mindset it engenders, finds its critique mostly within
the smaller social justice subset of the Church. While people like Ron Sider and Jim
Wallis may insist this embrace of our culture’s values undermines the Church’s life and
ministry, the influence of that materialism for the majority of evangelicals goes unnoticed
and unquestioned. There is little doubt that most people in our Churches now live
affirming, “prosperity is good.” Whether that is a Biblical value is quite another question.
Beyond responding to watersheds with variations of denial, assimilation provides
an alternative, and common, process. Assimilation is as simple as a voluntary abdication
of one’s place to that of another’s, or as complicated as the intentional co-opting of a
movement by another agency. In either form, assimilation is perhaps the easiest future to
walk into and one of the hardest to discern.
It was not accidental that the Anglican Church of the Industrial Revolution
separated itself from the mass of impoverished Londoners. For reasons that seemed quite
reasonable at the time, she chose to be assimilated into the ruling group. Better to rule
than to be ruled. That decision was a defining element of their responses to the conditions
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of the time. In a biography of Selina, Countess of Huntingdon (a Wesleyan sympathizer),
correspondence from the Duchess of Buckingham (a High Church supporter) gives a
glimpse of their derision for all things Methodist:
Their doctrines are most repulsive and strongly tinctured with impertinence and
disrespect towards their superiors, in perpetually endeavouring to level all ranks
and to do away with all distinctions. It is monstrous to be told you have a heart as
sinful as the common wretches that crawl the earth. This is highly offensive and
insulting; and I cannot but wonder that your ladyship should relish any sentiments
so much at variance with high rank and good breeding.29
The Apostle Paul might have smiled at Lady Buckingham’s remarks, had they not been
spoken by such a staunch supporter of the Church of England. Yet the words are not
unlike some heard in our own time by well meaning believers who do not recognize how
their own time has co-opted them.
Without doubt the Church in the west bought into ‘modernity’ in substantial
ways, harnessing itself to her culture. Assimilation may come at times as an outgrowth of
other processes. In the name of moving forward, cultural norms may be blessed and
cultural expectations assumed as the right way for the Church to be. Douglas Frank’s
study of the American Church at the turn of the twentieth century30 certainly gives little
doubt that an accord with modernity was reached by Evangelicals in the beginning of the
20th century. A multitude of current writings make it obvious that peace with modernity
was only strengthened over the length of the century, and that embrace with the culture
has shaped much of the Church’s hopes and aspirations, not to mention her theology. As
modernity dies, the Church too now feels the pangs of this death. She has given herself
29
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not only to Christ for His keeping, but (at least in the West) her heart has been divided, as
she pinned her hopes on modernity’s coat tails. Little did she know that the very reason
and science she embraced would in time turn on her.
Into the later 20th century, works such as Keith Thomas’ Religion and the Decline
of Magic31 still optimistically noted the success of reason, but did not seem to notice the
philosophical erosion of 20th century western culture’s underpinnings. In 1971 Thomas
declared definitively, “What is certain about the various beliefs discussed in this book is
that today they have either disappeared or at least greatly decayed in prestige.”32 The
current interest in alternative spiritualities, New Age theologies, and optional healing
methodologies clearly argues against the above remark. Perhaps he should have
remembered Charles Mackay’s assertion:
“Every age has its peculiar folly— some scheme, project, or fantasy into which it
plunges, spurred on either by the love of gain, the necessity of excitement, or the
mere force of imitation. Failing in these, it has some madness, to which it is
goaded by political or religious causes, or both combined.”33
As the Church was recast in the image of modernity, the world about her was already
beginning to change. In both American and Canadian contexts secularization, societal
issues, and the advancement of postmodernity’s assertions began to reshape culture.
Most denominational movements within the Lower Mainland have experienced
the same tug to assimilate within a larger culture’s views and experience. My own
movement’s assimilation has been noticeable in Canadian life. Where once Mennonites
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did not sit on juries, work as police or politicians, nor serve in the armed forces, all these
roles are common today. Mennonites and Mennonite Brethren are fully integrated into
their society, and if they do not speak or act too publicly about their faith, they could pass
unobtrusively in the world.
Just as assimilation may be desired by a group for what another agency offers,
assimilation may also be pursued by another agency towards that group. It has long been
one of the oldest and least painful mechanisms used to gain or maintain individual and
group allegiance. Groups are commonly co-opted into an agency as they become sold on
the benefits of assimilation. As we have seen, the Roman Empire, the Catholic Church,
and the British government during the industrial age, all used this process to a greater or
lesser effect. In assimilation, a group is not taken captive by overt means; rather, they
allow themselves to be taken captive. Often that captivity is not perceived. Instead, the
benefits have simply been seen as preferable to the option of being without. Assimilation
need not be complete; it need be just enough so that the object of assimilation is no
longer seen as a threat to the agency in question.
In the 19th century, Karl Marx understood well the effect of assimilation. Perhaps
because of that, he disparaged the established Church even more than Nonconformists.
While Nonconformists attempted a revolution of the spirit, the Established Church could
not usher in any sort of revolution. It would have necessitated revolution against itself!
Yet from the Marxist (and perhaps Christian) perspective, there is always a need for
continual revolution, but where one is co-opted into the powers and principalities, the
revolution becomes against one’s self interest. As an aside, the need for ongoing
revolution within any movement helps explain Mao’s orchestration of artificial watershed
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experiences. The Long March, the Cultural Revolution, the Great Leap Forward, all
forced a watershed experience upon his people. Mao understood, as Marx had earlier, that
if the revolution was not fresh and new, it was suspect. From a Christian perspective,
Johann Baptist Metz makes a similar comment about truly “Christian” revolution:
This revolution is not, in fact, concerned with liberating us from our poverty and
misery, but rather from our wealth and our totally excessive prosperity. It is not a
liberation from what we lack, but from our consumerism in which we are
ultimately consuming our very selves. It is not a liberation from our state of
oppression, but from the untransformed praxis of our own wishes and desires. It is
not a liberation from our powerlessness, but from our own form of predominance.
It frees us, not from the state of being dominated but from that of dominating; not
from our sufferings but from our apathy; not from our guilt but from our
innocence, or rather from that delusion of innocence which the life domination
has long since spread out through our souls.34
Short of revolution, the slow assimilation of our souls masks Jesus' words, “Whoever
wants to be my disciple must deny themselves and take up their cross and follow me.”35
In the same fashion, when co-opted, the thought of becoming "seeds falling on the
ground and dying” appears a foolish act. As the Church keeps from doing that, only later
does she understand that by making that decision she is no longer able to bear much fruit.
Empires by nature either seek to remove opposition or at least to bind opposition.
Down through time many mechanisms are used, such as outright holocaust, subtle threat,
or even offering incentives. In an earlier chapter we saw how the Roman Empire was
particularly adept in managing these. Whatever incentive or disincentive was used, the
continuing goal of the Empire was to reign. Anything that impinges on that reign,
automatically (whether desirous to, or not) sets itself up as “opposition” of sorts, and
empires do not tolerate competition well. Their stock in trade is power, and they have a
34
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remarkable grasp of its nuances. "Power is a far more complex and mysterious quality
than any apparently simple manifestation of it would appear. It is as much a matter of
impression, of theatre, of persuading those over whom authority is wielded to collude in
their subjugation.”36 And where a power’s use of assimilation has been inadequate,
marginalizing may be preferred.
Assimilation’s Cousin
Marginalization is the ‘broken future’ cousin of assimilation. Like assimilation, it
can result from a conscious choice to be in that state, or more often it comes about from
the efforts of another agency to place them there. While historically we can see it as a
choice among some Anabaptists, dissenters, and others, most often marginalization is a
choice made for us. It happens as those with place or power seek to deny us what is ours.
In a society such as Canada, with commitments to pluralism and multiculturalism,
the lines between equality, tolerance, and marginalization arise at points where the nation
requires the diminishing of allegiance to another. The early Church experienced this as
apologists for Christianity emphasized a willingness to pray for Caesar and even give
Caesar their obedience. But they were clear in their refusal to give him first allegiance.37
This flew in the face of Rome’s intention of using Caesar worship as a mechanism for
cementing the Empire’s ties. In its basest concept, it was not a religious issue at all, but a
political one. When citizens said, “Caesar is Lord,” or made offerings in his name, it was
an affirmation that their first allegiance was to the state.
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A dilemma faced by the Church in any watershed, is the more authority given to
Caesar (be Caesar the institutional Church, Crown, or philosophy), the less autonomy
remains to act in full allegiance to Christ. Soon enough the Church finds herself bound
intrinsically with ‘the Empire’. As noted earlier, we do not always see that for what it is.
However, when assimilation is rebuffed, the Empire is left with fewer options, and at the
least, marginalization is almost certain. Living into such a future is always
uncomfortable. To be pushed out of the centre of life, to know you are suspect because of
your allegiance, to wonder when neglect may become persecution - these things can be
draining and even dangerous. Just the possibility of this happening can make one pause.
As the culture about us pushes us away from the centre towards the edges, we find
ourselves at a loss. We are beginning to feel that same pressure in our own time. In the
Canadian context some elements of that marginalization are being experienced. I say that
very carefully and with the clear understanding that being marginalized is not the loss of
previously held special rights or privileges.38 Losing those is simply equality under the
law. Unfortunately, too often we mistake the anxiety of this loss for being marginalized.
In a broken future where our culture casts many as victims, we must be careful not to fall
into the trap of thinking we too are victimized. Canadian Christians can be reasonably
sure that they are not yet victims, as long as they are still in sufficient position to insist
upon “their rights” rather than petitioning for them. However as sojourners in a postChristian nation, we are increasingly uncomfortable with the range of choices given us.
At some point the issue will cease to be our choices and privileges and begin to be theirs.
Currently, the disconnect is low, but mounting. Nevertheless, the anticipation of being
38
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marginalized is a disconcerting one to churches that once held a place of authority in
culture.
As mentioned within the Canadian context, we are moving more consciously as a
nation into a mindset in keeping with a European sensibility. Gerhard Szczesny expresses
that viewpoint well as he writes of the “vestiges” of faith:
Today the real Christian creed, viewed in the broad, scarcely survives as a vitally
creative force. The peoples of the west, as they live out their lives— and this takes
into account the majority of those who call themselves Christians— in their
thinking and behavior have ceased to pay the least attention to Christianity’s idea
of God and the hereafter, or the Christian notions of sin and grace… We the
inheritors of western culture, live in the midst of all kinds of testimonials and
memories of Christianity, as will many generations to come, and this
circumstance still leaves a characteristic mark on our lives. Yet, in this same
connection, the bulk of people who busy themselves professionally with the
appreciation and evaluation of these Christian memorials are not motivated in
truth by religious zeal, but by a mere philological or esthetic interest.39
Wrong Weapons, Wrong War
The collapse of modernity and its forms in the Church has caused much stress and
confusion in Lower Mainland churches. This drives movements towards very disparate
responses: fight, flight, denial, abdication, assimilation, and marginalization. Often in the
turmoil of a watershed, there is all too quickly a rush for any exit or alternative.
When the Papal court fled the city of Avignone in the face of the Plague. It was
clearly motivated by self-interest and self-protection. And likewise, when the Franciscans
decided to stay and care for the dying of Florence, it was an exemplary mark of their
commitment to both Christ and his people. But not every response is always as it seems.
Nor will every reed bear much weight.
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A number of Christian groups in the Lower Mainland are proposing that by
political or other means Christians retake their society and reassert a specific Christian
agenda and worldview. The Canadian Christian Heritage Party, and proponents of
Christian reconstructionism and dominionism are intent on the emergence of a distinctly
theocratic national perspective.40 However, the concept comes in many lesser forms, as
people influenced by an assumed Judeo-Christian tradition seek to reassert power. One
can’t help but wonder how successful the Church can be laying aside the weapons of the
Kingdom and taking up political tools and advocacy.
Admittedly, Canada’s embrace of multiculturalism and pluralism feels unnerving
to those who once felt this was their culture. Some of their rhetoric is as strident as that
heard anywhere south of the 49th parallel. In Canadian context however, this desire to see
the Church as a social shaper of culture is not limited by any means to conservative
Christian elements. In broader Canadian life there are also calls by those outside
organized religion, insistent for the Church to serve the needs of this new pluralistic
society. In contemporary Canadian social work practice, Joe Fardella’s analysis provides
a recent example of this trend. Challenging the postmodern tendency to negate religious
narrative as viable for culture, he argues instead for the use of Christian themes within the
larger culture, as they promote the pursuit of social goals. He notes:
The spirituality of some Christian and non-Christian social workers reflects a
shared ethical interest concerning the meaning of social justice and its relevance
to transformative practice. This ethical interest is also expressed in the process of
discursively determining the acceptability of putative universal ideals, particularly
when these ideals are applied towards the development and promotion of public
good.41
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Amongst competing interests, the Church can become for those on the right or left, either
a tool to shape society, or a tool used by society to further its own goals. Christians would
do well in 21st century Canada to remember their allegiance is first lodged in only One
Kingdom and is not for sale to those who present the most attractive offer.
Betwixt and Between
Will the Church embrace post modernity as thoroughly as she once embraced
modernity and reason? Will it seek to reassert old patterns and norms through political
and social mechanisms? The end remains to be seen. But whatever comes next, the
Church will always find herself, in whatever watershed she is, most uncomfortable in that
“space in-between.” If history teaches anything, it teaches that in every age the Church is
prone to seek escape from the watershed. Being “betwixt and between” is not a
comforting place.
As we have seen, the tension produced in periods of liminality propels groups and
individuals to choose all the variety of historical responses. The pressures of the
watershed compel those passing through it to make some decision, even if it is not one in
keeping with the Gospel. The option, voiced by some Christian authors, to sojourn within
that “betwixt-and-between state” is seldom considered seriously. The prospect of living
in the wilderness, essentially as cultural nomads not wholly embracing the new nor
returning to the comfort of old, has limited appeal to people seeking to escape their sense
of anxiety and crisis. It is no easier for our time, than Wesley’s, when Nonconformists
were unable to lodge the idea with the Established Church of their time.
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Alan Roxburgh, British Columbia Church consultant and writer, notes that the
state of betwixt-and-between is much like one of death or loss. In a place where the old
ways no longer function effectively, liminality becomes both a time of mourning and a
place of remarkable opportunity. Over and again, it is in the figurative and literal
equivalent of the wilderness that God’s people often reconnect- not only with their God,
but with God’s purposes for them. “Something new can be discovered. Here is the reason
the liminal phase is pivotal. For the Church, experiencing its life as marginality, it is
critical to understand that this is a passage with distinct phases, one of which is the
potential for transformation.”42
Despite the possibility of transformation offered in that in-between space, we
rebel against that experience. Our fears of chaos and lack of control compel us to move
through it as quickly as possible, seeking new stability beyond. Our desire is to either
return to the old or find a new foundation. Yet good exegesis would suggest that it is
often in the midst of chaos and marginality that we most clearly experience the hand of
God. The Biblical record reminds God’s people down through time that they are most
powerful when at their weakest. It is decidedly counter-intuitive. In those moments when
the Church, in abject desperation, turns to her God, she is reconnected with her source,
her purpose, her future. In that space, the bride of Christ can be at her best. In those
times, admittedly all too brief, she is the most amazing entity on this planet, for she
becomes to those about her the very image of Jesus and his Kingdom. But sadly, in that
same space, when the terror takes hold, she can also be at her worst, and quite literally,
all Hell can break loose.
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So quickly in the in-between we can lose sight of how everything the Church does
should flow out of her relationship with the Son of God. As the world’s first taste of the
Kingdom of God, she should reflect the true character, values, and intent of that
Kingdom. Our theology declares we are both individually and corporately being
conformed to the image of Jesus, the Bride at work in the world. Yet we are desperately
prone as humans to short-circuit the process that takes us there, and we do that to our
disadvantage. As Alan Roxburgh, in The Missionary Congregation, Leadership, &
Liminality, again reminds us, this in-between is really the very best of places to be, if that
is, it causes us to stop long enough to discover a valid reintegration and authentic rebeginning. He notes liminality is by nature paradoxical.
It places a group in great tension. Even in complex societies the impulses of
groups in the liminal state move in two directions at the same time: turning
backward to recover the lost identity, and risking moving forward. Set in these
terms, it is possible to locate the North American churches. Currently much of the
shaping conversation is that of return. Beneath schemes of renewal and strategies
of growth lie these liminal impulses of return and recovery.43
Like Roxburgh’s words to the Church, Charles Handy notes to the larger culture
that in our time we must dwell where paradox defines many areas of life44. For the
Churches of the Lower Mainland, that paradox includes such elements as a desire to have
greater unity and cooperation while maintaining separate identities, autonomy, and
specific biblical truths, the fleshing out of the Church as body and organism, while not
negating institutional perspectives, being holistic in perspective, yet focusing specifically
on areas of clear weakness, applying new tools and technologies, while emphasizing
highly relational and high “touch” methodologies and in general recognizing the whole
43
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world has come to the Lower Mainland, and that we must enter that world. Many more
paradoxical examples could be noted, but suffice to say that in the midst of these, some
persons are energized while others are thrown into turmoil.
To make our way through this watershed and into our newest broken future, we
will undoubtedly need to become more comfortable in our relationship with paradox. For
if we plan to continue on our journey, paradox is not going to go away. It is not easy to
live in a time that lives out, “when you come to the fork in the road, take it.” However the
plain truth is, if congregations cannot embrace the substantial ambiguities and changes
about us and begin to function effectively within them, we will perish in the Lower
Mainland’s new environment. If however, our desire is for healthy congregational
presence and effective witness in British Columbia’s densest population, then we must
adapt, let go; and in doing that welcome new ideas, new experiences, and new peoples.
We should no more be surprised ‘they’ take to a relationship with Jesus, than we did. If
Christianity is a relationship with the One who seeks us, it is He seeks us all, finding us in
every time and place. British Columbia’s Lower Mainland is such a time and place, and
His Church has been put here for a reason.
It should be remembered that within this new environment, it is not only the
Church that finds herself betwixt and between. Across Canada new immigrants have
become a driving force in Canada’s growth. On an annual basis, Canada welcomes
250,000 new immigrants, as well as another 200,000 temporary workers and students.45
In a recent pastors group I attend, one of our South Asian pastors discussed the struggles
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of those who arrive in Canada ill prepared for the culture’s influences. Punjabi parents
and youth grapple with dynamics far different than that of their previous lives.
Today there are hundreds of thousands of South Asians living in the Greater
Vancouver area. The majority of these are now second or third generation Canadians.
They have adapted to a thoroughly Canadian way of life. They curl, play hockey, send
their children to the same schools, and shop in the same malls as others in the Lower
Mainland. The same is true for thousands of Chinese, Vietnamese, and other Asians.
They are represented in provincial legislature, are Members of Parliament and
government and civic leaders. More than that, all these groups have added to what it
means to be Canadian. Their contribution becomes part of the fabric of this city and
nation. As they find in Canada a home, a “new Canadian” is emerging. Statistics Canada
notes a substantial increase in interethnic relationships and marriages. In the 2001
statistics, fully 45% of Abbotsford residents now labelled themselves as of multiple
ethnicity. This number is similar throughout the Lower Mainland, with a recent poll
reporting that 89% of Canadians approve of marriages between whites and minorities.46
The Water’s Fine
Our futures come in many shapes and sizes - some less, or more broken than
others. To the teen prostitute on East Hastings in Vancouver, or Whalley, Surrey, it has
one form and experience. To the happy middle class child living with her family in
Fleetwood by the park, it has quite another. The effects of a watershed may be more or
less noticeable, have higher or lower social costs. This again is part of the paradoxical
nature of such times. Sometimes we get it almost right:
46
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The rise and fall of images of the future precedes or accompanies the rise and fall
of cultures. As long as a society’s image is positive and flourishing, the flower of
culture is in full bloom. Once the image begins to decay and lose its vitality,
however, the culture does not long survive.47
For Christians, “with eyes to see”, this can be a fascinating time and place to be
alive. The watershed we have entered inclines all the more steeply as it begins to shape
the flow of our culture. As that brings substantial change, it is clear we will live now in
yet another time of both-and-ness. We have more fabulous technologies available to us
than the Victorians dreamed of. Yet, like their cities, there are parts of ours that have
become “no go” zones. In the Lower Mainland we enjoy a level of comfort unmatched in
our history, and yet I know people who sleep under bridges. Some choose to lay such
discrepancy at the feet of a particularly bad recession, but if we are honest, we will
recognize the gap between rich and poor, employed and unemployed, has been growing
since the late 1970s. Similarly, British Columbia’s universities provide technology for
exploring space and the inner workings of the mind, yet some of our most significant
relationships are stagnating. We are becoming increasingly spiritual people, and all the
while in the Lower Mainland our interest in “organized religion” is at an all time low.
Both-and-ness abounds and causes many responses as it pulls and tugs us in different
directions, some with fear of the future, and some with expectation.
As seen in previous examples, those fearful often seek solace in denial, or in past
‘good old days’ that never were. As Canadian author Robertson Davies puts it, "The
world is full of people whose notion of a satisfactory future is, in fact, a return to the
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idealized past."48 Others are excited by the possibilities before them and even rush ahead
to see what the future will bring. It is part of the paradoxical nature of watersheds to stir
such disparate response. Perhaps this is exactly why I love this particular place and time.
I am kept well enough off my equilibrium that I am more prone to lean on the One to
whom I claim allegiance. This time helps me see my (and our) weakness more clearly; all
those places where we want to rely on our own strength, desiring to take back portions of
our own lives, desiring to do as we will, not as Christ wills. Yet each successive day we
get to make a choice to engage this emerging world. We get to renounce once again the
predisposition to do it the ‘old way’ and are given new opportunities to place our trust
first and foremost in a relationship with Jesus Christ. Fearful or expectant, we must do
that; for into the watershed ahead there is no turning back.
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CHAPTER 6
COCLUSIO: TE ATTRIBUTES FOR THRIVIG I BROKE FUTURES
This paper began with an expression of the real life frustration of a Lower
Mainland pastor. As we have seen, their particular struggle is by no means unusual, but it
has become endemic to Church workers in our region. The changes to society taking
place in the last decades have irrevocably altered the fabric of the Lower Mainland.
Attitudes, behaviours, and expectations have changed towards many things in life, and
decidedly towards the Church. Stuart Murray describes this new world well when he
notes it is, “a culture in which central features of the Christian story are unknown and
churches are alien institutions whose rhythms do not normally impinge on most members
of society.”1 Other Christian writers, such as Leonard Sweet, categorize the coming times
as a “perfect storm,” a “category 5” experience which will tear away most vestiges of
modernity’s reign.2
In more secular circles the recognition that is not well is voiced, by a multitude of
scholars. The risks in late modernity, as Ulrich Beck, Thomas Homer-Dixon, and others
argue are heightened in to an unprecedented level. And the potential catastrophic effects
of complex system under stress or collapse make possible cataclysmic consequences.3
Yet in the midst of such extraordinary change all about, most churches in the
Lower Mainland have continued with methodologies and practices largely constructed of
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modernity’s models and structures. This inability to see things clearly poses enormous
risks for the Church in her effort to recognize, let alone survive, the societal watershed
she has entered into. Her embrace of modernity’s constructs provides a cogent example
of how she comes to accept each time as normative— until it changes.
As Phyllis Tickle relates, at some regularity the Church experiences a
phenomenon (what I consider a watershed) of desperate uncomfortable in-betweeness
leading into a transformative place. While, I suspect, globally far more common than she
might propose in her schema, the Church consistently finds herself in these places of
calamity, liminality, and transformation. As observed in the preceding five chapters, the
Church’s history then does not so much flow— as pause, and then rage. This process
happens often enough to the Church in the world that it should be obvious. But, I suspect,
the placid and tranquil spaces in between convince us this is not the case. Perhaps
evolutionary biology has something to teach us regarding this experience.
Where Darwin initially postulated a long slow evolutionary progression via
natural selection; that mechanism is now understood to be far more complex and
precipitous. Gould and Eldredge posited a theory replacing Darwin’s time component
with one more in keeping with the fossil record. Punctuated equilibrium provides for long
periods of stasis, mixed with relatively short periods of rapid change. While a species
may exhibit minor changes and development over long periods, transformations in the
fossil record do not occur until some circumstance brings extinction and re-emergence.
Eldredge postulates it is then actually through the apparent sudden conditions of
cataclysm that evolution makes it leaps forward to new forms.4
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The shift in evolutionary thinking provides an interesting correlation to the
watershed examples of this paper. While we prefer safe and coherent places where life is
easily manageable, we should always understand: 1) within those places we’ll change but
little, 2) those place will not stay that way, 3) they can change when least expected, and
4) we will change most only when we leave stasis and enter chaos.
The previous implies that a desire to remain within modernity`s tranquility, while
simultaneously hoping to find greater spiritual growth and receptivity to the Gospel, is to
misunderstand their correlation. Historical records imply the contradictory. It is not in
times of contentment, ease and peace, where the Gospel finds greatest gain. Rather more
often, the Kingdom is birthed in the midst of uncertainty, struggle, and travail— not
quietly and without fuss. This is probably not what Christians want to hear; and to many
of them it will seem counter-intuitive. Yet it is no more counter-intuitive than Jesus’ own
words to the disciples and crowd in Mark 8. There he reminds his listeners:
Whoever wants to be my disciple must deny themselves and take up their cross
and follow me. For whoever wants to save their life will lose it, but whoever loses
their life for me and for the gospel will save it. What good is it for someone to
gain the whole world, yet forfeit their soul?5
The Church of Jesus Christ is exactly that: his Body in the world taking up her
cross and following him. She is not then to measure her success by size or length of
days, but by her relationship; and because of that, the value she is to others. The Church
counts time in a relational metre. And when that is forgotten, she lessens her ability to be
salt and light in all the possible broken futures to come. The Church’s choices always
shape her future and the future of those about her. And it is only as she lives as the Body
of Christ in the world that she lives well into her time.
5
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Earlier chapters described that life; and noted that when she lived well her
priorities were not first self-survival or self-interest, but self-sacrifice and allegiance. Her
history has shown that the desire to save oneself may at times be antithetical to the
Church’s first allegiance to Christ— for he alone saves her. The Lord of the Church has
always made it clear that He is the one who protects, who increases, and who sets up or
removes lamp-stands before the throne of God. Our anxiety over these things, and our
meddling beyond the commission we have been given, only usurps his rule, and
reintroduces our own. In whatever time we find ourselves, some concerns are simply not
ours. Others however, are fundamental to who we are called to be; and there is wisdom in
knowing the difference.
The above being the case it should not surprise when a precipitous watershed’s
experience of discontinuity and distress rebirths the vibrancy of the Lord’s Church. As
the Church lets go of everything else (or has it taken from her), Christ again is allowed to
lead, and the Church follows. Her crises then become, counter-intuitively, places of
redemption, and not necessarily place of destruction. Yet today, Canadian Christians live
in a time many perceive as a substantial challenge to faith, not a remarkable place of
opportunity. This time confuses us. It is not where we set out for; and does not look like
the place we thought we’d arrive.
Perhaps the Church at this point in our history is not unlike the Magi of the
Christmas story. We journeyed seeking a king, only to discover that the one we found is
not where we looked for him. We sought him in the wrong place (in ease, methodologies,
and power), and found him instead in quite a different place. And not only the location,
but even the Magis assumptions and expectations were wrong. The king they sought and
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the Messiah they met, were not the same. And t turns out their worldview was incorrect.
Our preceding chapters have shown how often that is the case for the Church.
It is by no means the first time the Church has been confounded by a world
unfolding quite differently than she expected or desired. And each time, when awakened
to her circumstances and mistaken suppositions, the Church is confronted with the same
choices found in Matthew 2. She can do as the Magi once did, and alter expectations and
responses to fit reality, or do as Herod attempted, to force things to fit to his desires, even
when that causes brokenness and pain. I think there are few followers of Jesus who would
consciously ever make that second choice; but some, in fear or ignorance, may find
themselves there. Sometimes it is as important knowing what not to do as knowing what
to do.
The weight and rate of change can freeze decision-making capacity or cause an
emotional disengagement from our decisions. In those times, despite the Great
Commission’s directive to go, the Church in the watershed often prefers to sit and watch.
As in past watersheds of great incline, people become less prone to make decisions, or
more insistent on basing those decisions on vested interests, their own personal selfinterest, and security.6 Also for societies (and churches) in such times, we have seen that
certainties can become far fewer, and flight or fight tendencies far more common.
In Poke the Box, Seth Godin emphasizes the critical need for us to move from
being observers to becoming actors: “In these times, it demands that you stop waiting for
a road map and start drawing one instead.”7 While this becomes all the more necessary in
the watershed, it also becomes all the harder. Yet the Church dare not stay where she is,
6
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for that is ending. And where she hopes to go, that is not yet created. Indeed, as Hebrews
reminds, `”faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what we do not
see”8. In the times before us the traits of faith, and trust become essential— as does
resilience. Phyllis Tickle makes a connection between these: “In a spiritual context,
resilience is very close to trust; as certainly, they are Siamese twins, or kissing cousins”9.
Homer-Dixon would take a more dogmatic view of resilience: “Being able to take
advantage of crisis is a part of having a resilient society. The capacity to prevent a
complete collapse; allows that society the space to respond; to learn and to change- that is
a resilient society.”10
By both definitions the Church must find the means to face her future. But the
good news is, she’s done that before. Through prosperity, disease, war, and strife she
made her way forward; and in those experiences learned again to exercise the things
needful for living into them. And she found what she needed, not outside but inside the
watershed. Again that seems decidedly counter-intuitive to our modernist nature; but
even in my own church’s tradition we’ve long asserted that living into the Gospel is
construed as living into an upside-down kingdom.11
Part of that upside-down nature is a recognition that while the Church lives as a
sojourner in this world, she is not held captive by it. Rather she always lives in the right
time and before the face of God. That means while watersheds may test her/our
8
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allegiance, she is still free to serve with gladness the place in which she finds herself; and
that, without becoming their captive. Alan Roxburgh’s imagery of a modern day
“Babylonian exile” provides a paradoxical place where our first allegiance always
remains with Jesus Christ, but that allegiance is lived out for the sake and blessing of our
neighbours.12
This paper has attempted to show, how in the midst of four specific turbulent
settings, the Church engaged her culture; and from that, to extrapolate how in British
Columbia’s Lower Mainland setting we may do the same. The findings are intended to
inform the experience of the Church in the midst of a current cultural shift of enormous
dimensions.
What are the necessary attributes for healthy engagement of the Church in current
and emerging culture? What is needful for the journey, and what needs to be left behind?
What follows are a series of 10 attributes, by no means exhaustive, but hopefully helpful
to the Church and her leaders in the Lower Mainland. Note that they are not first ‘packed’
for our survival, but are packed for our usefulness and faithfulness in this time. And
while there may seem, at first look, no clear path ahead for our journey, recognize there
are features in the landscape, and markers along the way, indicative of direction, severity
of incline, danger, and (wonderfully) places to rest and enjoy the view.
Learning to Remember
As seen in the sampling provided in previous chapters, not only will operational
concepts through the watershed seem counter intuitive, they will also be largely
forgotten. In presenting a few of the many watersheds the Church has experienced, it
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becomes obvious she has been shaped and reshaped in, and for, her eras. This has
occurred in times from: the comforts of Rome and Constantinople, the darkness of
empire’s collapse, a pandemic taking her world away, and Victorian London’s worst
nightmare. Still somehow she largely kept on task. She has done this before, and in each
experience learned to exercise again the things needful for living into them well.
Down through time each revival and renewal has remembered where the Church
came from, who she belonged to, where she was going, and whom it was that held her
life. With over 2000 years of experience under her belt, one would think the Church
would be well prepared, even perhaps expectant, for the next watershed ahead. And as
Scripture reminds us, we are given all that is required for our task13. Yet so often our
present time is treated as if it is different, and we act as if much of what is required is
missing.
That response reflects two realities. Firstly, watersheds always alter what was
before. They take downstream anything not anchored sufficiently to meet the events.
Understanding this, as applied to the Church’s own history, it is not surprising she often
forgets substantial parts of her past. Much evidence of what came before is washed away.
But secondly, and perhaps more dangerous to remembrance than any event in the
watershed, is the time the Church spends outside the watershed. Much more can be lost in
the apparent tranquil breaks in between events. In the deceptive ease of those spaces the
Church is more prone to forget where she came from and what she is about, and the
lessons learned in earlier times slip from collective memory.
An environmental amnesia of sort’s means we are continually surprised when
everything changes. It is as if the Church is lulled to sleep in periods between watersheds.
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A cocoon of false security conceals from the Church the biblical truth that always, “all
creation groans,”14 and will continue to do so, until all things are consummated. When
the Church is at her most comfortable, seemingly safe and secure, what could possibly go
wrong? The answer is - the most important things.
Spiritual perceptions, dulled by time, easily measure time falsely. Chronos time is
mislabelled as “good”, and that, because the times are good to us, rather than how good
we have been for the times. We profoundly mistake chronos and kairos time because we
find the world amiable, because we are at ease, and not necessarily because we are more
faithful to our commission or realize we were created for the time we live into.
Remembering helps put things in right frame of reference again. Scripture often
speaks of “bringing to remembrance” those things we already know.15 That emphasis is
hardly surprising in light of our propensity to forget. It is extraordinary how much of the
apostles’ ministry was focused on retelling Jesus’ followers things they already heard,
knew, or experienced. Why the repetition? Because, over time, our memory gets cloudy
as the immediacy of the things round about us causes us to doubt and forget. Our thinking
then gets muddled by a host of competing loyalties warring within.
The Church, corporately and individually, needs to be reminded of what God has
already done, what we have already received, and what God will yet do. It is why we are
encouraged to tell each other our stories, to gather in fellowship, to worship, and to break
bread together. It is one of the key reasons the Holy Spirit is in our world. Jesus, in John
14 tells his disciples,
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I am telling you these things now while I am still with you. But when the Father
sends the Counselor as my representative - that is, the Holy Spirit - he will teach
you everything, and will remind you of everything I have told you.16
With the aid of the Spirit, all things taken together help us to remember. In a world full of
deceptive alternatives, this spiritual mnemonic is absolutely essential.
The Church’s remembering must not only be historical or informational. It must
become personal. While 1st or 19th century historical storytelling can be edifying, even
encouraging, our remembrance must become more than someone else’s experience with
the Lord. Remembering the Church in another time, or remembering another’s life in
Christ is, at best, an encouragement to what might be possible today. But devoid of
personal encounter, it can, at worst, become a form of spiritual voyeurism. Someone
else’s experience (past or present) can never become a token replacement for our own.
Remembrances lodged only in others’ experiences are not real, personal remembrance.
Without connection to what God has done, for and with us, they have no particular value.
When believers forget, they lose purpose and power. When essential elements of
the reality of the Gospel fade from us, we are adrift, and our ability to go and do in the
world is compromised. Like many churches and believers in our time, we begin to
suppose more things are possible for others, than for ourselves. When we doubt God’s
ability in our own lives, we seldom step out of our comfort zones, nor allow the Spirit of
God to move us forward. Yet as we remember and believe that remembrance, we are
freed to act. As followers of Jesus, we are motivated by that remembrance. That
remembrance comes to us best when we are thrown into the chaos of a watershed,
causing us to grasp at the only One who can sustain. It is not surprising then, in the midst
of watershed that remembrance re-emerges. We recollect those places where something
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or someone took us through a difficult time. Remembering, we understand again that our
theology of creation, salvation, grace, mercy, and the task of the Church are provided
exactly for times such as these. In the midst of the watershed we realize again, Jesus’
Church was made for this time.
The Apostle Paul was very good at remembering. He understood his times and
recounted often the extent of God’s involvement in his own life and in the life of the
Church. His theology in the midst of his watershed asserts we no longer endure things as
victims or as broken items tossed about by the wind. Rather, in the midst of things we are
heirs, “heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ.”17 These words of Paul’s, written while
living into the maelstrom of life around him, give no impression of despair. Quite the
contrary, his words in the midst of watershed are mostly words of hope. His language and
actions are not those of a passive victim swept down the incline. Quite the opposite,
optimism in the midst of watershed is a defining characteristic of Paul’s theology. He
always remembers, and as he does, he knows again God’s faithfulness and therefore
never acts as victim but as victor.
But Paul’s remembrance is not lodged just in knowing something, it is lodged in
knowing someone— in knowing that Christ is sufficient in all circumstances (before the
storm, the jailer’s gaze, or impending judgment by Caesar), even in death. The Apostle
knows too, that Christ is sufficient for his Body, the Church, in the world.18 In similar
fashion, later generations of Christians in the midst of persecution remembered that truth.
The Franciscans caring for plague victims understood it. The Martyrs Mirror and the
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Ausbund, (a hymnal of the early Anabaptists) carry the same reminder of Christ’s
sufficiency, in life as well as death.19 The Wesleyans at work in London’s slums grasped
that principle too.
Today, the Church in the Lower Mainland must recollect it again. In the midst of
our circumstances remembrance becomes a conscious choice. We study the scriptures to
remember salvation’s past, present and future. We read history to see what God has done
before us. We listen to and share testimonies, to hear the acts of God in others. We
journal what God has done in ours.
Acting on the Decision of the Will
Church historians are well able to catalogue and dissect past turning points. They
can bring alive reminders of how the Church has responded (or not) in the past. However,
beyond their purview is the far more difficult assignment of incorporating those
remembrances into current theology and praxis. Even theologians and pastors struggle
with this aspect. When remembrance is recaptured, there is no guarantee that these things
will be integrated into the Church. They can be like lessons learned for a test long ago but
not practiced since. In times of leisure they can became superfluous and be jettisoned
once again. Remembering and hearing the stories as we enter into unknown times does
not alone guarantee their return. There are however, mechanisms within the church body
that can help revive them.
In the human body, synaptic routes are formed by their repetition, muscle memory
is established by continual practice, and the recall and retrieval of data creates and
sustains long-term memory structures. In physical and intellectual pursuits, whole
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patterns of activity and ways of thinking are created through repetitive action. Even when
severely damaged, the memory of these patterns can remain and be functional.20
Researchers have also found, when those patterns are not continued, left unused,
they deteriorate. Interestingly, current studies in neurology, geriatrics, and sports
medicine suggest the skills lost through disease or disuse may not entirely disappear.
With reactivation of neural pathways, old skills may re-emerge as the body remembers
and acts. However, that effort requires the conscious and protracted decision of
committing to their repetition, until neural pathways have been sufficiently reactivated. It
continues to be a conscious decision to remember and to practice, until it becomes second
nature. Moving this from the consideration of the physical to the spiritual, a parallel may
be found.
As the Church in watershed decides to reassert and practice past remembrances,
the capacity to act in that fashion grows, even though it may be long disused.
For the Church, revitalization starts with the decision to act, and that, both individually
and corporately, requires a willingness to submit to the task at hand. In each watershed
studied, preferred futures for the Church came about as those elements of Church chose
to be Christ’s Body in the world. Individually and corporately, as those followers of Jesus
counted the cost and were willing to pay it, new beginnings became possible in personal,
congregational, and denominational life. While a serendipitous breeze of the Spirit is
obviously also an essential, Scripture and experience make it clear that the Spirit is most
often active and available as we ourselves become available. For that to occur, the
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conscious “will” to live by faith in the midst of our watershed becomes critical. Without
that one single sincere commitment, any discussions of renewal or infilling becomes
moot. First comes the spiritual decision that provides the space for infilling.
It is only the real humility that comes from an ardent desire for ‘not my will but
Thy will be done’ that causes us to act for the good. From a biblical perspective, the Holy
Spirit’s role in that motivation can never be underestimated. As persons are grounded in
Christ, and the work of the Spirit incites His people to repentance, action, and change. If
embraced deeply, it allows for radical change to sweep over people, institutions, and
communities.
From the arenas of Rome’s empire to Victorian London’s ‘Dials’, decisions were
made and acted upon by Christians that changed the course of history. As those actions
were repeated by others, actions became movements, and movements became the
standard by which things were measured. The Victorian George Macdonald understood
something of the value of acting on the decision of the will. He writes:
(you say) “But I do not know how to awake and arise!” I will tell you. Get up
and do something the Master tells you; so make yourself his disciple at once.
Instead of asking yourself whether you believe or not, ask yourself whether you
have this day done one thing because he said, “Do it,” or once abstained because
he said, “Do not do it.” It is simply absurd to say you believe, or even want to
believe in him if you do not do anything he tells you.21
In practice, this why we have accountability partners, to encourage the action of the thing
we say we will do, or not, do. This is why we tell others what our intentions are; why we
keep our word; and how we become known for what we do, not what we say we will do.
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Resolving to Live In-Between
It is one thing to choose to “will one thing”, and another to act on that choice. But
it is a third thing to live within the consequences of those actions. A primary issue for the
Church in each of the watersheds discussed was her willingness not only to choose, but
having chosen, to live into the in-betweeness her choices engendered. Choosing the same
in our current watershed again places the Church in similar liminality. Established
churches and ministries in the Lower Mainland are experiencing the struggle of living
sufficiently into this space. We are immersed in a deluge of change. Believers and
congregations then, consciously need to decide to make the personal and corporate
commitment to linger there, to allow for reappraisal, the altering of long held patterns, the
renewing of ones un-practiced, and the implementation of new actions and behaviours.
Without the necessary time in-between we too quickly flee our discomfort, and the value
of the in-between is questionable.
But more than that, there is something that happens in-between. In leaving where
we are, but lingering. In that space there is freedom to reconsider, to listen and to wait.
But amongst late modernity’s remnants few want to linger there. Churches are still in a
rush to list their five-year goals and their plans to “get” somewhere. We want to arrive at
a destination. We need to arrive, for by so doing, we validate our journey. In English, “To
arrive” is a statement of accomplishment. But to be “be delayed”, that is just short of a
defeat. As in the past, the Church at her best (or elements of the Church) will be able to
dwell in-between sufficiently that it will give her freedom to choose to step into
circumstances with less regard for herself and greater regard for experiencing and
reflecting the Kingdom. Premoderns had a much better grasp of this (as perhaps do
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postmoderns) Walter Hinton, the 14th century Canon of the Priory of Thurgarten noted:
“whatever work you are called to do, according to the degree or state of life in which you
are placed, and whether materially or spiritually, do what best helps you in this gracious
desire you have to love Jesus. Whatever makes this love more whole, open and powerful
in virtue and goodness, then that is the work I hold to be best.”22
The Church always lives in this world but belongs to another. She is both
disoriented and oriented simultaneously. By that she lives as a nomad of sorts between
beginning and destination. In modernity we do not like such ambiguities; and see
disorientation and orientation as opposites, rather than two sides of the same coin. It is
by that willingness to live in-between that she is freed from tendencies to fight, flee, or
assimilate; and instead can be seen by the world as one sent, directed, and provided for. It
is then that she most frequently has turned her world upside down.
The alternatives to living in-between should make the Church very afraid. If she
finds her contentment lodged on this side of the journey, there is little desire to press on.
If, on the other hand, she is only about Heaven, then she may become of no earthly good.
And that tendency in modernity to insist on arriving somewhere means that, even as
we’re yearning for Heaven, we often remain now unaware of God’s hand and presence.
The biblical image of sojourners may be one of our saving graces in the midst of
the watershed. We travel light, but we travel with intent, and the watershed cannot
dislodge from us what is most valuable. This was understood by the best elements of the
Church, from Rome’s demise to the Plague’s devastation. For their own sakes, and for
the sake of others, they lived in-between.
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The danger of that space is to think of it to much as a place we can visit and leave,
not as a place where we abide. We stop, go on retreat, fast or meditate, yet even as we
practice old disciplines to make us pause and reflect- we often do them on our schedule.
Mark Hurst reflects that concern, in his questions, even as an advocate for the New
Monasticism. “‘New monasticism’ is the term many are using to describe these attempts
to re-work old rhythms, rules of life and liturgical resources in a new era. Is this a hopeful
sign? Or is this ‘monastic-lite’, a fad that is unlikely to last?”23 He believes it is much
deeper than these things and agrees with Paul Wallis, Michelle Trebilcock and other
exponents of the New Monasticism that it may provide the space to consider lies inbetween.
Being Appropriately Afraid
On the journey there are many fears, and the loss of possessions is one of them. It
is a reminder that in the current watershed we have become afraid of losing all the wrong
things. We have allowed our fears to be grounded in human assessments of gain and loss
rather than kingdom faithfulness. In British Columbia’s Lower Mainland, many
congregations are struggling financially and afraid of closure. There is a shrinking pool of
leadership to draw from as we compete with the culture at large for the best and brightest.
Our society increasingly sees the Church as irrelevant, and our numbers dwindle by the
year. These, and a multitude of other factors, cause a spirit of fear to touch the Church.
One need not look far to recognize the tendency spoken of earlier towards fight or flight.
While a watershed’s early incline may numb some to the real situation, as the incline
becomes precipitous, it precipitates responses often driven by fear. As noted in earlier
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material, this may cause greater anxiety at both the corporate and personal level, with a
subsequent tendency to intransigence, fight, or flight. Charles Dickens’ Ebenezer Scrooge
portrays well a man caught in such a dilemma:
Why do you doubt your senses? “Because a little thing affects them. A slight
disorder of the stomach makes them cheats. You may be an undigested bit of beef,
a blot of mustard, a crumb of cheese, a fragment of an underdone potato. There's
more of gravy than of grave about you, whatever you are!” Scrooge was not much
in the habit of cracking jokes, nor did he feel in his heart by any means waggish
then. The truth is, that he tried to be smart as a means of distracting his own
attention, and keeping down his terror; for the spectre's voice disturbed the very
marrow in his bones.24
Scrooge is fearful of the events around him and his inability to control him. However,
that fear has not yet become focused on his own need to change his ways. Many in
today’s Lower Mainland Churches find themselves in a similar place.
The study of past watersheds suggests the Church is often afraid of all the wrong
things and therefore acts for all the wrong reasons. External circumstances are not the
first thing she should fear, and perceived irrelevancy should be the least of her worries.
Her external circumstances are simply the reality she lives into, and perceptions of
irrelevancy by the larger society may even be appropriate, resultant from a culture that
has seen the Church as more concerned about self than others. Re-branding efforts, public
relations, tweaking programs, or just plain panic will not change realities. However,
knowing why, and how really afraid we should be, that can cause us to change. It is only
when fear of not being salt and light exceeds anxiety of not being comfortable, when the
terror of having our lamp stand removed overcomes our inertia of living for others, when
we understand unfaithfulness risks all, with the possibility that our Lord will not
recognize us, only then can rightly placed fear galvanize the Church.
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Too often it is assumed that fear is always negative, but that does not allow for the
differentiation of rightful from wrongful fears. In time of persecution, plague, or social
chaos, many in the Church were able to differentiate their fears. The events about them
filled them with fear. Yet their first allegiance to Christ shaped what they were most
afraid of. Jesus’ Church has always declared, “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of
wisdom.” Yet, strangely in our time, we have allowed ourselves to become afraid of
much lesser things. The Church being irrelevant to our world is indeed frightful, but her
becoming irrelevant to her Saviour should be absolutely terrifying.
When the Church knows what to be afraid of, she then has some hope of acting
appropriately. As in the New Testament story of the talents,25 misplaced fear can freeze
us, but appropriate fear of right things, and for right reasons, can cause us to act. It helps
overcome our inertia and causes Christ’s servants to be and do their best.
A personal illustration is appropriate. Recently, attending a several day
conference, I was dreading the coffee breaks, not for interaction with others but for the
snacks. I have Non-alcoholic Steatohepatitis. This means, as others down muffins and
Danish, I am having carrots. On this occasion I was feeling pretty righteous regarding the
healthy foods I was eating, until the last day. Standing in line, waiting to get my cup of
tea, suddenly heaping trays of fresh baked cinnamon buns (still hot from the oven) began
to appear. I could smell them as they came. Quite literally, like Pavlov’s dog, my mouth
began to water. I had an overwhelming urge to have one! Prior to my illness, I never
found a sweet I did not like, and I was simply overcome by a lust for hot, sweet, sticky
cinnamon buns. Thankfully, I did not have one. I drank my tea!
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The above story makes no case for discipline or willpower (though those can be
valuable). Rather I note the events because they illustrate the concept of appropriate fear.
Appropriate fear causes us to act differently today than we have in the past. What stopped
an indulgence on my part was the appropriate fear of my present condition. A quote from
my Gastroenterologist says it all, “When faced with such choices, think of them as
getting into the line for your liver transplant.” As a result, I have gone from 187 to 155
pounds. The loss of weight is not from disease, nor willpower, nor a magical system, nor
diet. Quite simply, the weight loss is a consequence of being more afraid of continuing as
I was, than being afraid of the consequence of changing. The dire consequences of my
behaviour finally sunk in. If I did not change a great deal, I could die. Change under such
circumstances is not courageous- it is only common sense. In summary, in response to
appropriate fear I continue to choose health rather than sickness.
In the same fashion, when the Church understands the dire consequences of
continuing inaction or inappropriate response, sufficient enough to be truly afraid, she
becomes more open to alternative choices. When afraid enough of consequences, we will
not choose tomorrow to repeat the things of yesterday, not if we know they are killing our
life and ministries. In light of who and what our Lord calls the Church to be in the world,
continued inaction or inadequate and inappropriate responses constitute folly. As the
proverbial dog of scripture reminds,26 we dare not return to them.
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Practicing Our Weakness
The Church has tried, and in the end, failed many times to use the world’s power.
Sadly, historical hindsight has not prevented the Church from trying that means again and
again. The Church’s greatest failures seem to occur as we seek the greatest strength. A
continuing fascination with the powers and principalities of this world inevitably brings
the Church to a failed future. Once again, historical hindsight should show that the
current tendency among evangelicals to embrace right wing ideology, politics, and
politicians, in the end does little to further the Kingdom of God. Leslie Newbigin puts it
well in The Open Secret,
The real triumphs of the Gospel have not been won when the Church is strong in a
worldly sense; they have been won when the Church is faithful in the midst of
weakness, contempt, and rejection. And I would simply add my testimony, which
could be illustrated by many examples, that it has been in situations where
faithfulness to the Gospel placed the Church in position of total weakness and
rejection, that the Advocate has Himself risen up, and often through the words
and deeds of very “insignificant” people, spoken the word that confronted and
shamed the wisdom and power of the world.27
One could make the case that this response is akin to a form of spiritual Judo, where our
apparent weakness becomes a strength, and an opponent’s strength becomes their
weakness, used against them. The apparent weakness of the early Church as she
withstood the weight of empire, the willingness of monks to die in the care of those beset
by a disease that would surely overwhelm them all, the broken down, run on a shoestring,
ramshackle chapels of industrial London, these, and more, underscore this reality.
Perhaps the Church’s current failures, to a degree brought about by her own use
of power, will yet cause her to reconsider the Biblical exhortation that it is “not by might,
nor by power, but by my Spirit says the Lord.” The Apostle Paul in his second letter to
27
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the Corinthians lays out his own weakness as the means by which God’s work goes
ahead. He notes,
Therefore I will boast all the more gladly about my weaknesses, so that Christ’s
power may rest on me. That is why, for Christ’s sake, I delight in weaknesses, in
insults, in hardships, in persecutions, in difficulties. For when I am weak, then I
am strong.28
The reliance of the Church on her own strength limits God’s ability to work within and
through her. Never did Paul or any of the apostles sanctify the use of human power by the
Church, and the early Church never proposed to rule as ‘Christendom’, at least not
initially. They did however aspire to live and die for the sake of the Kingdom.
It is the partly because of the Church’s obvious current struggle in our place and
time that I find myself most hopeful. The Church in Canada is running out of other
resources to run to, except to Christ and a reliance on his Spirit. All those places where
she wants to rely on her own strength, wants to take back portions of the world, and
wants to do as she wills, not as Christ wills, are failing. Each successive day our failing
becomes clearer we become that much closer to renouncing a predisposition to doing it
our own way. In weakness we have the opportunity to place our trust only in a
relationship with Jesus Christ. I pray this watershed we have entered will keep us well
enough off equilibrium that we will have little choice but to lean on Him rather than
thinking we shall make it on our own.
Holding Grace and Truth Together
In the Canadian Church there appears to be a fierce battle brewing between grace
and truth. Grant Richison’s book, Certainty: A Place to Stand29, has become the byword
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for those afraid that truth is receiving short shrift in contemporary Church culture. The
dilemma with the premise, as with many other books like it, is that it begins with
modernity’s assumptions and then rages too much against ‘straw men’ definitions of
current trends and caricatures of current movements. Biblically, grace and truth are by no
means contradictory in the Kingdom of God. John 1:14 reminds us the Son of God found
these values wholly compatible. For the Church in the 21st century, it must not be either
or, but both and.
Late 20th century modernity lifted high Biblical truth, but sometimes did so at the
expense of touching real lives with grace. A modernist desire to not appear unbiblical
caused many in the Church to elevate truth above grace and in so doing, at times, pushed
away those with broken lives. The Word, as an intellectual and academic exercise, held
pre-eminence over gifts of grace and compassion. In the Church’s desire to not appear
unbiblical or soft on sin, the divorced, addicted, impoverished, or gender confused often
found no safe place within the Church to hear and experience the Gospel. The Church’s
fling with moral modernity alienated those who no longer lived there, and rather than
bringing Christ’s healing and hope to them, they too often only heard harsh selective
parts of God’s Word.
The world we live in, at least in the Lower Mainland, is not like it was. People
live in a culture with a high degree of moral relativism. Drinking, gambling, recreational
sex, and gender ambiguity are now considered normative. Mores have changed markedly
in late 20th and early 21st century culture. For example, a Pew Research Centre telephone
survey of 2,691 adults, conducted October 1-21, 2010, noted that 39% of respondents
said marriage was becoming obsolete (an 11% increase from their 1978 survey). 44% of
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respondents stated they had co-habited without marriage.30 31 Such change in culture in
no way means the Church should water down the Gospel, or the consequences of
following Jesus in life. It does mean however, that we need to find ways to let God’s
grace salt our lives and words, so we are winsome to those who have not yet met our
Lord. We must find ways into lives that are fallen and broken and do that without
condescension.
In this present watershed, new converts and attendees who become part of us
come with more brokenness, problems, and baggage than we might have been familiar
with in recent past. My own congregation experiences this. Several cannot cross into the
United States because of past criminal convictions. I first met one, now member, in the
dark times of his cocaine addiction. I prepare co-habiting couples for marriage. We have
people in common-law relationships struggling to sort out the messy bits of divorce, child
custody, and previous relationships. We have a number of persons relating to our
fellowship who struggle with addictions, mental health and lifestyle issues. Several
attending are Gay. These things (and more) need to be worked through in a setting where
the Body affirms Jesus as Lord, where his life is the standard, and where we then try to
figure out what that means.
Yet in all the above, our congregation does not soft peddle the Gospel nor shy
away from hard issues. Rather, we tell things as we see them in scripture and seek to soak
that truth in God’s grace, backing up our words with actions. But the complexity of the
circumstances raises interesting questions for a local church. How do we discern
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opportunities, places of service, and ministry for people who do not yet meet, what might
previously have been construed, as basic standards or expectations? How do we balance
risk and safety, as we desire to see people stretched in their walk and faith? And how do
we know where in this setting, our congregation begins and ends?
I do not think our own circumstances and demographics are unusual for where the
Church lives today. Many congregations face the same. And in them there is a freedom:
we can hide these things less, talk of them more, and with grace seek to embrace those
God sends us on the way. In the early Church, in the plague years, and in the industrial
revolution, we find grace became a mantle the Church wrapped not only about herself,
but also about those she met. And it was there she made converts. Lives exhibiting grace,
truth, mercy, and good works together are not easily refutable. Peter’s words to the early
Church are even more vital to our own time:
Dear friends, I urge you, as foreigners and exiles, to abstain from sinful desires,
which wage war against your soul. Live such good lives among the pagans that,
though they accuse you of doing wrong, they may see your good deeds and
glorify God on the day he visits us.32
Embracing Centre-set
Post Plague, the European Church increasingly defined herself by a set of
determinant propositions that when met included one in the given ‘set’. With the
Church’s embrace of truth as a primary criterion, it was not surprising that the focus
turned ever increasingly to bounded-set thinking. Such a model suited the structures of
modernity perfectly. The bounded-set approach is the logical extrapolation of truth over
grace. Most denominational bodies continue variants of this methodology still today in
determining adherent or skeptic.
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Late modernity’s Evangelical Churches may be considered exemplary examples
of having a bounded-set approach to the nature and work of the Church. Church identities
are established with a clear sense of who is part of the organization and who is not. There
are clear lines of theological and social demarcation, and boundary language is used to
denote on which side of the line one lies. Mission, programs, and structure arise from the
understanding of who is within and who is without, and Church language and task reflect
both the need to protect the boundaries, while attempting to bring others into the
bounded-set.
Simply put, bounded-set models are inadequate for our time. Under stress, within
these boundaries there is a propensity to “circle the wagons” instead of loading them up
and taking them into the Promised Land. Many churches in British Columbia’s Lower
Mainland currently find themselves in very defensive postures. Art, film, culture, and
media are perceived through a lens of potentially dangerous heresy to be boycotted or
combated, and not to be engaged in dialogue. Bounded-set models do not tolerate
diversity well and tend to encourage a homogeneity where exceptions are excluded and
agreement with the norm is expected. Consciously or unconsciously, bounded-set
churches too often become about what sorts of people they want in and how to protect the
community from those they want out. Sadly, the same boundary that defines someone as
within, prevents the Church from fulfilling her purpose of being salt and light.
By contrast, a centre-set approach does not use a series of theological or cultural
boundaries as the determinant for who belongs. Rather, centre-set congregations have a
core towards which adherents are motivated to move. In a distinctly Christocentric
Church, everything the Church community does is centred around a person, the Lord
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Jesus Christ. While a theological core is clearly associated with that person (one cannot
know someone well without knowing who they are), the dominant understanding is found
in relationship not dogma. In the New Testament understanding, it is not first the teaching
that moves one towards the core, it is Teacher. A Christocentric centre-set model of the
Church does not minimize dogma, but puts it in the context of always moving one on into
faith and relationship. It is less punctiliar, or event oriented, but seeks continuing
movement towards the centre. Therefore it does not emphasize solely a one-time
decision, or a completion point, but emphasizes the process as a whole. While there are
first decisions, there are also many further decisions on the journey towards our
destination. In light of that approach it is no surprise the early Christians first called
themselves followers of The Way.
While some emerging and mega churches have moved some distance towards the
above concept (and some have gone too far beyond, to not only shucking their
boundaries, but losing their centre), most congregations find it difficult to cut loose from
recent historical dependence upon knowing over being. In Out of the Question - Into the
Mystery,33 Leonard Sweet builds on this understanding of relationship as the
quintessential element of Christianity. While some critics assume this lessens the place of
propositional truth, Sweet actually makes an excellent case that it is strengthened, as it
now has a real context within which to lodge.
At the heart of the Church, and shaping every aspect of faith and life should be
the reality that, “the Word became flesh and dwelt among us.” Without that dwelling
part, the “Word” is only an abstraction. This is by no means a new thought in Christian
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literature. Over and over again, the saints of God have emphasized this need for union,
for relationship. Wesleyan hymns and tracts called for it. Anabaptist writers died for it.
Even in the supposed darkness of the 15th century, Thomas A’Kempis said it most
beautifully in The Imitation of Christ as he declared the value of “true friendship” with
Jesus.34 As modernity’s underpinnings give way, like those before us, we may rediscover
Jesus is not first concerned with the correctness of our systematic theologies or nuanced
eschatologies. He is however, intensely concerned with our relationship to him and
whether we know him well.
Not surprisingly, as leaders and congregations react to their times some churches
find embracing relational praxis over doctrinal certitude a corruption from the watershed
and not a way through it. The centre-set model then is suspect among many Canadian
Church leaders. Many form all the more fixed boundaries, insisting on doctrine over
relationship as the mechanism of membership and salvation. However, by their reaction, I
suspect many have confused centre-set with open-set, and by that construed both models
as unbiblical and contrary to the ecclesiology of the historic Church. In reality, centre-set
is neither unbiblical nor anti-ecclesiological. It is only counter-intuitive to the Western
Church’s modernity. It should not surprise us that a modernist critic makes its primary
point of attack at the perceived need to protect truth. What is sad is that those critics make
that defence often at the expense of relationship.
As Christ becomes our Way, Truth, and Life, our relationship with him as a
person is based on a true understanding of who he is, not on conjecture or fantasy. He is
the gravity that pulls, by the Spirit’s work, all things towards Him. Falling towards that
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gravity requires Jesus to be the centre, and as he increases, we must decrease.35 That
centre-set pursuit provides the best opportunity for the Church to be faithful in a broken
future. Too often however, the Church has chosen to be fashionable in that future rather
than faithful.
Consistently Unpredictable
Unpredictability and consistency are not incongruent. The consistency demanded
of us is not a result of logical rationalism, but an expression of faithful practice. Donald
Drew, quoting an observer of the time of Wesley’s funeral notes, "No coach, no hearse
were needed for his funeral, for he had given instructions that six poor men, in need of
employment, be given a pound each, to carry his body to the grave.”36 Even Wesley’s
funeral arrangements were absolutely consistent with his life and wholly unpredictable to
his detractors. As with Wesley and his movement, the Church in the midst of watershed
can find this consistent unpredictability a powerful apologetic.
While the Church in recent times has consistently emphasized moral values,
taught rightly and wrongly, and stood for holy living, still the ranks of her leaders who
failed morally has grown from a little noted trickle to a steady stream. At least in media
saturated Canada, perception has become that the Church is historically abusive and selfserving. This is a harsh perception, but perhaps rightly so, for if we will not walk the
walk, who will believe us when we try to talk the talk? As within the four described
watersheds of this paper, a return to single minded consistency also yields highly
unpredictable results.
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Our Kingdom is not the kingdom of this world. As such, actions taken wholly
consistent with our kingdom and with our king’s purposes may well be seen by others as
wholly unpredictable. Again, this poses a certain counter-intuitiveness to a Church
shaped by modernist methodologies. In proper assembly line thinking, the Church has
been soaked in the value of repetition and predictability.
Historical case studies show that in each watershed the preferred action of the
Church, in its time, was often perceived by many to be irrational or unexpected. Rome in
the 1st century could not understand what caused Christians to refuse a little pinch of
incense to Cesar, and be willing to die for that small inconvenience. Again, it was
unimaginable that followers of Jesus would respond to their persecutors with love, care,
or forgiveness. At the end of the Empire and in the 14th century, many could not fathom
the dedication of those that cared for the destitute, sick, and the dying. In the 19th
century, the Nonconformist chapels and schools in the back alleys of London’s Industrial
Revolution, were mocked by the Institutional Church for their audacity and foolishness,
but eventually loved by those the ones they embraced.
In each case their unpredictability was a result of being entirely consistent with
the Gospel with which they had been entrusted. It was an unpredictability born of the
Spirit, one that caused them to make choices by the standard of their time, as opposed to
their own apparent self-interest and seeming reason. By that, their adversaries were
bemused, even confused, and by that too, they gained opportunities unanticipated by
those who sought to limit their influence. Their unpredictability was simply consistent
with their vision of whom they belonged to and what their purposes were, and clearly not
in keeping with societal expectations of the time.
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This unpredictable spirit allowed the Church a capacity for divergent and convergent
thinking. Divergent thinking was illustrated in Industrial London, where her flexibility
and unusual collaborations brought about new ideas and mechanisms for reaching others.
Convergent thinking was seen as she severely critiqued her own efforts, reviewing in
detail what was and was not working, and fiercely discerned what was and what was not
in keeping with God’s desires.
Biblically Heterogeneous
Even as society in Canada becomes ever increasingly multi-ethnic, the Church
continues to reflect an old missiological construct. Within the Evangelical community of
British Columbia’s Lower Mainland, C. Peter Wagner and Donald McGavarn’s
Homogeneous Unit Principle still largely hold sway. Their work, in their generation,
revolutionized Church planting and missiology by popularizing that:
…when marked differences of color, stature, income, cleanliness, and education
are present, unbelievers understand the gospel better when expounded by their
own kind of people. They prefer to join churches whose members look, talk, and
act like themselves.37
The original missiological intent was remarkable. It was an application of the
sociological principle of similarity for the sake of yielding the most rapid advancement
and assimilation of new people groups to the Gospel. However, the Homogeneous Unit
Principle worked in mission and Church plant settings, because it reflected a
Church that looked like the population. Yet, at least in the Lower Mainland, the local
Church today often looks substantially different than the population about her. Curiously,
established congregations have often fallen into homogeneity for quite the opposite
purpose than McGavaran intended. Too often it has become an unconscious
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homogeneity, not because it reflects what is about us (it is not), but because it nurtures
our own comfort zone. We are creating the Church in our own image.
Congregations in the Lower Mainland, with a few notable exceptions, have opted
to minister to and become people who largely look, believe, and act like each other.
While there may be a diversity of Christian communities, each is largely a “silo” of
ethnicity, society, form, or age. While advantageous for new immigrants of non-English
language use, very rapidly those same immigrants embrace both the language and culture
of Canadian society, making this model increasingly counterproductive in a thoroughly
multi-cultural society. Nevertheless, it remains a common feature of the Church in the
Lower Mainland. It also finds itself flying in the face of a great deal of scripture and
earlier Church experience that emphasized a new people being formed who were neither
Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor female. From all backgrounds and ethnicities,
they came and found their unity not in culture, status, or colour, but in Christ Jesus.38
The Lower Mainland’s embrace of ‘silo’ churches impacts decisively on my own Church
movement’s history and methodology. Fortunately, a growing conversation is developing
among Churches and Church leaders regarding the possibility of becoming a more
heterogeneous reflection of our cities. While it gives some hope for both potential Church
plants and established congregations, it runs contrary to our tendency to form around
those most like us. We must recognize that the form of homogeneity is not a reflection of
the kingdom of God. Rather in a Christocentric model our commonality is found in our
relationship with Christ. ‘Silo-ing’ around ethnicity, age, language, or culture focuses
upon the wrong core. Those who are part of the Body should not become like each other,
except as they all become like their central focus. It is in that kind of environment that
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Church life is experienced. As the book of Revelation reminds us, before the throne of
God, the Church of Jesus Christ is wholly heterogeneous.
Going Viral
As in past watersheds, so in present. The Church must trust implicitly a Christocentric environment: dependent on Christ, based on relationship, shaped by character, and
fostered by whole-hearted commitment. She has no other viable option. The previous
attributes, noted as necessary for our time, provide a qualitative means through the
watershed. Like the Apostle Paul’s listing of the marks of a faithful deacon,39 this list is
not particularly quantitative. It does not require a new skill set, but rather a renewed
mindset. These characteristics are already in the DNA of our churches, and as they are
practiced, they provide the possibility for this last attribute: a viral resurgence. As Church
values and models reflect these characteristics; as classes teach them; as lives model
them, as each and every element of Church life encourages them, Christian faith becomes
all the more contagious. As in the time of Rome and in each subsequent watershed, where
the Church best planted the Gospel, she first reflected that Gospel. As the Body of Christ
in the world, she fostered the conditions and breeding ground to subsequently infect the
world about her. As she came in contact with false gods and systems, she subverted them
with a Gospel infection. Like a virus, she was eminently suited to a virus’s primary
purpose - replication.
Erwin McManus speaks of flexibility and adaptability as part of God’s ability
within the Church to create an “unstoppable force.” He finds the common downward shift
from movement to organization comes about as the concern ceases to be replication and
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becomes one more of management. Visionaries and dreamers are replaced by managers
and risk takers by the ever so cautious. It is a small wonder that the virus cannot replicate
in such an environment. McManus wonders how it is “that a movement born of
visionaries and dreamers would become dominantly known for its traditions and rituals.
If you were to look at your own congregation and evaluate honestly what’s valued and
appreciated, could you say that people are more encouraged to create than to conform?”40
As a way of thinking about Church, it has powerful contagious possibilities.
Just as a virus (or the biblical metaphor of yeast) replicates and multiplies itself,
so Lower Mainland believers and congregations must learn again to be contagious, to
replicate, until a tipping point is reached.41 When numbers of the infected grow by
geometric progression and the condition of the affected people becomes acute, then the
Gospel has gone viral. In the Church’s history, often enough she has dealt with the
consequences of viral diseases in her culture. It is past time to take a page from those
contagions. The culture that is the Lower Mainland is becoming increasingly susceptible
to such a viral infection. With financial stressors, increasing unemployment,
multiplication of ‘Mc-jobs’, and increasing addictions, the erosion of the quality of life
causes people to reappraise circumstances and values.
As preferred images of the future become broken, history shows that humans are
surprisingly adept at seeking alternatives. Culture requires a hopeful story to be sustained,
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and if the story is no longer viable, the culture in time is unviable. The sociologist Fred
Polak makes an interesting comment on that process:
The rise and fall of images of the future precedes or accompanies the rise and fall
of cultures. As long as a society’s image is positive and flourishing, the flower of
culture is in full bloom. Once the image begins to decay and lose its vitality,
however, the culture does not long survive.42
Yet interestingly, it is exactly in such times that the Church has the greatest opportunity
to become viral. With the collapse of one story, there is openness to considering another,
and if the Church does not act in viral ways, other entities will fill that void.
A virus in calamitous times must live lightly. It maintains the simplest and most
flexible of forms, yet infects vast swaths of people. The early Church, the Church at the
end of the Empire, the Church in Plague, and the Church in the Industrial Revolution, all
either learned to live lightly into their futures and to replicate quickly, or they lost those
futures. The conception of the Church as a virus, along with the earlier tools presented for
the journey, can help the Church in our watershed step into and experience kairos time. It
is a peculiar aspect of calamity, be it at the Empire’s collapse or in plague, that some
within those settings will prosper, and that can be the Church. Considering current
disasters, Cindy Wuellner notes:
Some cities revitalize and thrive after a catastrophic event. Others collapse,
becoming a shadow of their most robust past. Jared Diamond believes collapse
occurs when a society fails to adapt to new ecological or economic environments.
In other words, to recover, a city has to clearly imagine a revitalized future in a
dramatically altered landscape and have the capacity and resources to act.43
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For some, the same chaos bringing despair and panic can, as they have capacity and
vision, cause renewed opportunity. It is no different for the Church than the city or
society. The Church alone contains all spiritual DNA necessary to explode upon the
scene, when an environment is conducive to her growth, but that growth requires
engagement.
In the Lower Mainland, for urban Church life to relate to the community, and vice
versa, there must be engagement. Contact is essential for a virus to colonize a host.
Ideally, and as rapidly as possible, leadership should come from and operate within a
local neighbourhood. The early Church was extraordinary at this, as were successive
movements from watershed to watershed.
Implicit in creating a multitude of connecting points for viral transmission is the
need to touch the lives of people, their institutions, and their power structures. As with
viruses that are successful in contagion, growth requires proximity, not isolation. British
Columbia’s Lower Mainland must not be seen by the Church as a foreign place. It must
be re-imagined as an inviting host.
Admittedly, as part of the above conception, the resultant congregations will
include people of questionable histories. After all, it is those who know they need a
doctor, need a story, need a meaning, who first will find their home there. My own home
Church is experiencing something of this change, as those involved in ministry now
reflect professionals and ex-addicts, newly weds and common-law couples, people with
mental health issues, and a diversity of people who desire to create a Jesus centred
community that replicates the Gospel. As we interact with each other and with our
neighbourhoods, we infect and re-infect others and ourselves with healing, hope, and
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wholeness. In such a peculiar place people must always keep Christ, and the work of his
Spirit, at the very centre of our life, or it would surely fly apart. The story, when lived
out, has such gravity that it draws others in.
The Church in our time is in this for the long haul, for eternity. Living into the
broken future before us requires we do much more than survive. It requires we thrive.
The definition of thriving is a transformation of minds, hearts, and practice. It is long past
time for the Church in the Lower Mainland to leave on short notice her comforts and
confrontations and become desirous, in this watershed, to be reshaped as a people created
for this time. It is in embracing our Lord and appropriating again our past learning, that
we have the greatest potential to become useful and winsome in our watershed. As God
directs, that willingness to go where the risk may be greatest is so worth the taking, and
the result will be amazing. As John of the Revelation reminds us:
After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude that no one could
count, from every nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne
and before the Lamb. They were wearing white robes and were holding palm
branches in their hands. And they cried out in a loud voice: “Salvation belongs to
our God, who sits on the throne, and to the Lamb.” All the angels were standing
around the throne and around the elders and the four living creatures. They fell
down on their faces before the throne and worshiped God, saying: “Amen! Praise
and glory and wisdom and thanks and honor and power and strength be to our
God for ever and ever. Amen!44
That is where, in the end, each watershed takes us. That is what the destination looks like
when we finally arrive. And why not then choose to reflect that image now?
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